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,

PA-1 |

3

PPOCEED ING S '' ' 3

1

[') JUDGE FRYE: Good morning. Mr. Dennison, are
ss y

you ready to talk about possible rebuttal witnesses this -

3
.s'

rorning?
m

MS. UEBB: Not really. Possibly af ter the
5

lunch break.

6
JUDGE FRYE: All right. Let's defer ; hat

7

then.

8

MR. DAP.TII : Your IIonor, it does take a

9

trenendous problem. They have had three weeks to get ready

10
for these rebuttal witnesses , and to try to prepare a case'

11

in the middle of it creates an impossibility for counsel.

12
e', Ue know by this time what the evidence is,

13

whe ther or not there is rebuttal or not rebuttal . I think

14

this is the time to shape up.

15
:1R . METTERII AIU!: Mr. Chairman, perhaps we

16
could ash for a prof fer of exactly what we'll be rebutted,

17
either by specific subject matter or by transcript pace

18
re ference . That might be helpful. '

19
JUDGE FRYE: Are you able to do that?

20
MS, UEBB: Frankly, I need to talk to Mrs .

21
Reder when she comes in.s

! )
'

\~ 22
JUDGE FRYE: They cannot hear.

23
"S. Ur30: I need to talk to .' irs. neder this,-

t i
\- ' 24

.o rnin g , and she is not here ve t to find out what she found

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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PA-1
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out over the course of yesterday af ternoon and last nicht. 7331
1

(]) JUDGE FRYE: All right. . When do you c::pect

her? '

3

() MS. WEBB: I passed them an the way in, so

they will be here shortly.
5

JUDGE FRYE: Let's take it up after the first
6

break. Now, I take it, then, we are ready to proceed with
7

Mr. Grimes at this point?
8

MR. BARTH: Yes, sir.
9

JUDGE FRYE: He has not previously appeared?
10

MR. BARTH: He has not, Your Honor. We would
11

appreciate it if the Board Chairman would swear him.
12

Whereupon,

BRIAN K. GRIMES
14

called as a uitness by Counsel for the Regulatory Staff, having
15

first been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and
16

testified as follows:

17

DIRECT EXM1IMATION
18

BY MR. BARTII:

19
g Sir, would you, please, state your nare for

20
the record?

21
A. My name is Brian Grires.7

\~/ 22
G By whom are you employed, sir?

g

23
A. I an employed as Director of the Division off

k_/24
Cecrgency Preparedness in the Office of Inspection and

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
CINCINN AT1. ONIO
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_

Enforcerent by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 7385
1

' ' ' ,
C. Sir, would you briefly describe what your

,

2

duties are in that position? -

3

f] A Yes. In the position of Director of the
4

Division of Emergency Preparedness , I am responsible for
S

assuring that energency plans developed for nuclear pcver

6
plants , both operating power plants and power plants subject

7
to licensing for operating licenses or construction permits,

8
are reviewed and coordinating both the NRC and FEMA of forts

9
in the review of these power plants.

10
Our responsibilities also include assuring that

11

the NRC's Operation Center is staffed, trained, and ready to

12

~] respond properly to actual or simulated emergencies and

~ ' 13
directing the NRC's inspection program in the energency

14
preparedness area t.o assure that the NRC maintains the

15
proper ef fect over the lifetite of the facilities.

16
G Mr. Grimes, would you please describe your

17
professional background for us and cualifications?

18
A I attended the University of Hashington,

19
Seattle, Uashington; received a Bachelor's Degree of Science

20
Degree in Chemical Engineering in 1962, Master's Degree in

21
Nuclear Engineering in 1964.,,,.

22'

While completing my graduate work, I was

employed as a Research Assistant at the University o f,_s
4

- - 24
Nashington Encineering Experinent S ta tio n , and my duties

ACE R EPOR DNG. INC.
csNciNNars. omo
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6

involved performing analytical and experimental work on the
7386

,,

i ) University of Washington Research Reactor.
-

In 1963, I accepted employment with the '

3_

(,) Division of Reactor Licensing of the U. S. Atomic Energy
4

Commission.
5

My first assignment involved attendance at
6

the International Institute for Nuclear Scie.nce and Engineerinc
7

at Argon National Laboratory for four months.
8

On completion of this course, I was assigned
9

as a nuclear engineer in the Division of Reactor Licensinc.
10

My initial duties included primary responsibility
'

11

for the continuing review of the nuclear safety aspects of '

12

; ') various research reactors, and I subsequently participated
13

in the safety evaluation of a number of construction permit
14

applications for both pressurized and boiling water power
15

reactors.

16

Later, a7 Reactor Project Engineer in the
17

Division of Reactor Licensing, I had primary responsibility
18

for the safety review of the construction permit application
19

for the Ccmmonwealth Edison Companics , Ouad cities , Units

20
I and II for the Duke Power Companies of Oconnee; Muclear

21
Station Units I, II and III for the Metropolitan Edison-m

I (' '

i

22
Companies: Three Mile Island Station Unit I, and fo r the

23
(w., Indiana and ?tichigan Electric Corpanies, Donald C. Cook

| 24
"

' ..uclear Plant Units I and II.

| ACE REPORTING. INC.
CINCINN A TI. ONIO
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7

I was assigned to the position of Technical 7387
,

(_J Coordinator of Reactor Projects in October, 1968.

Prior to March, 1970, I served as Technical
'

,,

k_) Coordinator for both Pressurized and Foiling Water Reactors .

After March, 1970, as Technical Coordinator

for Boiling Water Reactors, my responsibilities included
6

coordinating the technical aspects of all safety reviews
7

in the Boiling Water Reactor Group, serving as a liaison,
8

and serving as Administrative Assistant to the Assistant
9

Director for Boiling Water Reactors.
10

I was assigned to the position of Chief of
11

the Radiological Safety Branch, Division of Reactor Licensing.
12

,,

( in .Tuly , 1971 in which position I was responsible for the'

' ~
13

review of systems necessary for the control and treatment of
14

radioactivity under normal and accident conditions .
15

January, 1972, the functions of this branch
16

were divided. I was appointed Chief of the Accident Analysis
17

Eranch.
18

My responsibilities as Chief of the Accident
19

Analysis Branch included reviewing calculational models,
20

procedures and methods developed by the members of the branch
21

rN "^r both conservative assessment and realistic assessrent
)'

,~ 22

of the consequences of a spectrum of accidents for all nuclear
23

(~'; power plants and revi1 wing analyses of all nuclear pcwer
4> 24--

plant sites performed by members of the branch with regard

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
CINCINN Af t. ONIO
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'

to sita * elated hazards and compliance with the guidance 7308
1

("' of 10 CFR Part 100.
'^'

2 |
January, 1976 I uas assigned the position |

'

3

(\ of Chief ef Environmental Evaluation Branch in the newly
4

formed Division of Operating Reactors.
5

In my position, my responsibilities included
6

supervising the review of radiological and non-radiological
7

impacts of operating nuclear power plants from both safety
8

and environmental standpoints.
9

Branch review areas included accident analyses,
10

site-related hazards , effluent treatment symptors , off-site
11

-

radiological ef fects , and thermal and chemical effluents.
12

es
On April 1, 1978, I was appointed Assistant

"'
13

Director for Engineering and Projects in the Division of
14

Operating Reactors . In this position, my responsibilities
15

included managing the activities of the engineerine branch,
16

the environmental evaluation branch, operating the reactors,
17

Project Branch III, Operating Reactors Project Dranch IV,
18

and the Standard Technical Specification Group.
19

On June 25, 1979, I was assigned Acting
23

Assistant Director for Systems Engineering in the Division
21

of Operating Reactors and managed the Plant Systems Branch,3
4 :' s' 22-

and the Reactor Safety Branch.
23

,cy On Oc tober 2 5, 1979, I was designed Director
;

J 24
of the Emergency Preparedness Task Group reporting to the

ACE REPORU NG. lNC.
CINCINN A ff. OMeO
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1

Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 7389
1

(]) November, 1980, all Reactor Emergency

Preparedness Review activities were combined with URC '

3

(]) Response activities in the new Division of Emergency

Preparedncas in the Of fice of Inspection and Enforcement,
S

and I was appointed Director of that Division.
6

In this position, I supervised the Emergency
7

Preparedness Licensing Branch and the Emergency Preparedness
8

Development and Response Branch.
9

I am also the NRC co-chairman on the Joint
10

NRC Federal Emergency !!anagement Agency Steering Committee
11

for Emergency Preparedness .
12

'

13

14

'
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

) 24

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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Q. Mr. Grimes, are you involved in the 10 C.F.R. 7390
1

I^'} 50.47 and 10 C.F.R., Appendix C, which was published in the
2

federal register in August, 1980? -

-

3
,,

I j %. Yes, sir.
4

Q. Would you briefly describe your involvement
5

with those amendments for us, sir?
6

A. After the Three Mile Island accident in the
7

spring of 1979, I was instrumental in developing an action
8

plan to upgrade eraergency preparedness up and around nuclear
9

power plants. I was also involved in developing the regulations
10

on emergancy preparedness and emergsncy preparedness guidance
11

which came out of this action plan.
12

(~} When FEMA was given lead in the offsite
''-

13

preparedness in the area, I worked with FEMA to assure
14

consistency in the development of our regulations with the
15

FEMA effort.
16

Under my direction, public meetings were held
17

at all of the, approximately 50 operating nuclear power plant
18

sites in an effort to upgrade the emergency preparedness
19

onsite and offsite, and I also participated in several
20

public workshops around the country to discuss the proposed
21

,r" NCR rule on the emergency preparedness. I was involved in,
, ;

22-

Commission discussions which led to the final rule, which was
23

(''; published in August of 1930, and also a revision of the basic
\ '

24

| guidance document after public comment of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1,

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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joint NRC FEMA guidance document, which has now been made a 7391
1

(~) regulatory guide, Regulatory Guide 1.101, Revision 2. I was
s_-

a principal co-author of this document for the NRC. -

3

() I have also participated in recent Commission
4

discussions in the emergency preparedness area, including
S

proposed changes to these rules, which would include clarification
6

of the timing of exercises in the hearing process.
7

Q. Mr. Grimes, were you involved in the preparation
8

of Emergency Planning Zones as discussed in NUREG-0396?
9

A. Yes. Prior to the Three Mile Island accident,
10

I was co-chairman of an NRC task force which had Environmental
11

Protection Agency participation, which developed recommendations
12

(~') for Emergency Planning Zones and recommended sizes for those
''

13

zones, and the report was published for comment prior to Three
14

Mile Island, and the comment period extended after the Three

15

Mile Island accident.
16

In the fall of 1979, the Commission adopted, by
17

policy statement, the recommendations of the group, which I
18

co-chaired.
19

Q. Mr. Grimes, at the request of your counsel, have

20
you prepared yourself to address the relationship of the

21

(~s Standard Operating Procedures to the plans as set forth in 0654
'

/ 22
and to address the mattee of the appropriateness of the hearing

23

('x and resolution of issues prior to a final FEMA finding on
U 24

54 C.F.R., Section 355?

ACE REPORTIN G. INC.
Cl*tCINN ATI. OMIO
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2-DM

A. Yes, I have. 7392
1

[} Q. Would you please address those issues, sir?

A. Yes, I would like to indicate the means by '

3

(~s) which the Office of Tnspection and Enforcement verifies the
~

4

capability that is called for in the plans that we have
5

reviewed, and FEMA has reviewed, to make sure that they are
6

implemented before operation above five percent full power
7

as allowed. I would like to discuss the relationship of
8

this verification process to the licensing review and hearing
9

process.
10

I would first like to run through the uncontested
11

case, and tell you how the Staff treats these matters in an
12

(~S uncontested case, and then compare that to the contesced case.
'/

13

In the uncontested case, the NRC Staff would
14

identify deficiencies in the onsite plan and FEMA would
15

identify deficiencies in the offsite plans, which would have
16

to be corrected prior to authorization to operate at
17

significant power.
18

The exercise that tests the capability of these
19

plans to be carried out in an emergency would normally be
20

considered as part of the pre-operational inspection process.
21

g- The exercise would have to be held, and any deficiencies
( ) 22/'

identified would have to be corrected before the plant could
23

gS go on power.
U 24

A correction of these deficiencies would be

ACE REPORTING. INC.
CINCINN Afl OMeO
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2-DM

handled the same as any other part of the plan. For 7393
1

(') emergency preparedness, as for all other reviews that the NRC
'~' 2

does, the FSAR is reviewed, and findings are made in the -

3

(^; safety evaluation report, and the decision is made based on
x'

4

reasonable assurance, based on review of the effort, and in
5

this case, also the emergency plans. Then, during the
6

pre-operational inspection process, we would verify the
7

commitments made in the FSAR or the emergency plans which
8

were provided.by all parties, to see that they are carried out.
9

This part of the process is generally not part of those
10

matters necessary for a licensing board to consider.
11

Now, although FEMA does not have a specific
12

rm inspection program, they do go into detail in many areas to
k- 13

verify, for the NRC, that means are available to carry out
14

the provisions of the offsite plans which they have reviewed.
15

This includes Standard Operating Procedures.
16

For example, in the NRC review, the Standard
17

Operating Procedures for coping with particular off-normal
18

conditions would not normally be the subject of the hearing,
10

but would certainly be verified by onsite inspections to be
20

in place crior to the operation of the plant, and we would
21

<3 also verify that persons are t.'ined properly to use those
U 22

precedures.
23

g- Ia the uncontested case, FEMA would first give
(.)s24

us their review of the plans, and then forward their findings

ACE REPORTING. INC.
CINCINN ATE. OMIO
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2-DM

on the exercises and would also, if necessary, supplement 7394
1

() those findings to tell the NRC when the actual deficiencies
2

identified had been corrected, and we could proceed with -

t, )
3

7
authorization to allow the plant to go to power.

4

Now, turning to the contested case, I believe
5

there needs to be a finding by the Board of reasonable
6

assurance in the areas under controversy, and the other areas
7

are normally treated by the Staff as in the uncontested case.
8

The emergency plan review should be the major focus of the
9

contested proceeding in thos,e areas under controversy.
10

The deficiencies identified in the plan, which
11

are related to the contentions, should have clear courses of

12

(]) action identified to remedy those deficiencies. These courses

of action should be fairly straightforward in nature and
14

likely to result in correcting the deficiencies.

15

With this kind of corrective action plan in
16

; place, a finding of reasonable assurance on the state of
17

emergency preparedness can be made with respect to those
18

| areas in contention, conditioned on the deficiencies being

| 19

| fixed before operation, or before full power is permitted by
i

20
the Staff.

21
| (T In general, in the contested case, the exercise

'

22
| could be addressed as part of the pre-operational inspection

23

{ } 24
process which the Board would not necessarily have to consider

|
I since an exercise has already been held in this case, and I

ACE REPORMNG. lNC.
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think it's reasonable that any deficiencies which have been 7395
1

/~3 identified which relate directly to the contentions, should
' ''''

2

also be the subject of corrective action specified prior to -

3

['/ operation of power.;
~

,

Part 50.47 and the other parts of the Commission
5

regulations relating to emergency preparedness do not require

6
the existence of Standard Operating Procedures, which are

7

indeed required to implement any plan, prior to FEMA giving
8

a finding on which licensing decision can be made. It's my
9

understanding in particular, that provisions for schools and
10

for those individuals without transportation are of significant
11

concern in this case. Procedures should be developed for the

12

rm schools and bus drivers and the personnel trained, such that,

NJ
13

protective actions can and will be taken.
14

For example, on hearing the initial alert signal,

15
if that is required for assurance that the people will be

16
notified, procedures should be developed to direct the

17

actions of school personnel, bus drivers on hearing an alert
18

signal and the emergency broadcast system message, under a

19
condition of schools in session and also students in transit,

20
and in addition, procedures have to be completed for those

21
without transportation, including any cases where bus drivers-,

22
assisting the school children might leave others without

23

.f g transportation. *

L J 24
With assurance that such plans will be developed,

ACE R E >O R D N G. I N C.
CONCINN ATO. OM60
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I believe that a reasonable assurance finding could be made 7396
1

('') in the licensing proceeding. I can assure the Board that
'

2

until FEMA provides the NRC a finding that the Standard -

3

[l Operating Procedures for schools and those without transportation
.--

,

have been completed and are in place, or some other equipment
5

assurance, as provided, my office would recommend against
6

granting any authorization to operate significant power for
7

this power plant, so I believe the Licensing Board should
8

consider the degree of assurance which needs to be obtained
9

that these things will be performed, and then one method that
10

other Boards have used is to specifically condition the
11

licensee to provide that the plant will not go above, for
12

/^ example, five percent of power until these things have been
13

'

completed.
14

Q. Mr. Grimes, if this had not been a contested
15

proceeding, which the issue of school children in school
16

buses and transportation for those without transportation
17

had been raised, did the Commission comtemplate that a finding
18

of reasonable assurance could be made, based upon the plan
19

without the implementing procedures?
20

A. Yes. The intent is to, as I described, use the
21

,e m plan as similar to the FSAR and be able to make a reasonable
,

C' 22

assurance finding on that basis, but then the Staff has the
23

(^3 obligation to not allow operation of the plant until assurance
\ - 24

| is obtained through inspection or equivalent process in the

ACE R EPORTING, INC.
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l

offsite area from FEMA, that the actual implementation has 7397
1 '

{]} taken place. Part of this is the exercise, and part of this

is the verification that specific procedures are in place. -

3

(]) Q. Mr. Grimes, I note that on page 79 of NUREG-0654,

SOP's are referenced, which-merely provides the plan shall
S

contain a list of those Standard Operating Procedures. My
6

question to you, sir, is it contemplated that when a plan is
7

written to conform to 50.47, that at the same time, the
8

Standard Operating Procedures to implement all details of that
9

plan shall, at that time, be in existence prior to the plan
10

being approved?
11

A. Not necessarily. As I said, the intent has to
12

)
be to make sure that the plan is in place to identify those

procedures which must be written, but the actual finalization
14

of the procedures only must be completed prior to authorization
15

to operate the plant.
16

17

18

19

20

21

( 22

23

| ( } 24

|
.c . . n ~ . , ~ c.

CINCINN Afl. ONIO
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1 -

MR. BARTH: I have no further questions of 7398
1,,

(,) Mr. Grimes. We brought him, basically, because of the Board's
2

concerns in the areas of standard operating procedures to -

3,,

() implement the provisions to evacuate schools, and also for
4

the Board's concerns , basically by Dr. Hooper, regarding the
5

appropriateness of a finding of adequacy prior to all standard
,

6
operating procedures being written. I think it is appropriate

7

for the Board to ask such questions of Mr. Grimes as it feels
8

appropriate.
9

JUDGE FRYE: Yes , we 'll do that. I think

10
first we will give Mr. Dennison and Ms. Uebb an opportunity

11

to ask him questions .

| (') MR. DENNISON: Thank you. -

'u/

CROSS-EXAMINATION
14

BY MR. DENNISON:
15

G Mr. Grimes, you were one of the members of the

16
Task Force in the creation of NUREG-0396?

| 17
A Yes.

[

| 18

| G One of the concerns that you evidenced in that

19
NUREG, as I understand it, was the public 's basic fear of

,

! 20

| radioactivity, generally equipping nuclear warheads with the
|

| 21

(~) generation of commercial power by nuclear means, would that
'~

22
i be correct?
|

23
: (^) A I don't have an inmediate recollection of the

\J y,
document. Could you point out the portion you have in rnind?

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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2

G Yes. On Appendix I dealing with rationale 7399
1

/~T for the planning based -- for the planning basis, rather.
#

2

A I believe I have a copy here. Just a moment .

3

/'T and I will look up the reference. What page?V
4

G Appendix I, pages 1 and 2.
5

A. Yes.

6

G So, that I would trust that from your cyperience
7

in this Task Force, you would readily recognize that fear
8

within the public of something that has to be coped?
9

MR. CONNER: Objection, Your Honor. I would
10

object to this line of questioning. It is way beyond anything

11

on the direct. I don' t know why Mr. Dennison wants to file a

12

s motion based on the Court of Appeals' decision, that's one

s ) 13
thing certainly beyond the direct e:: amination of this witness.

14

JUDGE FRYE: I'm inclined to agree . Mhere are

15
you going, Mr. Dennison?

16
MR. DEMMISON: Just simply this, Your Honor,

17
if that is the position of this witness, then, I think it

18
bears upon his position as it relates to the planning

19
circumstance and that after all, we can core back as we go

20
along with assurances that things will be done in the future,

21
not withstanding procedures such as this, as it pertains to

}22
the public 's awareness and the public 's fear in this particular

23

( 24
MR. CO:CIER: P.r. Chairman, I ';now Mr. Crimes
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is involved in all kinds of planning and that doesn' t mean 7400

({) that it should be gone into here, because it was not included

in his direct examination. '

3

() JUDGE FRYE: We really can't see the relevance

of it, Mr. Dennison.
S

G Now, Mr . Grimes , I understand that you had
6

some input in the amendment of what's now become 50.47 of
7

Chapter 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations?
8

A Yes.
9

G And that provision, that rule, does it make
10

any mention of some sort of ongoing alteration of plans ,
11

post a hearing. pertaining to those plans and by hearing,
12

{} I mean, by atomic safety devices?

MR. WETTERHAEU: Objection. There 's no
14

foundation, in fact, that 50.4 7, in fact, addresses a hearing.
15

JUDGE FRYE: Hell, I'm going to overrule and
16

let him answer that. He is familiar with it.
17

A Part 50.47, as I recall, se ts forth planning
18

standards, which are the same as these planning standards
19

set forth in NUREG-0654 in that particular section o f the
20

regulation. I don' t recall a reference to hearing, but if
21

g you wish to provide me a specific paragraph, perhaps I can|

l 't/ 22
discuss it.

23

p G For instance, under subparagraph A2 where it
.N-) 24

,

| relates to a finding by FEMA as being a rebuttable presumption
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7401
on the question of adequacy, what sort of opportunity other

) than a hearing before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

is there to rebut that presumption?
'

,

!. ,) MR . B ARTH : I object to the question, be cause
4

if you look at the section of the regulation, it provides that

rebuttal presumption only bc made in a hearing. In the
6

absence of a hearing, there is no rebuttable presumption.
7

It's very cicar. The regulation speaks for itself.
8

JUDGE FRYE: In the absence of the hearing,
9

you say, there is no rebuttable presumption?
10

MR. BARTH: There can't be. .

11

MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr . Chairman, further --
12

('' MR. BARTH: Any licensing proceedings of
t 13

FEMA findings are constituted rebuttable on the question of
14

adequacy and counsel called my attention to the licensing
15

procedure rather than hearing. I withdraw the other.
16

MR. UETTERHAHN: I still object in that in
17

this particular proceedings, to my knowledge, there is no
18

FEMA finding with a rebuttable given, the rebuttable
19

presumption.
20

JUDGE FRYE: We understand that. I think
21

(- it's a legitimate question as to how that presumption would
C 22

be rebutted. I would like for you to answer it.
23

(~1 A I unders tand the -- I don ' t believe I
i 24

unders tand the question at issue . Could you rephrase that?
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__
1

I have 50.4 7 A2 in front of me now.
; 7402

("'i O Right. I:aving that in front of you, Mr. Grimes,
'#'

2

it makes reference that a FEMA finding of adequacy will -

3

constitute a rebuttable presumption on that question, thus;

~s
,

permitting a party to rebut the presumption of adequacy.
S

Where, other than a hearing before Atomic Safety and Licensing
6

Board may any party be in a position to rebut that presumption
7

of adequacy found by FEMA? Can you give me an illustration
8

of where else?
9

A Not being a lawyer or able to give it a
10

definitive interpretation o f the regulations , it's my
11

understanding of what the hearing process is all about to
12

(') give an opportunity for individuals or organizations to
'

13'"

come forward and to' raise particular issues on preparedness
14

and have those discussed in the hearing forum, that the hearing

15
process is the mechanism by which one can obtain a forum to

16
discuss these issues.

17

G And, now, using this particular case

18

illus tra tively , certain contentions were raised, plans by

19
the planners, by the Applicant, by FEMA, and by the MRC as

20
one would assume they have adopted findings of FE.'!A found

21
all of these plans to be regular, to be adequate, and we7,

a

1 22
have cone two and a half weeks challenging them. You have

23
been presented this morning to tell us that if that challenge,c-

\ j' 24
is successful, that then these deficiencies, uhich have been
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03noted, will be assured by you to be corrected before such
1

('') tire that the plant would have over five-percent generating
"

2

power. -

3
'''

My question is, once your presumption of
4

adequacy is presented, where does this intervenor have the
5

opportunity to rebut that and uhat area, sir?
6

1 Uhat you stated was not quite ny point. "y
7

point was that the Board has a responsibility to nake a
8

finding of reasonable assurance, which includes reasonable
9

assurance that the deficiencies will be corrected.
10

I'm suggesting that in the hearing process,
11

that such a reasonable assurance finding coeli be arrived at
12

r^x by the Board, identifying a straightforward course
'

13

of action that these matters can be resolved. With respect
14

to your last point of who can second-guess the Staff after this
15

point, it's ny understanding, and perhaps counsel can fill in
16

that there is also -- always an opportunity to petition for
17

hearing before the Conmission on any subsequent matters ,
18

which may fall under the regulations.

19

G Suppose after that time an effort has been

20
c>: pended and the Cormission does e::actly what you suggert

21
this Ecard ought to do and tha t's , again, assure theses

:
22

deficiencies there and then rarked, be taken care of. "There
23

does one go on the nc::t stop?7- .

\_ ' 24
MR. B ARTII : Your 'Ionor, I object. Thid is a
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7404 4

question more properly asked of the Board cr counsel to
1

() appeal from a decision of the Commission. It is a matter.of

law and the court is available for that. It's really beyond
'

3

(]) testimony here of school buses for school children and picking

up people who do not have cars.
5

JUDGE FRYE: I'm inclined to think we're getting
6

into a matter of legal argument.
7

G. Mr. Grimes, you're familiar with 0654?
8

A Yes.
9

G Mr. Grimes, do you subscribe that as set
10

forth on page 29 of that document that the plan should make
11

clear what is to be done in an emergency, how it's to be done,
12

p and by whom?
'
'' 13

1 Before I respond, could you give me a specific
14

location on the page?
15

Q. Yes, page 29, the last sentence in the firs t
16

paragraph under subsection J.
17

A Yes, I would subscribe to that sentence.
18

G All right. "ou, if you say that before we
19

have hearings of this nature , that those plans should complyi

20

with that particular sentence, 0654?
21,

A I beg your pardon? I didn't catch your4

question.
23

Q. At the time that the plans are submitted(s~g/ 24
be fore the Atomic Safoty and Licensing Board for a hearing

!
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such as this, would you not agree that the plan should nahe 7d05
1

(-) clear what's to be done in an energency, how it's to be done,
"

2
and by whom? .

3

('N A Yes, I would agree.
a

W

G Are you familiar as well with the proposed

5
part 350 of Chapter -- of part 350 of 44 Code of FeCatal

6
Regulations as proposed rule dealing with the responsibilities

7
o f FEMA?

8
A Yes, I am, but I don 't have a copy of the

9
proposed regulation before me.

10
G Were I to advise you that under Section 350.1

11
setting forth the purpose of the procedure for review and

12
approval of state and local preparedness plans for all sites,, , - ,

(
13

'

radiological ene.gencies that FEMA is to nake a finding and
14

determination as to the adequacy of those plans and capability
.

15
as to whether or not they can be effectively inplemented in

16
that, and incorporated into that suggestion of findings, is

''
that they have sone validity facts to rake the determination

18
as to these plans as to what's to be done, by whom it's to

19
be done, and how it is to be done; would you disagree with

20 that, Mr. Grimes?

21 MR. WETTER!!Ali:': I can't see the relevancy
7-
\ ' 22''

in trying to discuss what regulations issued -- not issued,

23
but proposed are to this proceeding. There is no showing

y
t

#
tnat this individual is cualified to speak for FE*IA.
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JUDGE FRYE: Overruled. The FE:1A witnesses 7406
I,o

5 .J have been using this proposed regulation. I 'm going to '. at
2

,

him answer the question.
3~,

s A. If I get the thrust of your question, I believe
4

I agree. We would expect FEMA to follow a similar process
5

for of f-site plans that we follow for off-site -- for on-site
6

plans in other areas of the plant that they would arrive at
7

a determination that there was reasonable assurance on
8

implementation as well as the fact of adequate, general
9

adequacy of the plans . I think I indicated that there was
10

a difference between verifying whether the actual measures
11 -

were in place for implementation and getting reasonable

, ,
12

assurance it could be implemented.i ,)
13

Q. Now, in obtaining that reasonable assurance
14

and coming back to by whom and how, at a hearing such as
15

this, should there be a sufficient amount of information as
16

to the mechanics by which certain aspects of the plan would
17

be implemented?
18

A Yes, I think the Board needs to, for e::arple,
19

l have assurance that specific areas will have, for example,
20

standard operating procedures written, just saying that
21

/^') school children can be taken care of in some manner is
'#

22

certainly not adequate , but, I believe, that a specific
23

(') identification of that rule will be procedures written and

| ~' 24
a basis for the Staf f later verifying that those procedures

|
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have been written is made. Then a reasonable assurance 7407
1

(i finding can be made.
(/ 2

G E'ould it not be the better course, ?!r. Grimes , -

3

(~) to have such procedures before this Board at this tir.e , so
\_/ 4

that this intervenor can inquire to those individuals who
5

presented those plans as capability of impicmenting, as ucll
6

as upon their face, their adequacy?
7

MR. CONMER: Objection. The '.'itness answered
8

the question. That's argurentative. Ec's trying to argue
9

with the uitness as to what his annuer should be .
10

JUCCE FRYE: I thi.nh I will overrule that.
11

A It would certainly be easier for all concerned
12

,- if the standard operating procedures were available. It
LJ 13

would be much more readily apparently to all parties that
14

things were satisfactorily resolved, but I think as far'ac
15

meeting the regulations and the intent of the Commission in
16

this area, that reasonable assurance findings can be made
17

based on the plans.
18

19

20

21

in
( ) 22_

23

,
,

wY
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Q. No, if we have nothing tnat tells the manner in 7408
1

(~1 which school children in two states are to be protected from
\s' 2

the standpoint of either in-sheltering or evacuation or any ,

3

(G~')
other protective action, and we have nothing before this Board

s

on that subject matter, are you suggesting to us that we
5

simply advise the state and local planners to do something
6

about that, and that you one day in the future will review

7

that as to its adequacy without the opportunity of this Board
8

passing upon it or this intervenor inquiring into it?
9

MR. BARTH: Objection.

10

MR. WETTERHAHN: Objection.

11

MR. BARTH: He grossly misrepresents the record.

12

fry We have got to stop this misrepresentation somehow.
k / 13

We have extensive testimony by the power company's

14

communications expert by the states that there are two-way

15

radios in the schools.
16

For in-school sheltering, you simply call on

17

the radio. To say that there is no evidence before the Board
18

on sheltering misstates the record.

19
The rest of it is somewhat distorted, but I

20
think that the record speaks for itself. It should not be

21
misstated by counsel in questions to the witness.,_s

k 22
MR. DENNISON: My response is that I request

23
at this point that I be given a copy of that plan page which

73
CJ 24

addresses those issues.
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If that is shown to me as a plan page in either 7409
1

(' ) the Clermont County, the State of Ohio, the Commonwealth of
V 2

Kentucky, Pendleton, Bracken, or Campbell Counties, I will -

3

(~)) sit down and not say ancther word in this proceeding.
'w 4

MR. CONNER: We further object on the ground
5

of other parts of the records that are mischaracterized by
6

Mr. Dennison.
7

We would also note that the red herring that
8

he just popped has nothing to do with the question or the
9

objection on it.
10

Mr. Grimes has testified proced.ures have to
11

he shown as they can be developed in order for the Board to
12

make a reasonable finding. Mr. Dennison is now trying to
(C 13

,

twist that into saying, "Show it to me, and I will go away."
14

JUDGE FRYE: Let me ask some questions, because
15

this touches on an area in which I think the Board is very
16

much interested.
17

Obviously if you had a plan that said, "Our
18

plan is to have SOP's," and said nothing more, I think everyone
19 -

would agree that is not an adequate plan.
20

On the other hand, you cannot have a plan that
21

deals with every last little thing that needs to be do.,e,s

LJ 22
because there is this need to have Standard Operating Procedures

23

which can be used very easily.es
kj 24

What I would like to get at, and I am not sure
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you can answer this, but where is the dividing line here? 7410
1

[]} What level of detail do you see as needed in the plan, in

emergency plans, in order to upprove them? Can you answer -

3

({) that?

A. It is a very difficult question, and I will
5 -

have to qualify that I am not familiar with the specific state
6

of the record or the particular plan. I have not reviewed
7

those plans specifically.
8

In addition, I think the Brard should look at
9

the entire record and not necessarily just at plan pages to
10

make the reasonable assurance finding that the -- the overall
11

finding has to be made on the record, which includes the plan.
12

[}
But some place in that body of information

there must be assurance that there is a straightforward course
14

of action to arrive at a desired implementation of an intent.
15

We have found that that can be readily done in
16

other cases, in the case of school plans.
17

A dozen pages will ordinarily suffice for a
la

'
,

fairly detailed plan setting out the responsibilities and the
19

contact points in the school system, that this sort of thing
204

is not a complex thing, although it is a thing which is of
21

( n high public interest in the local communities, and often
V 22

| requires a good deal of interaction by the school system with
23

)
the parents of the community during the development of the

procedures.
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It is difficult to give the Board a straightforward 7411
1

( ') rule of how much is enough. I think if the basic outlines of''
2

how the approach could be used in the procedures is given to '

3

("i the Board and the Board believes that that is a feasibletj
g

thing to do, for example, the principal that the students
5

should be taken to relocation centers rather than taken to
6

relocation centers rather than taken to individual homes
7

is a basic assumption that has to be made in the planning
8

process.
9

Once that decision is made -- it has been done
10

both ways in the country -- but that kind of a decision needs
11

to be made and then I believe that -- and some assurance of
12

(l notification capability to the individuals involved needs to
'> 13

be in place.
14

That needs to be described somehow. Even that
15

basic decision on how it is to be done and how many people
16

are to be notified, I think it is a fairly straightforward
17

thing to write some simple procedures on how to carry out
18

those intents.
19

But those would be the two principal things that
20

I have an idea of what is to be done, namely, children are
21

f3 to be taten to relocation centers, for example, where parents
V 22

are to contact them; that there is a certain means to notify
23

r^ the individuals involved and that there will be information
k-)s 24

given to the parents of the children in a certain manner by
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brochure, letter, whatever it happens to be, to tell them 7412
- 1

{} about this.

Those principal things then can be carried out *

3

(]) by operating procedures which the Board does not need to look

at in detail.
5

JUDGE FRYE: All right. Now, you mentioned
6

notification. Would you include in that notification of the
7

drivers of the buses that are to transport the students to
8

the relocation centers?
9

A. I think it is reasonable to identify how that
10

is to be done, yes.
11

JUDGE FRYE: I see. The how is a method that
12

should be capable of being implemented?

A. Yes. I think it should be fairly straightforward,
14

and there have been a variety of ways to do that.
,

15

One is notification by telephone. Another is
16

if the alert system sounds, then the bus drivers are to report
17

to a certain area, whatever it happens to be.
18

JUDGE FRYE: But your position would be that
19

this Board ought to be satisfied that the.how can be implemented
20

successfully?
21

A. Yes.-

JUDGE FRYE: I see. Thank you.
23

BY MR. DENNISON: '

O. Mr. Grimes, following along this same circumstance,
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would it appear to you to be reasonable, or, put another 7413
1

) way, or a reasonable assurance is present and the plan is

capable of being implemented, if the SOP simply states that -

3

{]) school children in the New Richmond School District located

at the Monroe Elementary School will be evacuated by
S

school bus and thereafter the students at the New Richmond
6

school will be evacuated by school bus, that the superintendent
7

of the county schools will advise the superintendent of
8

the New Richmond School District, who will in turn telephone
9

bus drivers and advise them to bring their buses to Monroe
10

first, New Richmond second for the evacuation of children,
11

and that prior to all of that, letters have been submitted to

12

rw the parents requesting that they do not come to the school
-

13
site.

14

Given that information, is that plan capable
15

of being implemented, and does it possess a reasonable

16
'

assurance --

17
A. Well, first --

18

Q. -- the way those two terms have been used for

19
plan approval?

20
A. I am not familiar with the details of this

21
particular area, and so the names that you cited do not call7-

\_/ 22
up any particular reference to me and so I cannot give you a

23
flat answer.

*
In addition, we would ask the federal emergency
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planning agency's judgment on this offsite matter, but I do 7414
1

{) note that one thing that -- first, I will note that in

'general the level of information, is that appropriate to a -

3

(]} plan that you cited?
,

There was an aspect which was not covered which
5

was notification of all of the individuals, for example, bus
6

drivers which might be appropriate to include in the general
7

plan.
8

Q. How they would be notified?
9

A. Yes.
10

Q. The school superintendent would telephone them
11

by commercial telephone?
12

A. That detail would then have to be reviewed by

the Federal Emergency Management Management Agency to see if
14

in this particular situation that is a viable way of doing it.
15

Q. And assuming further, Mr. Grimes, that that has
16

been done as a part of this hearing and they, meaning FEMA have
17

found that if the telephones are used'within 15 minutes, rather,
18

before public notification of an emergency at a plant that
19

,

| there would be no difficulty in using the telephones and
20

summoning these bus drivers.
21

From what I have related to you, does this sort
O 22

of thing that you are relating back to us as an SOP would be
23

O adequate to provide reasonable assurance?
| \r 24

A. When you mentioned SOP's, I think the SOP's are
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one level of detail. Lower than that, I think the kind of 7415
1

^i level of information you were describing is appropriate to a,

O 2

plan, and given FEMA's indication that they have reviewed and -

3

(; are satisfied with it, might provide a basis of reasonable
v ,

assurance on that basis.
5

You also want assurance that there will be
6

Standard Operating Procedures that will have particular phone
7

pumbers in them for people to call, and that is what I was
8

referring to as reasonable to leave to an implementation phase
9

and assurance from FEMA to the NRC that indee?_ the thing with
10

the phone numbers is in place before the plant would be
11

allowed to go on with power.

12

Q. Do you think that it would be required that,c 3
C/ 13

there be anything further to identify whether any of these
14

bus drivers would in fact be available on this telephone call
15

that is suggested?
16

A. Generally, and again, I can't review this
17

specific situation sitting here, but in general, there has to
18

be a judgment made by FEMA on whether there is an adequate
19

pool of drivers, for example, to draw from to take care of

20
normal -- people not being in the location where they are

21
going.-m

O 22
Q. Now, in what manner does either federal agency

23

,7- involve themselves as to the capabilities of the state and
x J 24

local government to effectively implement the plan?
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Wher does that come in? I understand that you 7416
1

(]) can read a plan on paper anc it looks good. That is one thing.
2

Ay question to you is the question of' '

(]) capability of the state and local government when they
4

implement the plan.

5

How does one touch upon that to determine that

6
there is reasonable a aurance that the plan will in fact work

7
as written?

8
A. The NRC relys on the Federal Emergency Management

9
Agency to give us assurance in this area. There are two

10
. aspects to that.

11

One is the exercise that is held to indicate
12

('T whether or not the plans can be readily implemented.
U

13

The other is the Standard Operating Procedures
14

to which we have had reference that FEMA would normally check
15

on as a followup to the plan.

16
Q. The drill aspect is an ongoing thing, is it not,

17

but for different segments or sectors of the plan?
18

A. Yes, the exercise is a periodic requirement,

19
and different parts of the plan might be emphasized ati

20
different times, but periodically major portions of the plan

21
f- must be put into action.i

\ ' 22
Q. However, from the standooint of determining

23
(g transportation needs as to whether or not they can be
\~

I 24
| implemented, whether this be transportation of people without
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motor vehicles, whether it be transportation of handicapped, 7417
1

( j, whether it be transportation of injured, whether it be
\ 2-

transportation of school children, there is no drill for which
.

3

} this can be identified in a working relationship as being
v 4

effective or not effective, or, put another way, being
5

implemented or not being implemented; is that correct?
6

A. No, I don't think I agree with that. For
7

example, mobilization of personnel after calling th t during
8

an exercise might give a good indication of whether or not
9

the actual evacuation, for example, could be carried out.
10

There have been various degrees of exercises
11

carried out in other parts of the country that vary from
12

place to place and from exercise to exercise for the same,

td 13
plan, but in particular, if there is a problem identified,

14

normally that is the area flagged by FEMA for more attention
15

in the next exercise.
16

If there is a doubt that people cannot be
17

contacted, for example, FEMA might pay particular attention
18

in the following exercise to that notification process. It
19

| might specifically observe that or request that the notification
20

process be exercised.

21

Q. What about the transportation of the school,_,

(,) 22
children to a relocation center in order to determine the, one,

23

communications to bus drivers; two, the availability of those,_s

() 24
buses; the times that it takes in order to mobilize those buses;

,
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have the students boarded and transported to a relocation 7418
1

{} center.

Do you think that is the sort of thing that -

3

{} should be part of the drill?

4

A. No, not necessarily. I think one could obtain,
5

through notification and mobilization of personnel and

6
adequate assurance with knowledge of how long it normally

7
takes to board a school bus, for example, and transit certain

8
roads.

9
That would be adequate to show that this can

10
be carried out.

11

In general, the regulations are structured that

12
these people involved in emergency worker-type job 6 should

13

be mobilized and exercised periodically, but the general
14

public is not required to participate in such exercises.

15
Q. Suppose that you would have a local planner who

16

is sitting in his EOC and he says, though he has not done it,
17

but he says, "I have just dispatched two buses to pick up
18

school children at a certain school," marks that down in the

19
log of the day's events during a drill.

20
Is that the sort of exer'ise that gives us any

21
reasonable assurance that two buses can be dispatched, two

22
buses can get to the school, two buses can transport the

children away from the school, simply during the exercises

24'

the 1Icnner merely marks it down, and that is the only physical
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thing he does other than stating that he has fictiously just 7419
1

3
called and dispatched two buses.m

(d''
2

Is that the sort of drill exercise that identifies .

3

/~~'3 whether or not you have problems in the plan?
'J 4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
,

wj 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

,a
(,) 22

23

tm
b%d
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A It would depend on the specific situation. 7420

Ij Certainly, it would not lend itself toward detailed examination
x-

3

of the bus capability to do that sort of thing, but there '

3
, . . .

(,) might be, depending on the knowledge of other aspects of
4

the plan, there might be adequate assurance on other grounds,
5

that indeed could be implemented at the time , and I really
6

can't second-guess the Federal Emergency Management Agency
7

observers who would look at that particular thing and have to
8

make a j udgment, "Is that adequately exercising the plan or
9

not?"
10

:lR. DEII IISOli: I have nothing further.
11

JUDGE FRYE: Ms. Uebb?
12

/~i MS. UEDE: I have nd cuestions.
C/ ~

33

JUDGE FRYE: :-Ir. Conner?

14

IIR, C01;I;ER: !!o .
15

JUDGE FRYE: Any redirect, Mr. Barth?
'16

MR . B ARTII: Yes. I would like to have about
17

two minutes with my co-counsel .
18

JUDGE FRYE: Surely.

19

Mr. Barth, would it be helpful if le took a

20
break a little early, sir?

21
s MR. 3 ARTil: I uould prefer no break. I would

7

kJ 22
prefer just a couple minutes with my cc ensel, and maybe we

23
,<^ can wind this thing up.
'' l 24

Me have no questions on redirect, Your Eonor,
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2

and thank you for your indulgence.
7

/

() JUDGE FRYE: Sure. Mr. Grires, thank you very_

'

nuch for coming and being with us. I think we found your
3

(/ testimony helpful, and I don ' t think, at this point, we have
4

any further questions for you.
5

MR. GRIMES: Thank you.
6

JUDGE FRYE: So, I uould assume --
7

MR . B ARTII : I ask that he be excused so he
8

can return to Washington.
9

JUDGE FRYE: That's what I was coming to.
10

Uc will c::cuse you and let you return to Washington.
11

MR. GRIMES : Thank you.
12

(' ) JUDGE FRYE: Why don't we, at this point, this
g

seems to be a convenient breaking point, so uhy don't we take
14

about a 15-minute break?
15

( A short recess was taken.)
16

| JUDGE FRYE: I see we have the FEMA witnesses
17

back on the stand. Before we get to that, were you able to
18

firm up your plans, could you give us a specific indication
19

of what's been decided?
20

MS. WEDB: Yes, Your Honor. We intend to call
21

| (^] Jerry Monroe, who is the new Carpbell County Disaster
' 22'-

Emergency Services Director, and during the course of these
23

, (~1 hearings, they have changed personnel.
1 <s 2s

Also, Marvin Overway, who is the Traffic
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3

Engineer with OEI, Ohio-Kentuchy-Indiana Regional Council of
7,

Governments.
2

'

JUDGE FRYE: And he is a traffic engineer?

MS. WEBB: Yes, sir.
4

JUDGE FRYE: With who?
S

MS. WEBB: OKI, Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Regional
6

Council of Governments.
7

JUDGE FRYE: And he, I take it, will testify
8

as to the accuracy of the evacuation time study?
9

MS. UEEB: The road capacity. They have
10

conducted their own road capacity study for that purpose.
11

JUDGE FRYE: I see.

() MR. BARTII: Could we have some indication,
13

Your Eonor, of what Mr. Monroe will rebut, not just what he
14

will say, but what he will rebut?
15

JUDGE FRYE: Ms. Webb? .

16

MS. WEEB: Well, I believe that his position
17

on whetheri the plans are capable of being implemented, is
18

different than what we heard from Mr. Alexander.
| 19
! JUDGE FRYE: I see.

20

MR . B ARTII: That is so general, sir. It really
21

(]) tells us nothing, but can it be tied in with some contention>

of Mentor, or some contention?
23

(]) MS. UEEB: We can tie it to Contention 34,
,

which is the SCP contention.
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MR. UETTERHIdIN: Mr. Chairman, yesterday there 7423
i ;

(> was some reference to some study done by OKI, and scna counsel
2

.

stated that there was some road capacities. If we could have
( i

/ a copy of such study, perhaps today, maybe that would speed'

4

up our cross-examination of :ts . Uebb 's rebuttal witness.

MR. BARTH: Mr. Metterhahn speaks for all the
6

co unse l , I am sure.
7

JUDGE FRYE: Yes. Is it pcssible to get copics
8

of that?
9

IS. WEDD: I assume so. I do not have copics
10

now. I have only one, but I can make arrangements.
11

MR. NETTERHAHN: Hou long is this study?
12,,

(_) MS. UESS: Uell, several pages. I tvill have
13

to find it.
14

Wait a minuto , here it is . This is the s tudy,
15

and then there are maps , also.
16

JUDGE FRYE: Ucll, as soon as that can be
17

furnished, I think it would be helpful . Hope fully, we could
18

get that today. It would be helpful.
19

Mr. Dennison?
20

;1R. DE:!NISON : Your Honor, as I indicated
21

,,

; yesterday, the Drown Coun ty Commissioners , as I understand.

a y,

from them, there may he others who rill accorpany them, one
23

m

(')24 being the proposed disaster service agency director for U1at

county, and possibly the county engineer. They, whatever their
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5
__-

number trould be, would compose the panel, so we would treat
74

Q them as a uitness, dealing with 20::.

JUDGE FRYE: 20%. .

3

(]') MR. DENUISON: The other witness would deal in

the rebuttal aspects of the circumstances of the plans as
S ,

they are now constituted and their capabilitics of being
6

implemented.
7

MR. BARTH: Your Honor, I don't know what
8

contention that is.
1 9
1

MR. DEMNISON: It covers most of the contentions .

10

JUDGE FRYE: Do you have a specific, individual
11

one in mind?
12

MR. DEMUISON: Yes, I do. I have talked with(

two individuals, only one of whom will be presented. One of
14

the individuals is Dr. Gideonse, who previously appeared en
15

direct. The other is a past Air Forcc officer, who had the
16

, responsibility in the Air Force for the planning for nuclear
17

disaster by the release of radioactivity in the event of
18

air crash, this sort of thing. *

1

! 19

| I an not talking about nuclear warhead bonbing,
i 20

but rather the escape of nucicar varheads due to air crash,
21

this sort of thing.

JUDGE FRYE: You are not talking about a
23

nuclear c::plosion; you are talking about what night --

| MR. DENMISOM: Richt, release of the containment ,

1
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JUDGE FRYE: And the crash?
7425

f[ ', IIR. DENNISON: Right.v
2

t

MR. BARTH: Your Ecnor, I think rebuttal
_

3

() usually, or always is to procent additional evidence or scre,

4

hind of information previously not known. To say Dr. Gidecnse
5

is going to testify on every contention is so vague, that it
6

is meanin:yless, and I think that -- I move the 2oard to
1

inquire as to what he intends to rebut, so we can have a
8

sensibic nearing rather than vondering ai:1cssly everywhere.
9

NR . UETTERIIAHN : He uculd agree with Staff
10

counsel. As I recall, Dr. Gideonse 's testitony was wide
11

ranging and covered almost every contention initially.
12

(~ ~) We don't think there is any reason to gi te then a necend
C/

13

chance or anyone else, unless there is sorothing specific
14

to rebut, something which has changed, something which could
!S

not have been known at the tire he testified. That is the
16

purpose of rebuttal testimony, and unless that showinc, is
17

rade, which ny ear has not heard by a general statement, that
18

he will rebut, uhether he has planned capable implencntation,
19

and he should not be allowed to testify as a rebuttal witness.
I 20

JUDGE FRYE: Would it be possible to get a
21

| r3 -- I know you can 't prepare the testimony, but can you give
| ; s

! 22''

us orally , at sete point, perhaps not right nou, but uhat the
23

('; testinony will go to?
x> 24

?!R . DE''NISON : Yes, we can. Eecause of my

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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a' : .y
previous commitments, Mr. Uoliver has been in contact with

's,

(> Dr. Gideonse. I have not personally been in contact with him,
2

,

so thus, I have to relate somewhat to what Mr. Woliver and he
3,~

b- have discussed.
4

JUDGE FRYE: Surely.
3

MR. DENUISOM: And at the moment, I can't give
6

you specifics. I would have to first talk to Mr. Eoliver.
7

JUDGE FRYE: I take it there 's no objection
8

as to the Brown County. getting permission?
9

|1R. BARTH: We have the same objectio,' on them.
10

What are they going to rebut that came up at the hearing that
11

was new, and not disclosed previously?
,, 12

< k_,- MR. METTERHAIIN: Me].1, let me be a little more.

13

specific. There are two parts of the 20X, and I think what I
14

am about to state is consistent uith the previous Board ruling,
15

as I understood it, and that is that we are not talking about
16

the evacuation of Brown County residents or beyond the
17

designated plume EPC?
18

JUDGE FRYE: I think we ruled on that, haven't
19

ve?
20

tiR. WETTERi!AH::: Gell, I thought -- I didn't
21

,m
( ; realize the Daard had ruled that therc had been a sufficient
''

22

showing in order for the --
23

I) JUDGE FRYE: Nell, that's true, ue have not
''

24

ruled on dia t , tha t 's true. So, you are stating it just the

ACE P.a POR TI N G. INC.
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other way around.
7427

MR. HETTERHN:li: That is correct, and until the.-

2
'

Eoard makes a positive ruling that we should not hear
3,

i .

(_/ discussion of evacuation or emergency planning for Brown
4

County residents, as opposed to possible routes through
5

Brown County for Clermont County residents, I don ' t think it's
6

any secret that as a result of the distribution of the
7

affidavit of Mr. Williams , that the state nou wishes to
8

designate some of the routes in Brown County as evacuation
9

routes , as alternatives to the ones previously corrected,
10

so I would distinguish between those two sets of circumstances,
11

and again, I would ask that the testimony of Brown County
12

I; of ficials be limited to the snecific contention rather thanv -

general emergency needs , whatever they may be , for other than
14

the specific facility in question.
15

liR. DE INISCII: Obviously, the Brown County
16

witness would be limited to 20X. That's their only purpose
17

here. They are not getting into the adequacy of the plans,
18

as they are not constituted or otherwise.
19

From the standpoint of response to this
20

,

question of rebuttal, it has always been my opinion that
21

(^ ; rebuttal was that portion of evidence which becare necessary
\"'

22

due to uhat came af ter the presentation. .icw , us have had
23

O the planners from both, Ohio and :Contucky, none of .-hor have
' ' '

24

had any prepared testimony or otherwise , so va found that out
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-

at that time. !
j 7428 '

(]) The second thing is, we have Mr. Willians comings

back tomorrow, for which no representatien has been made with
'

I

.O ene e9911 cant or oenenrise- vario tais witness is ene coera's

3

4

vitness, I think, in reality, is actually an applicant who
5 '

is making inquiry in producing that witness.
6

Other than the affidavit and whatever. light
t 7

I it might shed, and uhether or not this is proper rebuttal
; 8

or not, I have made no inquiry.
9

Likewise, the Staff has introduced two foreign
10

witnesses , as it were, to the proceedings , tir. Urbanik
li

yesterday and Mr. Grimes this morning, which came midstream,
12

(]) tiithout prepared testimony or otherwise, so I don't know, you

know, at this particular point in this hearing, just who is
14

i rebutting whom at the moment.
15

16

17

18

19

| 20

21

22

23

) 24
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JUDGE FRYE: No would like to hear the Erown
I '; County Connissioners, and so if you would arrange then, we''

2

would appreciate it. And, of course, we will wait until he '

3

f( ) has had an opportunity to talk with Mr. Uoliver as to the
-

,

other potential witnesses .
5

MR. DENUISON: I would also like to advise
6

the Board that the first opportunity that the Brown County
7

witnesses can be available would be Thursday morniac at
8

nine o' clock. Uednesday I suggested to them, however, th a t 's
9

their commission day in Brown County, when they have the
10

scheduled format, and thus could not be here on Wednesday,
11

unless in the event we get ourselves in a position to hear
12

('] from them on Uednesday.
13

"'

JUDGE FRYE: Uh-huh. Miss Webb, what about the
14

schedule for yourself?
15

MS. UEBB: I have filled out the subpoenas
16

for Friday torning.
17

JUDGE FRYE: Friday norning. Is diat a fixcd
18

tire or can you change it?
19

MS. ME3B: I don't know. I can inquire and
20

see whether those people would be available on Thursday, as
21

,r) nell. I had set Friday morning as a safe tire.
''uJ 22

JUDGE FRYE: I see. Mhy don't you inquire
23

about Thursday afternoon and see by chance if they would be-m

k 24-

available. We don't know how nuch longer we are goind to be

--
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with the FEMA witnesses, and so we would have to be flexible
1 7430

O to ta e e:: teat-
2

!!R. HETTERHAIEi: Uhile I don't want to commit '

() the Applicants, I don't believe our examination of the Brown
4

County witnesses will be at all lengthy.
5

JUDGE FRYE: I sec.
6

MR. WETTERHMui: So perhaps Thursday is a good ;

7

day. I would also note that I have contacted Mr. Williams and
8

he should be here tomorrow morning about 9 :30 or 10:00 ready
9

to testify, hopefully on Wednesday at the conclusion if the
10

Board -- if the Staff does not -- excuse me, if FDIA has not
11

yet concluded its testimony by that time.
12

(]} ?!R . B ARTH : In order to help the arrangement of

scheduling, the Staff would stay this evening and we will stay
14

as late as possible to try to get as much dond.
15

Second of all, with regard to Williams as a
16

rebuttal witness for the power company, I can think of no more
17

than a hundred twenty seconds of questions that I can ask this
18

man, maybe one question, maybe two. There will be no
19

cross-examination of Mr. Uilliams . Dr. Gideonse is well
20

known to us in regard to his statements to Dr. Hooper and I

21
have -- I cannot envision asking this man a question at all,

no matter what he says.

23

) The Brown County Commissioners, I think, '

would not take more than a moment, maybe two coments . I
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_

would not take nore than ten minutec vith the Broun County
7

("j Commissioners , and there's no doubt in my mind that we 're
''

2

talking about Staf f tire involved in this thing and 15 minutes .

3

[v1 [ for Dr. Gideonse and the Brcun County Commissioners and Mr.

4

Uilliams. I should hope that we would go late and get something

i

done and perhaps Thursday be able to finish up.

6
JUDGE FRYE: Yes, we'd very much like to finish

7
up on Thursday if it's at all possible to do so. So, if you

8
can rearrange that schedule at all, it would be most helpful.

9
Of course , we have to see how we proceed with the FEMA

lu
witnesses.

11
Well, then, at this point by the way it looks,

17

(~') we 'll have Mr. Williams here tomorrow morning and we 'll have the
x/

13
Brown County Commissioners Thursday morning and hopefully Mr.

14
Monroe and Mr. Overway. Is that correct?

15
MS. WEBB: Overway.

I 16
I JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Overway on Thursday afternoon

17 and any other rebuttal witness that we nay have. from Staff.

I hope, also, to take on Thursday afternoon -- of course, alli

19 being contingent to a certain extent on how we proceed with the
20 .

FEMA witnesses.

So, with that, Mr. Dennison, are you ready
,,

22
to begin?

23 MR. DEMNISON: Yes, Your Zonor.
, - ,

;

, 24''#-

JUDGE FRYE: Proceed. We were, as I recall,
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on page 38?
1

7432

() MR. DENNISON: Thirty-eight, Your Honor.

.

JUDGE FRYE: Contention 20-C-9-A.
3

() CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. DENNISON:
5

G Now, Mr. Heard, the access control points are
6

set forth in the plan, is that not correct?
7

A That is correct.
8

G And in reviewing the plan, and, also, the
9

map of Campbell County, are these control points adequate
10

to assure that traffic is appropriately managed during
11

evacuation, taking into account intersections, things of
12

this nature?

A I believe so, sir, yes, sir.
14

G Now, is there a traffic control point or
15

access control point at the intersection of Lickert Road
16

with U. S. 27?
j l'7

A If I can properly read the map in the plan,
18

| there is not.
! 19

G All right. Now, you are aware that U. S. 27

is one of Campbell County's major thoroughfares in the
21

plume-exposed area, is that not correct?

A Yes, sir, that's correct.
23

G In fact, it's a federal highway?,

A Yes, sir.
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G From your understanding of evacuation on 7433
1

'

/ 's Persimmons Grove to Lickert Road and evacuation of other'"' 2

segments of the population in those -- in that near vicinity '

3

(~') on U. S. 27, would you not foresee some difficulty in the
w/

4

traffic merging at the intersection of U. S. 27 and Lickert
S

Road during an evacuation?
6

A Yes, sir. Traffic would be moving north on
7

27 and moving to the west on Lickert Road.
8

% Okay. So, you have identified then a problem
9

potential bottleneck area of intersection U. S. 27 and Lickert
10

Road, both as evacuation route; would that not be correct?
11

MR. CASSIDY: Objection. That was characterized
12

gn as the testimony. There 's been no testimony as far as the
C.) 13

bottleneck he said that would be occuring there.
14

JUDGE FRYE: He is asking him now.
15

MR. DEMNISOM: I'm asking him now.
16

A. What was the question, sir?
17

C Uould that constitute a bottleneck converging
18

or the merging of the traffic from Lickert Road and the
19

traffic on U. S. 27 all to go in the same direction at that

20
point?

21
A I would not characterize it as a bottleneck.,_

,

! / 22
There will be an additional traffic entering 27, but tha t

23

should not preclude the movement of traffic from both lanes7_s
( ) 24_

of 27, which are moving to the north .
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G All right. Now, given the circumstances of 7434

() some anxiety by the populous during evacuation and absent

any type of police officer or other emergency response '

3

() personnel to direct traffic at that intersection, wo61d you
4

not foresee the probability of accident and other mishaps as
5

traffic attempts to merge on U. S. 27 at that location, the
6

location being the intersection of Lickert Road and U. S. 27?
7

A No, sir.
8

G Okay. Why would you not, Mr. Heard?
9

A Well, if traffic is moving north of 27 and an
10

individual or line of cars is coming in from Lickert Road
11

moving to the east, he would have to continue across or
12

() continue north. I would see no reason why they would run

into each other. Both have a common goal of moving out of
14

the area.
15

G All right. Now, given the circumstances of
16

evacuation, and some body of vehicles moving in some semblance
17

of a line on U. S. 27, what would you think is going to happen
,

18|

| to the cars that are waiting to enter U. S. 27 of f of Lickert
'

19

Road as they had been evacuating up Persimmons Road and
i 20

Lickert?
21

MR . CASSIDY : Objection. It calls for{)
speculation on the part of the witness and it is certainly

23

(]} an area that Mr. Dennison is entitled to go into.

We have gotten a lack of foundation here, again
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in terms that the record is really sparse and how many cars 7435
1

, . ,

! we're talking about. The testimony that we have from Mr.,

2

Urbanik and Weiss said cars were not going to be that .

3

(, congested in those areas.
4

JUDGE FRYE: Yeah, I think we would like to
5

hear that.
6

A I'm sorry, is there a question?
7

0 Yes, the question was this : Mr. Heard, that
8

you have vehicles evacuating on U. S. 27 in some semblance of
9

a line and you have vehicles waiting on Lickert Road to enter
10

U.S. 27 as they had proceeded along Persimmons Grove to
11

Lickert Road and given that set of circumstances, would you
12

('') not foresee that the vehicles on Lickert Road would attemptu

to merge with the traffic on U. S. 27 during evacuation in
14

which good judgment might not always be recognized by those
15

operators o' f vehicles?
16

MR. WETTERHAHN: Objection. This is shear
17

speculation. There is no basis for stating that good judgment'

18

won't be shown in this record.
19

| JUDGE FRYE: No, I disagree. I think there is
20

some basis for it and I would like to hear the witness answer
21

r' the questions .
V. 22

A Well, as I understand the evacuation plan,
23

r~3 traf fic moving north on 27 would turn left or east -- I mean,
t ' 24

West -- I'm sorry, west. Fould turn west and proceed on into
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Grant County across the Licking River and traffic coming up 7436
,

(_) Persimmons Grove Road as it enters 27 would turn north.
.

So, you don't have a converging line of

(~)%(_ traffic. One is moving and turning lef t and the other is
4

entering the road and turning right.

G Okay. Now, where is this turn, onto what road
6

to proceed to Grant County from U. S. 27? Where is that?
7

Where is that turn made?
8

A At the -- where Lickert Road crosses U. S. 27.
9

G All right. Now, do -- was it your unders tanding
10

that they are to go on down Maddox Road or what? Where does
11

one go when he turns left off of U. S. 27?
12

/%
! ) A. Proceeds for a short distance and turns north.
'~ 13

The map I have, it looks like it's Licking -- there must be
14

more to it than juet Licking. The word " Licking" is written
15

on that northern section of the road until it intersects , I
16

guess, with Pond Creek Road. Pond Creek Road takes them
17

across the bridge.
18

G Do you have a copy of the Figure 1 map?
19

A In the plan?
20

0 No, no, the large map.
21

(] A No, I don ' t know which map you ' re referring to .
*/ 22

I have a Campbell County map is what I have, is what I'm
23

(~') re ferring to .
w '' 24

G Now, Mr. Heard, the Figure 1 map, do you see
-
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9

where it's designated 326 and a square at the intersectior. of 7437
1

(} Lickert Road and U. S. 27?

A Yes, sir, I'm looki. .
'

3

(]) G And are you saying that the traffic going

north on 27 is to come to that point and then turn lef t and
5

move into block 3437
6

MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr. Chairman, this is perhaps
7

a 'little confusing, but if you look at the Campbell County
_

8

Plan, page F-24-1, I think those roads are the ones to which
9

the witnesses are referring to and for case of reference,
10

it might he better to refer to that cap.
11

A That map shows the same thing. There is a
12

little town of Claryville indicated on the map as Claryville,

that's where they turn north as is indicated here and go up
14

to Pond Creek Road and then turn back to the soutnwest and
15

move into Kenton County.
16

17

18

19

20

21

)22

23

( 24
.
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Q. Now, on the Figure 1 map, Mr. Heard, as they 7438
1

r3 proceed along that map through Claryville or the area
w) y

designated as Claryville, they come to Route 10 indicated at
,

3

(~; the point 329 in the square. Do you see that?
\'

4

A. Yes, sir.

5

Q. Where do they go from here?

6
A. Back to the southwest, back over to 330, 331.

7

Q. Okay. So that you have vehicles turning left

8
off of 27 while vehicles are attempting to turn right from

9
Lickert Road onto 27 at that intersection; is that correct?

10
A. Yes, sir.

11

Q. With that sort of activity, you do not see the

12
necessity for any type of access control or traffic control,,y

' J 13
did I understand you correctly?

14

A. There is no traffic control point indicated as

15
being there. I would see the need for one.

16

Q. That is what I have been asking. You would

17
see the need for one?

18
A. Yes, sir.

19
Q. Okay. But that is not indicated in the plan,

20
is it?

21
A. No, sir. They show six or seven, eight or nine,,_

( ) 22
and that is not one of them.

23

Q. Now, you indicated that on November 18 as to7,')i
(J 24

that exercise that the access and traffic control points were

|
ACE R EPORUNG. lNC.
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manned and functioned; is that correct? 7439 1

1

(^1 A. Yes, sir.
>

2

Q. Okay. How many personnel manned how many -

3

('.-) traffic control points?
x

A. I don't know the exact number. They were manned
5

both by Campbell County police, the Kentucky Highway Patrol,
6

and the National Guard.
7

Q. Okay. Did you actually observe them?
8

A. No, sir.
9

Q. Now, you have indicated that traffic control
10

points are the timely and effective way to insure evacuation;
11

is that not correct?

12

^} A. That is correct.
''

13

Q. Now, on the November 18 drill while these access
14

control points may well have been manned, at that occasion

15
they were not functional insofar as there was no traffic of

16

an evacuation type; is that not correct?
17

A. That is correct.
18

Q. There has been an identification of a deficiency
19

or at least the need for an acce s control point at Lickert
20

and U. S. 27. Have you reviewed this plan and the implementation
21

<--y to determine other access points that may be absent in which

-' 22' '

there would be a need?
23

rm A. No, sir.

~ 24
Q. Have you done anything from the standpoint of

.
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background to engage in any analysis as to a need above and 7440
1

(~) beyond an access traffic control point at the Lickert and
~

2
I U. S. 27 intersection as to a need elsewhere? '

3

''1 A. No, sir.
~. :

,

Q. You have relied totally upon the plan by way
5

of a map indicating that there are certain access control
6

points in Cambpell County; would I be correct?
7

A. The map and having traveled over some of the
8

roads.
9

Q. As you traveled over some of the roads, and I
10

think you had indicated that was 27, 8 and 10, Persimmons
11

Grove and Lickert Road, did you go to any other roadways to
12

determine whether or not there should be any traffic controlrm
L)s '

13

points at'the intersections or where roads are intersecting?
14

A. At the time there were other roads, as part of
15

your answer.

16

At the time I was traveling the roads was not
17

with the -- it was not my intention at that time to verify
18

the location or the need for access control points. It was
19

to familiarize myself with the condition of the roads.

20
Q. Okay. Did you observe the intersection of

21
,_. Persimmons Grove Road, that is 1121 where it intersects near( )
w/ 22

the vicinity of Gubser Mill and California, the crossroads of
23

rs California and Gubser Mill Road?
'

24

A. Yes, sir, we passed that croseroad.

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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|Q. Is there any access control point designated 7441
1

~s at that location?
k-) 2

A. I will have to refer back to the plan. Yes, sir. .

3
|Q. There is an access control point there?

A. Yes, sir. |

5,

Q. All right. What about at Dead Timber Road and
6

near the vicinity of A. J. Jolly Park?
7

A. Are you referring to Dead Timber and Persimmons
8

Grove Road?
9

Q. That is correct. That intersection, and also
10

the intersection of Burns Road which is just below Dead Timber
11

Road.
12

A. I see no traffic control point at the intersection

of Dead Timber Road and Persimmons Grove Road.
14

Q. What about the intersection of Burns Road and
15

Persimmons Grove?.
16

A. You say Burns?
17

Q. Yes.

18

A. B-u-r-n-s?
19

Q. That is correct.
20

A. I have not located that.
21

Q. It is the first road down on the map from Dead
A
\ / 22

Timber Road.
23

, A. It is not shown on this map I have, and there is

no indication in the plan that there is a traffic control

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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point there. 7442
1

[ ''; Q. Okay. Is there an indication of a traffic
''

2

control point at the entryway of A. J. Jolly Park on U. S. 27? -

3

(~)) MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, if I may, we can go
w.

on forever where there are traffic control points. It is
5

in evidence where the traffic centrol points are and the
6

traffic access points are.
7

If Mr. Dennison has some problems of whether
8

there should be other ones, that is fine, but we can ask about
9

every road in Campbell, Per.dleton , and Clermont County.
10

The plan on F-17 tells us where they are. We
11

can ask where they are not, for example.
12

. (~') JUDGE FRYE: Let us speed these things up. You
' ' 13

are going to go at that a different way?
14

MR. DENNISON: That is correct.
15

JUDGE FRYE: That is what I thought.
16

Q. Mr. Heard, on F-17-1 of the Campbell County
17

plan is a map of access and control points.
18

That map is not very large.
19

A. Yes, I am looking at it,,yes, sir.
20

Q. I do not see any access or traffic control
21

(S points established at the entryway to A. J. Jolly State Park.
' -' 22

A. No, sir, it is north of it at the Campbell Middle
23

('~} School, at the southern entrance.
'"' 24

Q. That would be a distance of, at least by the scale
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on the map, of approximately two miles fr om the A. J. Jolly 7443
1

(") Park entrance?
''

2

A. That is approximately correct, yes, sir. .

3

['S Q. Now, would you not see a need for an access
t-

4

traffic contro.'. point at the entryway to the A. J. Jolly Park
5

for the traffic coming from that park merging onto U. S. 27
6

during an evacuation?
7

A. Yes, sir.
8

Q. And, again, that has not been identified as
9

an access control, is that correct, by the county plan?
10

A. No, sir, but the plan does indicate that the
11

park rangers would assist in the evacuation of the park's
12

(] occupants.
' ' ' 13

Q. Right. But it does not say in the plan that
14

that will be an access control point or that those park
15

rangers will even be available to direct traffic; is that not
16

correct?
17

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor. The witness
18

has testified that the plan states that the park rangers will
i 19

| be there to direct traffic control.
20

JUDGE FRYE: No, I don't think he said that.
21

(~g He said they would assist in evacuation. It is overruled.
| %-) 22

Q. Does the plan state that the park rangers would
23

(~) have the opportunity to direct traffic?
O 24

A. Not to my knowledge, not precisely as you stated

| ACE REPORDNG. WC.
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it, no, sir. 7444
1

- Q. Now, to leave thin area with just one more

question: From the standpoint of the intersections of Dead
,

3

Timber Road and Burns Road on U. S. 27, would you see thep)\- 4

need for an access traffic control point at those intersections?
S

A. Well, I don't identify Burns Road, but I would

6
not see a need for a traffic control point at Dead Timber.

7
Q. Okay.

8
JUDGE FRYE: Just so I understand, Mr. Dennison,

9
you were talking about Persimmon Grove Road and then we

10
switched to U. S. 27.

11

MR. DENNISON: Then we came back to Persimmon,

12

Grove at the intersection of Dead Timber and this'other one.
13 '

JUDGE FRYE: Dead Timber and Burns?
14

MR. DENNISON: That is correct.

15
JUDGE FRYE: All right.

16
MR. DENNISON: That concludes my questions,

17
Your Honor.

18
JUDGE FRYE: Any questions, Mr. Wetterhahn?

19
MR. WETTERHAHN: Up to what page, are we?

20
JUDGE FRYE: We are now page 39. We are to

21
page 39, I should say.,

/'yi

I (s 22
MR. WETTERHAHN: I have no questions.

23
MR. CASSIDY: I have a few, Your Honor.

| REDIRECT EXMiINATION

l
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BY MR. CASSIDY: 7445
1

c's,. Q. Mr. Heard, you heard the testimony the other
'" 2

day of Mr. Thomas Urbanik which was presented by the NRC; is -

3

,r^) that not correct?
'J. 4

A. That is correct.
5

Q. And you heard his testimony with regard to the
6

road capacities and the volumes to the extent that he estimated
7

the volumes of those roads?
8

A. Yes.
9

Q. And you have talked to both state and county
10

officials during the course of the exercise on other occasions
11

with regard to the movement of people, evacuation of people,
12

from the various Kentucky counties; isn't that correct?,s

I.J 13

A. Yes.

14

Q. Have you been given any information that would
15

lead you to conclude that the traffic control points and the
16

access control points that they proposed in the plan would not
17

be adequate to facilitate the evacuation of people from the
18

county and the return of people coming back once they have been
19

evacuated?

20
A. No.

21
MR. CASSIDY: Thank you.7,

\.__,) 22

JUDGE FRYE: Any redirect?
23

MR. DENNISON: No.,,( 24

JUDGE FRYE: We will then move on to 20 (C)10 on
i

ACE R E PORUNG. INC.
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page 39; 23 (C ) 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14, excuse me. 7446
1

^

CROSS-EXAMINATION(J,' ;

,

BY MR. DENNISON: ,

3

[; Q. You observed the roadways in Pendleton and Bracken
' . ,

,

Counties as well ac + ose in Campbell, am I correct, Mr.

5 ,

Heard?
6

A. I traveled some of the evacuation routes in
7

Pendleton and Bracken Counties.
8

Q. But not all of the roadways?

9

A. No, sir.

10

Q. Do you have any independent knowledge or factual
11

basis to make a determination as to whether or not the Stone &
12

('') Webster evacuation time estimate study, the study prepared
'

13

by the Campbell County, Kentucky planners, as between those
14

two, whether or not either of them are correct or incorrect?
15

A. No, sir, I don't have any information that

16

would --
17

Q. In your responses to this contention, you were
18

relying upon simply the plan's usage in Stone & Webster's
19

time estimate?

20
A. Yes, sir.

21

Q. In your experience, Mr. Heard, would you say that(m1'
| -/ 22

it would be advisable for a county planner in making his

23
decisions, to have some understanding of times that would be^s

(042
involved in presenting buses and other vehicles to special

ACE R EPORUN G. lNC.
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concerns such as schools, nursing homes, and also providing 7447
1

(~) transportation for the handicapped and the disabled or those
'v' 2

who, in addition, would be without vehicles for evacuation? '

3

(^) Do you think these factors should be known by the planner and
%./ 4

incorporated into his thoughts or decision makina for
5

~

evacuating a shelter?
6

A. Yes, I believe it would.
7

Q. Would you also feel, Mr. Heard, that the local
8

planner would want to have some information concerning times
9

involved in the event of vehicular mishap, in the event of
10

vehicles being out of fuel, the times involved and the
11

circumstances to be presented by family members returning
12

cm from away from the area into the area to collect their
U, 13

families, and under those circumstances, the times.which may
14

be involved?
15

Do you think this is something that a local
16

planner would want to utilize in his decision-making process?
17

A. I think some of that information would be
18

beneficial to him.
19

MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.
20

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Uetterhahn?
21

g MR. WETTERHAHN: We have no questions of this
V 22 '

witness.
23

,em JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Barth?
U 24

MR. BARTH: We have no questions.

ACE REPORDNG,1NC.
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MR. CASSIDY: I have no redirect, Your Honor. 7448
1

,- s JUDGE FRYE: Well, then we move, since the
'Y 2

Board has no questions, we move to page 42 and Contention -

3
rs 20 (E)3.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

(3
w. ' 13

14

15

16

17
.

I 18

| 19
1
1
,

20

21

O
| V 22

23

e

: u 24
I
1
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Whereupon, 7449
)

() RICHARD MEYER
2

'

called as a witness by Counsel for the Regulatory Staf f, having
3

() first been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and

testified as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION
6

BY MR..DENNISON:
7

G Good morning, Mr. Meyer. You have indicated,

in response to the inquiry dealing with the utilization of
9

all interior personnel, that no plan can predict the availability

of volunteer personnel in this instance, fire personnel,

because of the many factors that must be taken into account

() when dealing with volunteers, is that correct?

A Corre ct.
14

MR. CASSIDY : I just want to ask the witness
15

to speak up.

A Yes.
17

G Those factors would deal with vacations of
18

such individuals, illnesses, job vacancies, they may be
19

employed away from the area of their volunteer service, this
20

' sort of thing, is that not correct?
21

( ) 22
'

G Now, the Clermont County Plan places a good
23

(]) deal of reliance on volunteer fire personnel from the

| standpoint of having the presence of a number of emergency
i
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2

I.

resource personnel, is that not true, Mr. Meyer?
7450

(])
1A Yes.

G In fact, the fire people in Clermont County '

3

(]) are given dual roles; that is, they are present to combat any

fires that may be occurring, and they also involve themselves
5

in door-to-door notification, is that not correct?
6

A Yes.
7

G Now, I recognize that you did not have the
8

opportunity of hearing some of the witnesses who came from
9

the volunteer ranks in the course of this proceeding at the
10

time you prepared your testimony?
11

A Correct.
12

") G Having heard from some of these witnesses

as to the problems that they are confronted with, do you
14

feel that the plan is capable of being implemented by its
15

reliance upon an unascertained number of volunteers?
16

, A Yes.
t

| 17

G That it is inadequate, or it is adequate?
18

A It is adequate.
| 19

G Now, would you say this : If there are only
l 20

two volunteer firemen to accomplish door-to-door notification
21

I within the sectors --
22

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor. That's a
23

hypo thetical, for which we have no foundation in terms of' s
'

s 24
just two volunteer firemen. Really, we have had proba'bly two
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that said they might not show up.
7451

(') JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think we are going to let
'

2

him answer it. Of course, it's going to have to be tied in '

3

() eventually with the record. It's going to have to be given
_

weight.
5

A Would you repeat the question, please?
6

G If you have two volunteer firemen in the
7

entire area to accomplish door-to-door notification, would
8

that be sufficient?
9

MR. BARTH: A point of clarification, Your
10

Honor. Wha t are a , the four counties?

11

MR. DEMNISON: The Clermont County EPZ.
12

(~)/ JUDGE FRYE: Clermont County EPZ.
's_.

13

MR. BARTH: Two firemen for Clermont County?
14

JUDGE FRYE: Yes.

15

MR. BARTH: Thank you, Your Honor.
16

! A No, two firemen cannot do the job.
17

G Now, what evidence do you have as to the number
18

of firemen that would be present during any emergency?
! 19 ,

A Well, the firemen actually, in many, many, many
20

locales, we have nothing but all volunteer fire departments ,

i 21
and I find that the volunteers are probably the most dependable .,g

\ ' 22
conscientious and dedicated personnel you can get, and that

23

cm includes paid personnel, and I feel that the volunteers will
N ] 24-

show up, and I think they will do an excellent job and

|
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i

an incredible job, as they always have over the years. Most 7452

() of your volunteer (sic) fire departments are volunteer.

G Now, in your experience, Mr. Meyer, have you
.

3

() been involved in a situation in which the volunteer firemen,

in order to discharge his volunteer responsibilities, was
5

required to leave his family, evacuate as they could, without
6

his assistance? When did you have that sort of situation in
7

your experience , Mr. Meyer?
8

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor. It's a
9

compound question.
10

JUDGE FRYE: Let's get the first question.
11

i MR. DENNISON: Can I hear the first question
12

(]) again? Would you read it back, please?

(Thereupon, the record was read
14 by the court reporter.)

15 A Yes.

16 G Where did that occur?,

i

|
; 17 A That occurred in Terre Haute, Indiana , where
!

18 they had to evacuate a portion of the town because of a

19 railroad car turning over and a leak of lethal gas.
20 0 And, the volunteer firemen who were tending

i
1

! 21 to the car, their families were part of the population which
A
U 22 evacuated?

23 A Right.

24 G And on that occasion, how distant was the

ACE REPORMNG. INC,
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,

|

evacuation? I
j 7453'

(~) A Say five, ten, fifteen blocks.
'''

2

0 And was it done under certain time restraints? '

3

[',) A You mean do they have to get them out of there?u
,

Yes.
5

G Now, where, in the plan as it deals with
6

Clermont County, is there 'mur factual material in which you
7 s

can make an assessment as to the number of volunteer firemen
8

who will be involved in any given community for door-to-dcor
9

notification, coupled with the population or the number of
10

residents that those volunteer firemen will have their
11

door-to-door notification?
12

/'N MR. BARTH: Objection, Your Honor. We are
C/ 13

getting into a situation of relevancy here, in terms of talking
14

about how many. We have already established that we nave
15

given --
16

JUDGE FRYE: I didn't understand the question.
17

I'm sorry.
18

G In the plan, Mr. Meyer, taking any particular
19

volunteer fire department in Clermont County, and within the
20

jurisdiction of that fire department, does the plan set forth,

21

; g.3 or do you have any information as to the number of firemen

| \~J 22
available and the number of residents that they are to contact

23
in door-to-door notification?cs

(J\r

| N 24

MR. BARTH: Objection, Your Honor. This plan
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is in evidence, it speaks for itself. The proper evidence 7454

o
(_.) rule says that this cannot be asked. The best evidence rule

2

says the plan is the best evidence. '

3rw
() JUDGE FRYC: Overruled._

4

MR. BARTH: May I ask the basis of your
5

overruling, Your Honor?
6

JUDGE FRYE: We have been following the rule
7

right along here since the beginning of this hearing, that
8

people have been asked about the plan provisions, and we are
9

not going to bury that.
10

MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, if we are, can we
11

have a reference to the plan that we are talking about?
12

( ) 13
MR. BARTH: That 's right.

MR. DENUISON: Any area.
14

MR. CASSIDY: As it's established, we are not
15

playing a memory contest here, and if he has a specific
16

planned reference, we can refer to that.
17

MR. DENNISON: I know of no planned reference.
18

That's why I asked the question.

| 19

A If my memory serves me correctly, I think the
20

fire department has been delegated the responsibility for
21

(-) door-to-door notification, which you had brought up earlier
# 22

today. In your contention, you state that the fire personnel
23

(^'; have 38 to 267, and that's assuming that all volunteers would
'~' 24

and could immediately respond. You have that figure in hcre
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in the Contention, and with that much personnel, I think they 74551

(^) can adequately do the job to notify the people.v

G But, you have not taken into account the
.

3em() number of residents? Thirty-eight may be adequate, more than
4

adequate for dairty-eight residents. It may be totally
5

inferior for half a million.
6

My question goes to: Do you have anything in
7

the plan, or of your own information, which indicates the
8

number of houses that each fire unit, or the totality of
9

fire units , as the Contention sets forth, are to contact in
10

their door-to-door notification?
11

A We couldn't know this information until we
12

(~/) find out where the plume is going. I mean, we have to know
v.

13

which direction the wind is blowing so we know which area we
14

are covering.

15

G Right, but my question is still this: Irrespecti ve
16

of where the plume is going, and take a hypothetical direction,
17

if you wish, mark any community that you desire; my question is:
18

Do you have any independent knowledge of the number of residents
19

in any of these sectors?

20
A No, I don't.

21

r3 0 That would be somewhat critical, would it not,
t'-'s

22

Mr. Meyer, to have some idea of how many firemen are present
23

(-)' to contact, how many houses, and if you have one but not the
'''

24

other, it's as much a problem as having neither, is that not
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|

correct? 7456
1

<<8
i A Not necessarily. )sj

2
'

G Okay, if you know the firemen, but you don ' t
3

! ,) know the number of houses, how can you determine whether ors

4

not that number of firemen are capable of door-to-door
5

notification to an unknown number of places that they have to
6

go?
7

'

A As I say, I would have to know -- well, yes , - *
8

you would have to know both things, but you would have to
9

know what the affected area is' to determine the number of
10

places.
11

G Now, if the affected area would be in the
12

[') north, northeast, or Sector B of the plan map, which is set
v g

out in Section II-I, Protective Responses, II-I-17 --
14

A II-I-17, what was the section again?

15

G The north , northeast , Sector B. Let us say

16

the plume is going into that area.
17

A Okay.
18

G And you would have recourse to the Monroe

19
Volunteer Fire Department for door-to-door notification in

20
that sector, would I be correct?

21

(- A Yes, if that's where Monroe -- yes .
\~)' 22

G Not knowing the number of residents to be

23

(~~3 contacted in that sector, you would not know whether or not

' '' 24'

[

| Monroe Fire Department has an adequate or inadequate staff
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|9
l

to contact, is that not correct? 7457
I

(o) A Correct.
2

'

G Further, with the variations of time of day,
3,o

(_) other involvement and what have you, you may have less than
4

the planned number of volunteer firemen available, would that
5

not be correct?
6

A Correct.
7

G And again, you would not have information
8

sufficient to say that this aspect of the plan is adequate
9

for implementation, is that not correct?
10

A No. I still think it would be adequate,
11

because what you are talking about is one sector, and I am
12

(~') talking about the resources of a county coming in.
'~'

13

G Nhere does the plan permit, other than with
14

agreements such as between Washington and Monroe Township,
15

for the involvement of other volunteer firemen elsewhere?
16

A Well, I have always -- never been in a
17

situation where fire departments have not worked together
18

for the good of the community.
19

G That's in fires, isn't it, Mr. Meyer? .

20
A That's in anything the fire department does.

21

rm. G Where else have you had the firemen use the
'- 22

door-to-door notification?
23

(N A I haven't. I;ait, in Indianapolis, Indiana.
~

' '' 24-

There was a train derailment there, and they have a tremendous

ACE R EPORTING, INC,
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l

I

large volunteer academy right in Indianapolis, and the 7453
1

th whole surrounding area, and I think there were six or seven

different fire departments involved in going and notifying, '

3m
i) house to house, and getting the people out of the section,

4

and they did a magnificent job, and it was done in about
5

35 minutes, because they had so many there.
6

7

8
.

9

10

11

12
/~S
(_)

3

14

15

16

|
17

18

19

20
0

21
''^

t

U, 22
,

,

23
c,

24v
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Q. Now, Mr. Meyer, taking sectors north, northwest 7459
1

("} on that map and north, the R and A Sectors --
' ' '

2

A. Okay. .

3

('~~) Q. And given the volunteer fire department in
~~

4

New. Richmond and Monroe and in Washington Townships and to
5

the influx of some other fire units at any given time during
6

the day, would you tell us how many firemen, by your own
7

information, would be available?

8

A. No, I couldn't tell you how many.
9

Q. You wouldn't be in a position to saying there
10

would be ten, 50 or 200 available, would you?
11

A. No, because there could be fires. I mean, there
12

3 could be many different things taking place.
'O 13

Q. Likewise, you would have no knowledge of the
14

number of residences to be contacted in sectors north,

15

northwest and north in Sectors R and A, would you?
16

A. No,
l

| 17
; MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

18

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn?,

|
'

19

MR. WETTERHAHN: May I have just one moment,

20
please?

21

JUDGE FRYE: Sure.,3

1 (._) 22
MR. WETTERHAHN: I have no questions of this

! 23

r~s witness at this time.
kj 24j

| MR. BARTH: We have no questions.
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MR. CASSIDY: I have some redirect, if I find 7460
1

.

a document that we're looking for here.,

~- 2

JUDGE FRYE: Sure.
,

3

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. CASSIDY:
5

'

Q. Mr. Meyer --

6
A. Yes.

7

Q. Do you have the Clermont County plan in front
8

of you?
9

A. Yes.

10

Q. Could I direct your attention, please, to page

11

Roman numeral II-I-22. Because I don't have a copy of the

12
plan here, I might look over your shoulder. ,

MR. WETTERHAHN: You can use mine.

14

MR. CASSIDY: Thank you.

15

Q. Now, when you prepared your answers to this

16
particular contention, you reviewed the plan and had the plan

17

in front of you, is that correct?
18

A. Yes.

19

Q. Okay. Now, do you have page II-I-22?

20
A. Yes.

21
Q. And that graphic on that page contains the

population per quadrant sector, doesn't it?

23
A. Yes.

Q. And you had that information with you when you

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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prepared your testimony, your written testimony with regard 7461
1

|'~'; to the adequacy of the number of fire personnel, isn't that
''

2

correct? -

3

('') A. Yes.
n.J

4

Q. So, in response to Mr. Dennison's cross, you
5

did -- is this -- let me ask it this way: Does this refresh
6

your recollection as to -- the numbers of people that ure
7

in those sections as to -- that you usedwhen you prepared your
8

response to the contention? Maybe I ought to restate it.
9

I think I stumbled through that.
10

Those were the figures that you used that appear
11

on page II-I-22, when you responded to the contention, with
12

(') regard to the volunteers that you have been inquiring about?
/ 13'

A. Yes.
14

Q. Now, I would also like to show you a copy of
15

Clermont County response to interrogatory 19 and ask you if
16

you can take a look at that a moment, please.
17

A. Yes.
18

Q. Do you recognize that? Let me ask it this
19

way: When you were preparing the answer to your -- to that
20

specific contention, did you have an opportunity to look at
21

('s the interrogatories, the Answers to Interrogatories filed in
4
. ' 27

this case?
23

r^s A. Yes, I did.
V 24

Q. And that specific interrogatory, interrogatory 19,

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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,

lists all of the volunteer and full-time fire personnel in 7462
1

/~% the various fire departments in Clermont County, does itV
2

not? .

3

({} A. Right.

Q. And you had both this and the page II-I-22 when
5

you prepared your answer, isn't that correct?

6
A. Yes.

7

MR. CASSIDY: No further questions.
8

JUDGE FRYE: Do you have anything?
9

MR. DENNISON: Yes, Your Honor.

10

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION
11

BY MR. DENNISON:
12

Q. Referring you back again, Mr. Meyer, to the

map on page, Roman numeral II-I-22, and in the north, northwest
14

and north sectors, those indicate figures dealing with some
l

15
population in the past?

16
A. Yes.

17

Q. Probably 1974, is that not correct?

18

A. I don't know.

19

Q. Now, those two areas would be served by firemen
|

20
from New Richmond, Monroe, Washington Townships, is that

21
correct?

A. Yes, plus, as I say, the rest of the Clermont

23
County fire personnel, too..

24'

Q. When they can arrive?

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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A. Right, right. 7463
1

-

! Q. Now, on interrogatory 19, it indicates -- do'

x2
2

you still have that interrogatory in front of you? .

3
.

' ) A. No. It's all rignt.
~,

,

MR. CASSIDY: I will show the witness a copy,
5

if you like, Mr. Dennison.
6

MR. DENNISON: If you would.
7

A. Okay, Mr. Dennison.
8

Q. It indicates New Richmond and Washington
9

Townships fire departments have 30 and 25, respectively,
10

.

personnel, for a total of 55, is that correct?
11

A. Correct.
12

(~' O. You also note on the plan that Washington
'' 13

Township and New Richmond are the two fire departments by
14

priority and secondary responsibility is to go onsite at
15

the Zimmer Station as firefighters, is that not correct?
16

A. Um, that's correct, but in their testimony I --
17

didn't they say they did not think they would go to the
18

site?
19

Q. Yes. And they also said they didn't think they
20

would do the door-to-door verification until the families
21

r', were removed from the area.
k J 22

A. I think one said that. I think the other one
23

(', would say he would take care of the local people and --
's 24~

Q. Some divergence, is that not correct, Mr. Meyer,

ACE R EPORDNG. tNC.
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isn't there? Do you want to think about the question? 7464
1

r3 MR. CONNER: Objection to this line of
-

' '
2

'

questioning. The record speaks for itself. He's arguing -

3

/m with the witness as to what he remembers in the record; it'si

LJ
4

truly irrelevant.

5

JUDGE FRYE: Overruled.
6

MR. CASSIDY: That's right, objection.
7

A. Would you repeat the question?
8

MR. DENNISON: Would you read the question back,
9

please?

10

(Thereupon, the pending question
11

was read back by the court
12

,-s reporter.),

:
'd 13

A. I want to ask for an interpretation of the word,
14

" divergence."

15
O. Difference, two things sort of going in the

16
opposite direction.

17
A. Yes.

18

MR. DENNISON: I have no further questions.
19

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Meyer, I have one question I
20

would like to put to you. In these sort of efforts, when one
21

is making emergency plans and one has assigned fire departments,.s
; \
(> 22

the task of door-to-door verification, is it usual to make or
23

to indicate specific areas of responsibility for specific fire,,

L.) 24
departments?

|

ACE R E POR TING $NC.
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A. Actually, the fire department where the disaster 7465
1

(') occurs is the lead fire department.
\/ 2

JUDGE FRYE: I see. -

3

('i A. The other fire departments come in to assist
U

4

under that Chief.
5

JUDGE FRYE: I see.

6
A. That's why they can move out so fast.

7

JUDGE FRYE: I see.
8

A. It's the most efficient group you would ever
9

want to work with.
10

JUDGE FRYE: I see. Thank you very much.
11

Any questions based on that?

12

,y MR. DENNISON: No, Your Honor.
kJ 13

MR. CASSIDY: No redirect.
14

MR. BARTH: Nothing further.
15

JUDGE FRYE: We're in a position to move to
16

20-E-4 on page 43, am I correct?
17

MR. DENNISON: That's correct.
18

CROSS-EXAMINATION
19

BY MR. DENNISON:
20

Q. Now, Mr. Meyer, you have indicated that the
21

Clermont County plan, as it relates to life squad communication,_
,

(j 22
devices, you made reference to Tables B-3,4 -- rather Table --

23

,- or Table Roman numeral III-B-4 -- page Roman numeral -- page
(j 24

III-B-9, as to the communication of equipment available to the

ACE R EPORONG. lNC.
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life squads. 7466
1

() A. I'm sorry, I see I made that statement. I have

to get it out of here. What page did you say that was on, .

#
3

(]) Mr. Dennison?,

4

Q. Roman numeral III-B-9.
5

*

A. I've got it.

6
Q. Now, that indicates a life squad resource chart

| 7
indicating the presence of four mobile radios?

8
A. Correct.

9
i Q. Do you know if any of these five listed life
;

10

squads has more than one vehicle for the purposes of transporting
11

an injured individual?

12
A. I don't know.

[ } 13,

'

O. From this -- well, did you obtain any independent
14

evidence of the resources and capabilities of any of the local<

15
life squads, other than what's reported in the plan?

16i

A. Um, just that I heard some of them testify,
'

17
you know, in the previous two weeks.

; 18

Q. Other than what you heard in the testimony of
I 19
! two weeks and what is indicated on this resource chart, do
'

20
you have any information that there's anything in addition to

21
four, possibly five vehicles to transport individuals?O 22

A. Wait just one second. No.

23
MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

MR. WETTERHAHN: No questions.

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Karman? 7467
1

(~>, MR. KARMAN: The Staff has no questions.
\i 2

MR. CASSIDY: I have a couple on redirect, if .

3

(~') I may have a moment.
uj g

JUDGE FRYE: Off the record for a second.
5

(Off-the-record discussion.)
6

JUDGE FRYE: Back on the record.
7

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
8

BY MR. CASPIDY:
9

Q. Mr. Meyer, I would again like to show you
10

response -- Clermont County's response to interrogatory number
11

42 and ask you to take a look at that for a moment.
12

A. Oh, yeah, that's what I was lookir ' for.( (x̂_/ 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

,
,

.

'q.) 29

23

,
,

(/ 24
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1

G Does that refresh your recollection as to 7468
1

~

(j uhat information you had available to you when you were
' ~ '

2

questioned about the number of vehicles? '

3

(~l A Yes, that is what I was looking for in thex.s'
,

plan. I couldn't find it.
5

G So you did have additional information to you
6

as a result of the interrogatories ; is that correct?
7

A Right.
8

G Does that specify interrogatory answer to
9

No. 42 list the vehicles that are available to the various
10

county life squads?
11

A Yes.
12

r~'1 G And that was information available to you whe:-
't/

33

you prepared your answer; is that correct?
14

A Right, and this is what I was looking for in the
15

plan and couldn't find.
16

MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, I would at this
17

point move -- I do not know who has the original of the
18

answer -- but I would move to clarify the record as far as
19

number of vehicles, that the Clermont County answer to
20

interrogatory No. 4 2 be moved into evidence as, I believe
21

that would be, FFl!A Exhibit 3.mz
!

'' 22
MR. DEMMISON: You lost me somewhere.

23

r's MR. CASSIDY : The line of questioning of
LJ 24

Mr. Dennison was what the number of vehicles were that were

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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2

available or what Mr. Meyer's understanding of the number of
7469

; vehicles was.
2

JUDGE FRYE: Why don't you just ask Mr. Meyer
'

3m

() to take a look at it and indicate how many vehicles that they - -
--

MR. CASSIDY: Fine.
5

G Mr. Meyer, would you just read through that
6

list as far as the specific life squads and the number of
7

vehicles that they have available to thom?
8

A Do you want me to go one by one?
9

G Yes, please.
10

A Anderson Township Fire Department and L.S.,four;
11

Batavia L.S., two; Dethel-Tate Township L.S . , one; B..M.O.P.
12

( ') Fire Department and L.S., one; Felicity-Franklin Township L.S.,
C/

13

one; Fayetteville Fire Department and L.S., two; Goshen L.S.,
14

two; Loveland Fire Department and L.S. , two; Miamiville Fire
15

Department and L.S . , two; Milford-Miami Township L.S. , two;
16

Monroe Township L.S., one; Mt. Orab L.S., not available.
17

New Richmond L.S. , one; :Iorth Union Fire
18

Department and L.S., one; Pierce Township Fire Department and
19

L.S., one; S tonelick Township L.S . , one; Wayne Township Fire
20

Department and E.M.S., two; Uilliamsburg Township Fire
21

f- Department and L.S., one; and Withamsville Fire Department
s' 22

and L.S., two. Do you want me to add them?
23

(m G Mr. Meyer, if you would, just so the record
LJ 24

is clear on what this list comprises, would you read the
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3

l

7470interrogatory that was asked?
I

f, A This is interrogatory No. 42: " State thev y

number of emergency equipped vehicles (radio, siren, and '

3
- ,() illuminating flashing lights) possessed by or obtainable by

each of the life squad divisions performing emergency
5

responses in the plume exposure during an evacuation, setting
6

forth the information for each life squad division."
7

G Mr. Meyer, do you have any reason to question
8

the numbers of vehicles that were listed in the response to
9

interrogatory 42?
10

A No.
11

MR. CASSIDY: 'Io further questions .
12

(]' 13
JUDGE FRYE: Do you have any questions?

<-

CROSS-EXAMIUlsTION
14

BY MR. DENNISON:
15

G Mr. Meyer, on this Table, III-E-4, which is
16

part of the plan , that indicates Bethel-Tate Life Squad, does
17

it not?
18

A What was that?
19

0 That indicates Bethel-Tate Life Squad, does it
20

not?

21

gm A Let me just make sure it is Bethel-Tate.
b 22

G Are you looking at Table III-9-4?
23

A No, I am looking at the page. I am sorry.
7-)3'w 24

MR. CASSIDY: It is page III-B-9 Table'III-B-4.

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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.

G There are five life squads listed there, 7471

[) Bethel-Tate is one of them; is that not correct?
us y

A Right. '

_

3
,,() G That is in the plume-exposed area?

4

A Right.
5

0 Next is Felicity-Franklin?
6

A Right.
7

0 That is in the plume-exposed area?
8

A Right.
9

G Next is Monroe. That is in the plume-exposed
10

area?
11

A Okay.
12

,(~ G Next is Moscow in the plume-exposed area?)
''

13

A Right.
14

C The next is New Richmond in the plume-exposed
15

area; is that correct?
16

| A Richt.
17

-

G That is a total of five emergency vehicles
| 18

by those life squads comparing interroaatory 42 that you
19

have just read with Table III-B-4 ; is that not correct?
20

A Yes, that is a group in that total.
21

gm G Right.
(/ 22

A Right.
23

-) G tiow , you know in the general concept of the
\/ 24

plan here for purposes of evacuation, people are to be
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5

mobilized and on their way in 30 minutes af ter the 7472
1

) notification; is tnat not correct?'

'''' 2

A Yes. -

3

[j G Now, do ''ou know where the Anderson Township
''

4 '

Fire Department and L. s Squad, the one that has four equipped
5

vehicles is located?
6

MR. CASSIDY: Your IIonor, I object that this
7

is beyond the scope of redirect. All I asked for was the
8

numbers. !!c is going to ask where the location of thesc
9

places are now.
10

JUDGE FRYE: I think it is close enough. I

11

think this is brinaing in locations and whether they are able
12

(] to respond.
1J 13

MR. CASSIDY : I agree he can bring it in, but
14

it is beyond the scope of the redirect examination.
15

MR. DENNISON: Fe have a lot of nunber of
16

vehicles to inquire to where they are lccated.
17

JUDGE FRYE: Yes, I think we should.
18

G Do you know where the Anderson Fire Department
19

is located?
20

A. I will be honest with you. I am not a local
21

,, person.
(,/ 22

G It is located in Hamilton County. Mould you
23

have any idea, being located in IIamilton County, how long,s

U 24
it might take one, two or more units to get to Moscou or
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A I don't know. 7473
1

() G Do you know where the Batavia Life Squad is

located? '

3

() A I have been to Batavia.
4

G You know that Batavia is approximately 20
5

.

miles from the plant?
6 ,

A Yes.
7

G Okay. Do you have any idea how long it takes
8

Batavia: to mobilize their volunteer life squadsmen?
9

A No, I don't.
10

0 or how long it would take them af ter they
11

have immobilized to get to New Richnond or Moscow?
12

A No.j.

O Monroe or Franklin Tcwnships?
14

A No.
15

G Do you know where B.M.O.P. Fire Department and
16

Life Squad is located?
17

A No.
18

G Not knowing that, you would not know what kind
19

of times were involved, would you?
20

A No.

21

O And were I to ask you the same questions about
- 22

Fayetteville , Goshen , Loveland, Miamiville, Milford, Monroe ,
23

Moscow, Mt. Orab, New Richmond, North Union, Pierce Township,
Os 24

Stonelick Township, Uayne Township, Williamsburg Township and

|
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7

Mithamsville, would your answer still be that you do not j.; 7 4
1

(^') know?
'''

2

A I know that most counties are not more than '

3 1

(~ j 30 miles in length, and I --
s~-

,

G Do you know how long this one is?
5

A No, but most counties are not much more than
6

30 miles in length, so I would interpret that it would take
7

less than an hour to get there, I would assume.
8

G Do you recognize with volunteer life squads
9

there is some time involved in mobilization? -
10

A Yes.
11

G That is, getting from the home or business to
12

) the point of rescue unit?(^/x-
13

A Yes.
14

G Now, do you know if Loveland is even in
15

Clermont County?
16

A No.

17

G And you do not know whether Anderson is in
18

Clermont County?
19

A No.

20
B Having no idea of the location, the respective

21

distances, the mobilization times or otherwise , you could not7,

J 22

tell us that any one of these life squad unita other than the
23

five that we have indicated as being in the plume-exposed area,, ~s

;-' 24

as to those other ones, you could give us no indication whe ther
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8

they could be within 30 or more than 30 minutes for purposes 7475

(' of involving theirselves --;
"

2

A. No, I think they would be within an hour.
.

3
,,

(j MR. DEMNISON: I have nothing further.
4

JUDGE FRYE: Well, that brings us to page 44.
5

Ue will go to lunch.
6

CROSS-EXAMINATION
7

BY MR. DENNISON:
8

G Mr. Meyer, did you have at your avail
9

interrogatories addressed to clermont County by this
10

Intervenor at the time you reviewed the Contentions and
11

prepared your testimony?
12

./~') A I am going to be honest with you. So much has
*

13

gone by in the last two months that it is very difficult for
14

me to keep dates straight.
15

I don't want to lie. I mean, that is just
16

| as simple as that.
17

The last couple of months, I am telling you
18

the truth, I know I got some of them before I made the --
19

0 Hould it be assisting for you in the question
20

here to have to resort to not only the plan but those
21

interrogatories?cm

(Jt

'' 22

A Yes.
23

cm G This is interrogatory No. 1. That was responded
(J 24

to by Clermont County with the number of police that are
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9

involved generally in Clermont County. 7476

'() Now, Mr. Meyer, again as was discussed as
- 2

.

to life squads, you would have no idea of the different

(j police divisions, as to their location, close to or near

Zimmer, other than, for instance, New Richmond, Moscow,
5

Monroe Township, things like that?
6

A Right, that is correct.
7

Q. Now, you are aware that the Ohio State Patrol
8

is to man some access control points on state thoroughfares;
9

is that correct?
10

A Correct.
11

Q. Has anybody presented you with any information
12

(~'' as to the number of state patrolmen that would be available
\' 13

at any given time in order to perform that function?
14

A No. I know they have a post in Datavia, if
15

I am not mistaken.
16

I don' t know exactly -- I think they have
17

approximately 25 patrolmen in Batavia. I could be of f, but
18

this is an approximate figure .
19

G Did anybody provide you any information as to
20

the number of state patrolmen other than the Intervenor?
21

-, L No no.a

\ _.) 22

B And the information that you have of approxiraately
23

.cj the availability of 25 state patroinen, that information was
kJ 24

given to you by the Intervenor; is that correct?
_

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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10

A Correct.
1 7477

( G Neither the state or local planners or the;

'
2

''

Applicant, none of them bothered to let lou know how many .

3

(') state patrolmen were present at the Batavia post?
v ,

A I didn ' t have to ask them.

S

G I beg your pardon?

6
A I didn' t have to ask them.

7

G Vty not?

8
A. All I had to do was read it.

9

G From the Intervenor?

10
A Yes.

11

G Now, since you have accepted that from the

12
Intervenor, would you accept that there are only twelve,

s,
,

's 13
deputy sheriffs in the county?

14
A Yes.

15
G Would you accept the other figures that the

16
Intervenor supplied as to the number of local police, which

17
would be in the close proximity of the plume-exposed area?

18
MR. CASSIDY: Are we referring to the numbers

19
that are in the Contention?

20
MR. DEUNISOM: That is right.

21
MR. CASSIDY: I think he can state when the

,-

O 22
Contention was addressed that those numbers were certainly

23
looked at and considered and assumed the Intervenor's were,,

I J 24
in good faith giving accurate numbers, to the extent that

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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they may supplement by the interrogatories.
7478

[) JUDGE FRYE: Yes, but would he accept them?
"

2

A Yes, I have been accepting them. -

3

(-~; BY MR. DENNISON:
u-

4

G And that indicates that there are 19 police
5

officers who would be available on ship to respond to access
6

control points in the plume-exposed area; is that correct?
7

A Yes.
8

G Now, the number of access control points as
9

indicated by the county plan is 28.
10

There was a suggestion that 12 he added at
11

the time that your testimony was filed, I believe, at
12

~; the suggestion of Mr. Uilliams, for a total of 40 access
(G }3

control points; is that not correct?
14

A I think Mr. Williams ' testimony stated that
15

additional access points would improve the plan.
16

G All right. So that we would be talking about
17

either 28 access control points or a total of 40 if you add
18

the additional 12; . is that correct?

19

A Yes.

20

G Now, during this particular circumstance,

21
the police of ficers would have other business that they would,-

:

V 22
have to attend to besides manning access control points; is

23

gy that not correct?-

\ / 24
A True.

ACE R EPORDNG. INC.
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j 0 And in the figures that I have presented you 7479
I

i'

Q with, the 28 access control points, not all of those are

manned so it would be a figure of less than 28, a figure of '

i 3

O, less than 407

A. Correct.
! 5
, .

6

7
.

'

8
,

9

'

10
I

11

12
'

0 13

14

15

|

| 16

17

| 18
t

|
19

20

| 21

22

|
'

23

O 2,'
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1 Q They have indicated that the National Guard 7480
(''
'/- 2 could be utilized as a back-up?

.

3 A Yes.
O

4 Q It takes time, does it not, to activate the'''

5 National Guard?

6 A Fortunately, in Batavia, you have a National

7 Guard Armory and a National Guard Unit. Also, fortunately,

8 the Ohio Disaster Services Agency is part of the National

9 Guard, so things would move very, very, very rapidly, for

10 assistance.

11 Q NomF, you are implying that there are National

12 Guardsmen or barracks in Batavia, rather than they have an
,-
(J 13 armory?

14 A No.

15 Q It still takes time to call these people forth,

16 get them in the uniforms and appear in Batavia?

17 A This is correct.

| 18 Q Do you have any information, any evidence of

19 how long that would take?

| 20 A No.

21 Q Or after they assemble in Batavia, how long
| /'' S

l _ / 22 they would have to be briefed before they would be deployed?
'

|

23 in the area to supplement police officers and access controls?

( ) 24 A No, I don't know the exact time, no.

Q Now, you would not know whether they could do this
|

| ace noonnNo. mc.
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1 within a half hour, taking the minimal time available before 7481

''
2 evacuation could be called?

.

3 MR. CASSIDY: Objection, asked and answered.
/' _NV

4 He said he did not know how long it would take.

5 JUDGE FRYE: I think that was my recollection.

6 Q Now, of the police officers, others could be

7 summoned from other areas of the county, could they not --

8 A Yes.

9 Q -- Mr. Meyer?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And again, you would have no knowledge of what

12 distances these police officers would be traveling or what would

'O'#'

13 be necessary to instruct them, is that correct?

14 A As far as other police officers, you know, that

15 would be going, directing traffic and sealing traffic. They

16 are day-to-day jobs, so there would be no instruction there.

17 They just get in and they go.

18 Q I understand that. My question is: Of the times

19 you have knowledge, is there time involved in order to deploy

20 these officers at different locations where you would be

21 drawing them from distances in Clermont County, but not in the

n
(_/ P ume-exposed area?l22

23 A No.

24 Q And would you have any idea of the number of'

police officers who would be available and submitted to access

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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(..
I control paints who would be located within the plume-exposed 7482

)
'

'

2 area, who would not otherwise be involved, and who would be
.

3 available?
7_

U
4 A No.

5 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

6 MR. WETTERHAHN: We have no questions of this

7 witness.

8 MR. BARTH: We have no questions.

9 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

to BY MR. CASSIDY:

11 Q Mr. Meyer, if you would take a look at.the

12 Clermont County plan, please, on Page 2, Roman Numeral II, that
( ,j,

' ' '

13 is, I-6.

~

14 A I have got it. That's what I am looking at.

15 Q Okay, and would you just take a moment and take

16 a look at Paragraph D on that page?

17 MR. DENNISON: D as in David?

is MR. CASSIDY: Or as in dog, that's fine.

19 A Go ahead.

20 Q Now, Mr. Meyer, is it not true that the plan

21 Provides that not all of the access control points will be
(.
' s' manned, in other words, that there will be some unmanned
'

'
22

23 road blocks, I believe is the term they use in the plan?.
g

'

24 A That is correct.' ~ '

Q And with regard to the total number of access

ACE REPORD NG,1NC.
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1 control points, and well, let's accept the plan in which I 7483
('' ' '

2 believe there were 28 controlled access points, is that your
.

3 recollection?
p)t
'''

4 A Yes.

5 Q Now, those access control points are scattered

6 all over various parts of the county, is that correct?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Now, is it your understanding that in the normal

9 course of events, if an evacuation was necessary, that only

10 certain portions of the county would need to be evacuated, those

11 specifically in the plume?

12 A Oh, yes, correct.
,,

kJ
13 Q And therefore, not all 28 access control points

14 would necessarily have to be manned at once, would they?

15 A No.

16 Q Or in fact, some of them would not even be

17 utilized, depending on what sectors were involved in an

is evacuation, isn't that correct?

19 A Correct.

20 Q With regard to the resources available at the

21 time of an accident, does not the plan provide that the county
,-~

() 22 sherriff will direct the personnel that are available to man

23 those control points?
em

(_J A Correct.24

Q Therefore, the plan provides that those

ACE R EPORUNG. INC.
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1 resources available will be used at the discretion of the-

7484
O 2 sherriff, as the decision maker in this case, to best meet

.

3 the needs of an evacuation, correct?

O
4 MR. DENNISON: Your Honor, I am objecting

5 simply from the standpoint that we had a contention addressed

6 to the sherriff and his capabilities in Ohio to direct other

7 law enforcement agencies and so forth, which this Board has

8 determined to be a legal matter. .We proffered the testimony of
9 Judge Jackson, and we let the matter sit. Now, I believe

10 Mr. Cassidy is directing things into that nature, and I don't

11 want to, you know, get into a rebuttal witness in addition to

12 what we already have, if we are going to resurface this issue.

13 MR. WETTERHAHN: Perhaps the question could be

14 understood by saying the sherriff or the other person who

15 directs these individuals.

16 MR. CASSIDY: My question was what the plan

17 provided.

: 18 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, and we do have a contention
!
| 19 as to the local authority of the sherriff.

20 MR. CASSIDY: As the plan stands now, that's

21 what it provides.

( ) 22 JUDGE FRYE: The plan is in evidence, so let's

23 don't go into that.
|

( ) 24 MR. CASSIDY: All right.

( Q Mr. Meyer, again, just referencing you to that

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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_

1 Section D on Page II-I-6, the plan provides, in that section, 7483
7
''> 2 a list of agencies that are involved in supporting access contro L

.

3 actions, isn't that correct?
(',
\>

4 A Correct.

5 Q And that list includes others than, local police

6 and sherriff departments, isn't that correct?

7 A Correct.

8 Would you.like me to read the list?

9 Q Please.

10 A I know I shouldn't ask.

11 The county sherriff's department, the local

12 Police departments, the local fire departments, the county
,,

's_.) 13 engineer 's department, the Ohio Highway Patrol, the Ohio Nationa L

14 Guard and the United States Coast Guard, which would be on the

15 river.

16 Q And as to the local fire departments, I believe

17 the list contains the caveat, as not available, is that correct?

18 A Correct.

19 Q Now, access control points, so we can clarify

20 that issue, are primarily there for two purposes; to assist in

21 directing evacuation frca the EPZ, correct?

<s
t .) 22 A Correct.

23 Q And also, to prevent people from re-entering
n
V 2.t the EPZ, is that correct?

A Right.

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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11-DM

_
1 Q So, to some extent, it may not be necessary to 7486

' ''''
2 additionally man all those access control points during the

,

3 very early evacuation stages wouldn't that be a fair assessment?,__

/ )~''
4 A Yes, because it would depend on which way the

5 plume is going.

6 Q And it would also, an element that would enter

7 into that is preventing people from coming back, which would

8 occur at a later stage, is that correct? In other words, you

9 have to have the people leave before there is a need to keep

10 them from going back in?

11 A That's very good, very well thought.

12 MR. CASSIDY: No further questions.
, ~ .

( '
13 JUDGE FRYE: Are you going to have anything' ' '

14 based on that, Mr. Dennison?

15 MR. DENNISON: No, Your Honor.

16 JUDGE FRYE: Well, that completes that contention,

17 so let's break for lunch now, and be back at 1:30.

18 (THEREUPON, a luncheon break vas taken.)|

19

20

21

l'
5 '' 22

23

,q
'\'# 24

ACE REPORENG lNC.
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JUDGE FRYE I think we are on 20-s-6. 7407
1

,- ?tR. DENMISON: That's correct. I had concluded
t
'~'

2 the preceding Contention and I don' t kncu if there was any
.

-

3 redirect or if we had all concluded it necessarily.

'' '
MR. NETTERHAUN: We have completed our examination.--

4

BERNARD WILLIAMS PALMER FROST

RICHARD MEYER JOHN HEARD
6

called as witnesses by Counsel for the Regulatory Staff, previcusly
7

having first been duly sworn by the Chairman, were exanined
8

and testified as follows:
9

CROSS-EXM1IMATION
10

CY MR. DENMISOM:
11

G Mow , tir . Meye r, the next Contention is very
12

() difficult and so I obviously have no questions on it and
t,-

j3

I assume nobody else does.

14 MR. DENNISON: That's the one dealing with

15 the legal issues, Your Honor.

16 JUDGE FRYE: Oh, yes.

17 C Mr. Heard, this Contention directs itself to

18 the fire personnel in Campbell County and you have set forth

19 the provisions of the plan as to the circumstances of

20 responsibility and what I would presume to be descending

21 priorities for fire units, that is, their first priority is

I ( ])22 rescue of the survivors and the second is the extinguishing

o f the fires and so forth. You have made the statement that
23

(~') 24
they vill be provided training.

v

Do you have any factual knowledge that such

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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2

training has been afforded to the fire personnel at Campbell 7483
1

(]) County?

A (UITNESS IIEARD) No, sir. '

3

(]) G So tha.t in reality you have no position on

the question, since, as I understand your direct testimony,
5

it assumes that they are adequately trained, they will
6

discharge the duties for which they're trained, correct?
7

A. (WITNESS IIEARD) Yes, sir.
8

G Without any information as to whether or not
9

they have or will receive training, you can't tell us whether
10

or not they have been adequately discharged for these other
11

duties or not, would I be correct?

12

A (WITNESS IIEARD) That is correct.
,a -

MR. DENNISON: That concludes the questions I
14

have on this Contention of Mr. IIcard.
15

MS. WEBB: Your IIonor, I'd like to ask a few

16

questions as to this Contention, if I may.
17

MR. WETTERI!AIIN: For the record, I will state
18

our objection based on the consolidation of these Contentions.

19
MR. CASSIDY: I join in that.

20
MR . B ARTII : I join on the basis that the

21
Commission . ordered. the consolidation of the Contentions so

22 that if. t.ge Doard complies w.ith the Commission's direction
23

and there should 1x2 no further questions on this Contention.

) 24
JUDGE FRYE: It's all noted. We will adhere
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3

to our prior ruling.
1

'~
; ) CROSS-EXAMINATIOM

2

BY MS . WEBD : '

3

I G Mr. Heard, did you receive the Intervenor'sj
4

written testimony before you compiled your own written
5

testimony?
6

A (UITNESS HEARD) When you refer to the
7

Intervenor's written testimony, are you talking about the
8

Contentionc?
9

B Mo, the prefiled direct testimony in reference
10

to this Contention when you received the prefiled direct
11

testimony of Richard McCormick and Richard Smith, who were
12

(3 the members of the Eastern Campbell County Fire Department
L.)

33

before you had written out your testimony?-
14

A (UITNESS HEARD) I don't believe I have ever
15

received it.

16

G You have never reviewed it?
17

A (WITNESS HEARD) I haven ' t seen it.
18

0 You were present when they ~ testified be fore
19

this Doard before, were you not?

20
A (WITNESS HEARD) Richard McCornick and Richard

21
.y Smith, I don't believe so.

i ;

' 22'-

0. You did not hear the testimony of --
23

cc3 A (MITNESS HEARD) I was absent and away on
'V 24

Thursday, I guess, the 28 th o f January . I don't recall hearing

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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any fire testimony. So, perhaps'that was the day they 7490
,

,

(_) tes ti fied . I don't know. I do not recall hearing their
2

9

testimony.
3

: s,

(_) 3 Okay, in ANNEX S, that you referred to in
4

your written testimony, it does not state anywhere in there
5

what the fire department will be trained for?
6

A. (MITMESS I!EARD) ANNEX S?
7

G Right. I think that's ANUEX S, page 3, S-3.
8

A. (WITNESS I!EARD) I'm looking at that now.
9

Is there a question?
10

g Yes, sir. The question is, it does not say
11

specifically what these fire fighters may or may not be
12

,..

| ) trained for, does it?
,

A (UITNESS IIEARD) No, it does not. It says
14

training program has bcon established.
15

G If you don' t know uhat the fire department
16

aay or may not be trained for, then, you cannot make a
17

determination that they would be capable of performing any
18

of those functions , could you?
19

A. (WITNESS IIEARD) Well, the first paragraph
20

says that the training program has been established by the
21

' ' , Kentucky trcining officer, which is directed to state and
w/

22

county government agencies to prepare them for dealing with
23

(") a radiological emergency at the Zimmer Power Station.
L'

24

0 rell, what does that training consist of?

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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A (UITNESS !!EARD) 1.' ell, general radiological 7491
1

'~) training. The scope of the training of the curriculum is
N> 2

not listed. -

3

(''; G Okay, do you have any of what that scope of
'

4

curriculum is?
5

A (WITNESS HEARD) General knowledge, yes.
6

C Okay. What, based on that knowledge, what
7

functions are they going to be called upon to perform other
8

than the three listed in ANNEX I? In other words, !!r. IIcard,
9

what is the functions under number four, " Assist other
10

emergency response function, if capable . " What are those
11

other functions?
12

p A (WITNESS !!EARD) Well, on page 49 as my
13-

profiled testimony, " Advise contaminated patients may be
14

transported by fire department rescue squads."
15

G Okay, sir. That would be --
16

A (WITNESS IIEARD) One EIIT per vehicle is
17

trained. Fire personnel would also be used in the -- well,
18

that's listed access control in place protection, tha t is
19

listed in the prefiled testimony. -

20

21

0 Since you brought up your answer to the next7s

( ) 22
Contention, where in ANNEX H does it say that at least one

23

EMT per vehicle is trained; the proper transportation procedures?,,.

O 24
!!R. CASSIDY : He 're skipping ahead to the

ACE R EPORMNG. INC.
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next Contention. 7492
1

) JUDGE FRYE: She 's following the witness ',,m/
y

answer. '

3
m
(, i MR. CASSIDY: I appreciate that. There may
s-

be objections with regard to Mentor on tne next Contention
S

asking questions. I just wanted to make sure we get a clear
6

record on where we're stopping with one Contentien and
7

beginning with another, just so the record is clear on the
8

objections, if there are objections.
9

JUDGE FRYE: I'm wondering out of the witness '
10

answer, where best to take up these two Contentions together?
11

MR. UETTERHAHN: May I suggest we defer this
12

(~'J; examination so we can get the next one -- so we can keep on
'

-

33

the same order we started with?
14

JUDGE FRYE: All right. It really doesn't

15
matter to me one way or the other.

16
MR. CASSIDY: I think it does to us.

17
MS. UEEB: I will defer that one question,

18
that 's fine , if Mr. Heard can --

19

Q Have you located that?

20
A. (WITNESS HEARD) In ANUEX H?

21
,s 0 Uh-huh.
f >i'- 22

lu (UITNESS HEARD) No , not ye t.

23

gy G Let's go back to the previous Contention, then,

~' 24
other than the life squads transporting people to hospitals,

ACE REPORTING. INC..
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ir there any other emergency function that numeral four 7493
1

(") represents to that you know about?
''

2

A. (MITNESS HEARD) No.
.

3

(") G If you don't know what those other response
v

functions are, then, you cannot make a determination that
5

these fire departments are capable of carrying out that
6

response function, can you?
7

A (NITNESS HEARD) Well, I think my answer
8

so states that the additional functions performed by the
9

fire personnel will be assigned based on their staff and
10

resources, fire fighters will be provided training. Once
11

trained, they will be assigned to the task they have been
12

r' trained for.
:

'i
13

G But you don' t know what they're going to be
14

trained for, do you?

15
A (WITNESS HEARD) I don' t know the exact scope

16

they 're going to be trained in the hazards of radiation
17

handling of contaminated patients and the general basis of
18

radiological defense course, but I don't -- as I say, I'm

19
not -- I don't have the scope of instruction in front of me.

20
C Are you aware that through testimony that has

21
Come out pursuant to this hearing that some of the fire,.,

! i
'

22
personnel who have gone through that training have been

23
less than pleased with it, with that training, have felt thatn

( ;

L. ' 24

| it was a waste of their time , and that they cannot do 'those

,
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functions which supposedly they were being trained to do, 7494

,) has that been brought to your attention?
2

A (UITNESS HEARD) No, I was not aware of that. '

-
, .s

) MS. WFBB: That's all.'

^

4

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn?
5

MR. UETTERHAHN: No questions,
6

MR. BARTH: The Staf f has no questions .
7

JUDGE FRYE: Redirect?
8

MR. CASSIDY: I have a few, Your Honor.
9

REDIRECT EXIJIINATION
10

BY MR. CASSIDY:
11

Q Mr. Heard, with regard to training in this
12

(''; case , specifically with regard to training of fire personnel
'

13

to carry out the functions that are addressed in ANNEX I,
14

page I-1, it's your understanding, is it not, that the S tate
15

of Kentucky is in the process of preparing a training progran
16

for these people?
17

A (MITNESS HEARD) Yes.
18

| G And in the course of the ongoing review, is
19

it your understandina in your role that you will review this
20

training program once the specifics are provided by the State
21

(~^, of Kentucky?
" 22

A (MITUESS HEARD) Yes.
; 23

(', G And that you at that point in tire will have
24'

an ongoing dialogue with the State of Kentucky as to the scope
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of the training and the adequacy of the training and so on 7493
1 .

(~~) whether or not it meets the task that they have indicated
'\ ' 2

in the plan that the fire personnel will be assigned to? '

3

/~') A (UITNESS HEARD) It may not be specifically
m-

4

within my branch, because we have a training and education
S

branch within the regional office. It may be.
6

G Nithin the responsibility of the Federal
7

Emergency Management Agency review of radiological emergency
8

plans?
9

A (MITNESS HEARD) Yes.
10

MR. CASSIDY: I have nothing further.
11

JUDGE FRYE: No further cross, I take it?
12

MR. DEMNISON: No, Your Honor.-

'

13'

JUDGE FRYE: So that brings us then to 20-E-2.
14

MR. DENNISON: Your Honor, at this time I
15

would simply yield to Mrs. Nebb and she can ask all the
16

questions pertaining to this Contention on behalf of the
17

Intervenors.

18

JUDGE FRYE: Fine.
19

CROSS-E7XIINATION
20

BY MS . P? EBB :

21

G Now, Mr. Heard, could you locate that?,

? ,

t .) 22
MR. ITETTER::AUN: Perhaps the Applicant can

23

have a continuing objection to the counsel for the City of
L,) 24
,

'

_

Mentor examining as for herself, and if Iir. Dennison wants to
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delegate, for example , I guess that's his right. Do you 7496

[') want to continue an objection as far as consolidating the
2

''

Contentions with the representative of the City of Mentor '

,

( cross-examining, and perhaps prevent us from accepting each%

'-

4

time and asking for objection.
S

JUDGE FRYE: Yes, I see no need for you to
6

object each time. We certainly are aware of that.
7

MR. WETTER!!AICI: For the record, I felt I
8

have to. If I have a continuing objection, I will not object
9

each time Mrs . Webb rises.
10

JUDGE FRYE: Fine.
11

G Mr. IIeard, could you locate ANUEX H? IIave
12

/^) you located that portion yet?
k/ 13-

A (WITNESS IIEARD) Yes, it's covered in two
14

places in the ANNEX.
15

G Okay, where are those?
16

A (WITNESS HEARD) It's on top of page H-2,
17

0 Under medical help?
18

A (WITNESS IIEARD) Yes, ma'am.
19

G That first paragraph.
20

A. (WITNESS I!EARD) Do you want me to read it or --
21

gy G No , with respect to the o the r one .

"_l 22

A (WITNESS HEARD) Under radiation exposure control,
23

(~N contaminated patients will be transported to 6 signated hospita .s
(.! 24

in Fise Department Rescue Vehicles. Those vehicles are planned

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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uith at least one' emergency . technician and trained in the - 7497
,

(,) proper cont'aminated transportation' procedure.s to minimize
2

contamination to the ambulance.
'

3
,

(_j G Okay.

A (WITNESS HEARD) Two places in that ANNEX are I

in that same page.
6

G All right. Are you aware -- were you here

for the testimony as to these volunteer fire departments that
8

personnel are not, that is , to the volunteer fire departments,

they may have some people who are trained as EMT's?
10

MR. CASSIDY: Asked and answered. He's
11

already testified he was not here at the time the two fire
12

(~') department witnesses which were from the Eastern Campbell
13m.

County Fire Department testified.
14

JUDGE FRYE: Is that what you're referring to,
15

that testimony?
16

MR. CASSIDY: I believe they ' re the only ones
17

tha t testified to that.
18

MS. WEBB: Does he have any other knowledge?
19

JUDGE FRYE: Othe r knowledge .
20

G As to the these fire departments as to Campbell
21

(^) County, specifically, Eastern Campbell Count.y Fire Department
- ' 22

as a volunteer fire departnent?
23

(~) A I'm aware that Eastern Campbell County is a
a 24

volunteer fire department.

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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0 And as a volunteer fire department, they 7498
1

(') may have some personnel who are trained as EMT's, are you
''' 2

aware of that? -

3
,.,

( i A. (WITNESS IIEARD) Yes, I'm aware they may have
w,

some.
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

,(N
I ~/

13''

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

,e^w,

( _/ 22_

23
,~

,
\_/ 24
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Q. Are you also aware that during the daytime 7499 l
1 i

} hours, very few people are within the immediate vicinity of
2

that fire station as they all work outside of the ten-mile EPZ? (-

3

[} A. (Witness Heard) I was not aware that they all
4

worked outside the ten-mile EPZ.
S '

O. Okay. That is indeed the case, can you say that

6
there is a reasonable assurance that there will be EMT

7
personnel available in the event of an accident.to transport

8
those individuals?

9
MR. CASSIDY: Objection. It assumes facts not

10
in evidence that all the personnel in the eastern Campbell --

11

in the Campbell Fire Department do not work within the EPZ.

12

[}
The testimony, as I recall, is that the two

persons that testified said that they did not --

14

JUDGE FRYE: Frankly, I do not recall the

15
testimony. I would like to let it in and in the event that

16
it does not connect up, why, we can --

17,

MR. CASSIDY: I will move to strike it.

18
MS. WEBB: There is also the written testimony

19
that will be filed to that effect.

20
MR. WETTERHAHN: Further objection, an individual,

21

g who are the -- would the questioner please specify what
%> 22

individual is being transported?

23
JUDGE FRYE: Pardon?

%- 24
MR. WETTERHAHN: Is it a contaminated individual,

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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13-PA

an injured individual, a contaminated / injured individual? 7500
1

(]} JUDGE FRYE: How does that apply to this
2 -

question? -

3

(]) MS. WEBB: How in the hell is it important?
4

MR. WETTERHAHN: In the hypothetical event we
5

had an accident three miles away from Zimmer on the Kentucky
6

side, whether it would not be a matter of taking someone who

7
is contaminated and you would not need EMT personnel or

8
someone trained in the control of contaminated individuals.

9

If the person was merely contaminated, there is

10
no evidence to say that they need an ambulance to get outside

11

the EPZ so the individual --

12
JUDGE FRYE: Correct me if I am wrong. I

(~} 13'~

thought that Mr. Heard -- Mr. Heard, did you not indicate that

14
EMT's would be trained in dealing with contaminated individuals

15
and transporting them? Did I understand that correctly?

16
A. (Witness Heard) Well, it just said -- the plan

17
calls for training of fire department personnel.

18
JUDGE FRYE: Fire department personnel.

19
A. (Witness Heard) It further states that there

20
is a trained EMT. These agencies have -- the statement in

21

; ~3 the plan, "These agencies have trained Emergency Medical
I 'd 22

Technicians to administer first aid and prepare the injured

23
for further treatment."

' 24
That is quoted from the plan.

) ACE REPORTWG. WC.
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MR. WETTERHAHN: Are we going with injured, 7501
1

rm contaminated individuals?
-

2

JUDGE FRYE: I am not sure that is really relevant. '

3

(' MR. WETTERHAHN: I will ask it on my cross.
~

4

JUDGE FRYE: You can ask it, yes.
5

MS. WEBB: I forgot.
6

JUDGE FRYE: Can you re-read the question?
7

(Thereupon, the record was read
8

by the court reporter.)
9

A. (Witness Heard) The reasonable assurance that
10

I can -- the statement I can make regarding reasonable assurance
11

is what the plan states.
12

cm I am reasonably assured of that as I am of'

C ' 13
everything else or anything else in this plan.

14

Q. Well, can you give us a reasonable assurance
15

that that portion of the plan is capable of being implemented
16

if there are no EMT's and during the daytime hours to drive
17

those people to hospitals?
18

Can you give us a reasonable assurance that that
19

P

portion of the plan can be implemented?
20

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor. There has
21 *

been no testimony thatthere is not going to be any EMT during7,,s
(' )

22

the working hours.
23

7-m, JUDGE FRYE: Well, that was your objection
'

24

earlier in which we said --

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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13-PA

* MR. CASSIDY: No, my objection earlier to her 7502
1

(~1., statement that there were no -- that everyone was working out
\_ ' 2 ' ' '

of the ten-mile EPZ.
-

3

[''; JUDGE FRYE: This is the premise, that there is
s-

4

no one there during working hours, as I understand it.
5

MR. CASSIDY: But that does not follow. -Just
6

because somebody works out of the ten-mile EPZ does not mean
7

that they are going to be responding in the event of a Zimmer
8

emergency and be available to perform their function.
9

JUDGE FRYE: I think we'll get an answer to it.
10

Overruled.

11

A. (Witness Heard) Would you repeat the question?
12

gS Q. The question as to the implementation of that
k- 13

portion of the plan that calls for the transporting of, we
14

will say, contaminated, injured individuals within the ten-mile
15

zone to a hospital by EMT personnel, given the circumstance
16

that those EMT's may not be available within that ten-mile
17

radius during daytime working hours, can you give us a
18

reasonable assurance that that portion of the plan can be
19

implemented?

20
A. (Witness Heard) Yes.

21

Q. How so?,_

kl 22
A. (Witness Heard) On page A-2, it lists three

23

7- fire departments. Those fire department personnel who may
N ' 24

already -- wait. I am quoting the wrong paragraph.

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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That is still not right. Here it is. 7503
1

' {} "The Alexandria, Southern Campbell County, and

Eastern Campbell County Fire Departments may be required to -

3

(]) take protective actions.
4

"There are three fire departments in the ten-mile
5

EPZ, not just the Western Campbell County Fire Department."
6

Q. Where are you in the plan?
7

A. (Witness Heard) I am looking on page I-2.
8

MS. WEBB: That is all.
9

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn.
10

CROSS-EXAMINATION
11

BY MR. WETTERHAHN:
12

r~% Q. Mr. Heard, is it your understanding of the'(>
13

Campbell County plan that the role of these rescue squads
14

in Kentucky is'to transport only those individuals who may be
15

either injured or injured and contaminated but not contaminated
16

alone?

17

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
18

Q. Is it also your understanding of the plan that
19

| individuals who may possibly be contaminated only would be
20

decontaminated at the relocation centers which are designated
21

'

in the plan?

22
A. I am not sure. When you say relocation centers

23
only --

% 24

Q. Decontamination / relocation.
I

ACE REPORUNG. tNC.
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A. (Witness Heard) Decontamination only, that is 7504
1

) what is intended, yes.

MR. WETTERHAHN: No further questions. -

3

{} JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Barth.

MR. BARTH: We have no questions, Your Honor.
5 *

JUDGE FRYE: Any redirect?.

6
MR. CASSIDY: One moment. No further redirect,

7
Your Honor.

8
JUDGE FRYE: The Board has no questions, so we

9
can then move on to 20-E-9, if I am not mistaken.

10
CROSS-EXAMINATION

11

BY MR. DENNISON:
12

Q. Mr. Heard, you have indicated that NUREG-0654

does not require the identification of the specific personnel
14

resources for manning access control points and traffic control

15
points.

16

In that response, do you mean identification by
17

agency, or do you mean identification by number?

18
A. (Witness Heard) Numbers.

19,

| Q. As to numbers?

20
A. (Witness Heard) Yes.

21
Q. In order to make a determination as to whether

_,)
22

,

;

l -

a plan is capable of being implemented, in this instance with

23
personnel to man access and traffic control points, would it

i not be important to know the number of people available and

ACE REPOR MNG. INC.
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13-PA

with that knowledge to make an independent judgment as to 7505
1

('] whether or not the number is capable --
'd'

2

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir. -

3
''

; Q. -- of supplying the need that the plan states?. :
4

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
S

Q. Do you know that number?
6

A. (Witness Heard) I know the number of access
7

and travel control points. It is 15.
8

Q. Do you know the number of the emergency personnel,
9

whether they be police officers, fire personnel or otherwise
10

that would be available and could be deployed at those access
11

control points in a timely function?
12

rx A. (Witness Heard) I would have to look at the4

i'-'

13

interrogatories from -- that were submitted by Kentucky. I do
14

not have that number available right now.
15

Q. Did you resort to those interrogatories in
16

answering the questions posed to you in your direct examination;
17

that is, that which appears on page 50 in response to this
18

contention?

19

A. (Witness Heard) I believe I did, in all
20

probability. The interrogatories, as I recall, came in to
21

my office after the contentions, but befs re we were comoleted,. ,

*: -

-/ 22
preparing the answers to the contentions so, when it came to

23

numbers of people, people availability, we did refer to the73
( ' 24

interrogatories so I would say probably, yes, in this case.
l

ACE REPORU NG. lNC.
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Q. Now, your final statement in response to 7506
1

(]' questions addressed to you under this contention on direct,
'

2
'

and I will put the question to you in two other ways: If -

3

(~] evacuation is the elected protective measure, ample lead time
v

4

of several hours will be available to accomplish evacuation.
5

Under the circumstances of several hours, I
6

would not quibble with you that you would have the resources
7

to deploy police and others at access control points.
8

Turning the question to its minimum time, and
9

that is: If evacuation is the elected protective action,
10

ample lead time of a half hour will be available to accomplish
11

evacuation.
12

(^j) Do you have any independent facts or evidence
x

33

that there is available police officers and fire personnel or
14

a combination of the two which can be deployed within a half
15

an hour at least to traffic and access control points?
16

A. (Witness Heard) If a half an hour is the amount
17

of time to complete an evacuation, then evacuation should not
18

have been chosen as the proper protective action because
19

evacuation time exceeds 30 minutes. That is the purpose of
20

establishing evacuation time.
21

Q. Let me ask you the question this way then, Mr.
7-)s_ 22

Heard: Did you not make that response as well as others in
23

73 the course of your direct testimony in your usage of a half
C 24

an hour to several hours as that which is directed by 0654?
|

ACE R EPORMN G. INC.
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A. (Witness Heard) That is correct, yes, sir. 7507
'

1

(') Q. Does or does not 0654, as you understand it,
V 2

give a minimum time of a half an hour for evacuation to a -

3

- ~S maximum time of several hours?
t i
ss' 4

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct, yes, sir.
5

Q. From the standpoint of your review of the pla,s
6

as to whether or not they are adequate and coupled with the
7

adequacy of the plan, whether they are capable of being
8

implemented, are you not required to review the plan from the
9

standpoint of working with a minimum as well as a maximum
10

time frame?
11

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
12

73 Q. Now, are you telling us that the Campbell County
U 13

plan would be incapable of implementation as it would relate
14

to the deployment of police and other emergency resource
15

personnel at access and travel control points within a half
16

an hour of an announced evacuation?
17

Do you understand the question, Mr. Heard?
18

A. (Witness Heard) I anderstand the question, yes,
19

sir. I would like to have it repeated.
20

(Thereupon, the record was read
21

by the court reporter.),s,
( ; 22

A. (Witness Heard) I have heard the question twice,
23

7_ and I am still not sure of what is being asked.
U 24

ACE R EPORMNG,1NC.
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i Q Let me put the question this way: As I 7508

O2 understand your testimony to date, ur. Heard, you do noe know |

3 the location or the number of emergency personnel to man '

|

O4 accese from traffic control gointe, em I correct 2 |
1

5 A (Witness Heard) I don't have the number l

immediately available. I could look at the interrogatories and6

7 certainly determine the availability of personnel within

8 Campbell County.

9 Q Now, assuming that you have.the interrogatory,

10 and you have got a certain number, do you have any factual

11
knowledge of the location and the manner in which such

12 emergency personnel would be deployed?

O i3: ^ (witness Heerd) no, sir-

y Q And be deployed to these access control points?

A (Witness Heard) No, sir.
15

16 Q Would you have any knowledge, assuming that

37 you have a number of emergency response personnel, the time

18 necessary for their transit, to the point of access control

19 Points that they would be manning, from the time that they are

first advised to go there?20

A (Witness Heard) No, sir, I don't have.21

G Q Now, would this not be important in conductingV 22
| 23 an evaluation of the Campbell County plan as it pertains to the

C 24 contention dealing with access and traffic control poin*.s?

| A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 Q You don't think that that material would be 7509
/~%
kJ- 2 important in your evaulation?

.

3 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.
<3
\~/ 4 Q Would that material be important in your

5 assessment of whether or not you could make a binding

6 determination as to the accuracy of the plan or the capabilities

7 of the state or the local government or both, to implement the

8 plan as it pertains to this access control point issue?

9 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

10 Q Now, are you in a position, from your past

11 statements, to make a finding with these unknown factors being

12 Present, if the plan is capable of being implemented from the
,,,

(_)13 standpoint of being timely, getting police officers or others

14 to these traffic and control. points?

15 MR. WETTERHAHN: Object, asked and answered.

16 JUDGE FRYE: I agree it's been asked, but I

|

| 17 don't agree that it's been answered.

18 A (Witness Heard) Yes.

19 Q You can do that?

20 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

21 Q Without the addition of these unknown factors?

n
(_) 22 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

23 Q Now, you have stated that there is no apparent

g) 24 reason for police support for the A. J. Jolly State Park and(,

Camp Sunshine, and I take it that you make that statement on the

ACE REPORTtNG. INC.
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1 basis of the next following statement that park and camp 7510
p
k 'S 2 staffs are sited as responsible for the evacuation of the park

.

3 and camp, respectively, is that correct?
,

('' 4 A (Witness Heard) Yes.

5 Q Do you have any information of the number of

6 park staff as it would pertain to A. J. Jolly, that would be

7 available at any given hour of any given day in order to assist

8 these transients in evacuation?

9 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

10 Q Do you have any factual knowledge of the number o f

11 staff memebers at Camp Sunshine who would be involved at any

12 given hour of any given day, to assist in the evacuation of the

OLa 13 transients at that camp? c

14 A (Witness Heard) I don' t have any information

15 as to the number. I was told it was adequate.

16 Q You just accepted " adequate"?

17 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

18 Q By, again, I assume Mr. Bob Alexander?

19 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

20 Q Now, did you obtain any information as to the

21 transient population at the A. J. Jolly Park at varying times

n)( 22 as a high, as a low, or as an average; do you have any

23 information, whatsoever, as to the number of people we may be
n
(-) 24 dealing with as transient population at the A. J. Jolly Park?

A (Witness Heard) It was discussed, but I do not
ACE REPORDNG lNC.
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i have, nor do I recall the figures. 7511
,
,

KJ Q Now, in order to make some detenntnation of the2

3 capabilities of implementing a plan as it would pertain to the
.

r';
ks 4 evacuation of the transients at A. J. Jolly, would it not be

5 important that you have some understanding of the relationship

of Park staff to the number of transients involved, to make a6

7 determination of whether or not you have got enough people to

8 timely and effectively evacuate that transient populations?

9 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

io Q You don't think that's important?

ii A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

12 Q Wouldn't it make a lot of difference whether you
,7

1.-) 33 had one person trying to direct 1,000 people or you had 60 people

14 trying to direct 120; doesn't that make a difference, in your

15 mind, Mr. Heard?

16 A (Witness Heard) Certainly, it makes a difference,

17 Q 'Well, you just told me that ratios don't make a

is difference.

19 A (Witness Heard) I said not having the

20 knowledge. The plan states that there is adequate staff.

21 Q I know, but you are called upon to evaluate

[])22 that plan, and what I am trying to deal with is: Do you have

23 any facts, other than just taking at face value, the statement

n
(_) 24 of the local planner?

A (Witness Heard) No, sir. I answered I do not.

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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1 Q Okay, you are taking all things at face value 7512
(~'\' '

2 from the local planner, without looking for any Ladependent'-

.

3 information above and beyond what that planner tells you, to

n''''
4 make your own independent assessment?

5 A (Witness Heard) The plan, plus what we determine

6 from the exercise, that is correct.

7 Q And the exercise, I would imagine, had nothing

a whatsoever to do with either A. J. Jolly Park or Camp Sunshine,

9 isn't that correct?

10 A (Witness Heard) To the best of my knowledge,

11 there was no activity involving -- no activity involving those

12 two installations.

'

'- 13 Q So, then we are back to the point in the

la beginning, and the exercise tells you about the capabilities

15 for evacuation of the transient population at either the park

16 or the camp?

17 A (Witness Heard) That's correct.

18 Q Now, I asked questions in this vein earlier as

19 to a traffic or access control point in front of A. J. Jolly

20 without -- and we already agreed that there was no traffic or

21 access control point there, is that not correct?

(
(_) 22 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir, that was determined

23 this morning.

( ) 24 Q And we don't know the number of staff here, or

whether or not they have anybody available to direct traffic in

ACE R EPORhNG. INC.
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- 1 an evacuation pattern from that park, do we? 7513

O> 2'- A (Witness Heard) I do not.
.

3 Q' If that park has 2,000 people, and they are all

O 4 coming out, let us say at 1,500 vehicles on a given point of

5 evacuation, it becomes somewhat critical whether or not you have

6 got traffic control at that park's exit onto U.S. 27, is that

7 not correct?

8 MR. CASSIDY: Objection, lack of foundation in

9 regard to the basis of 2,000 people.

10 MR. DENNISON: I am asking him simply to assume

11 that. We don't know, so --

12 MR. CASSIDY: If we don't know, then the

O
(/ 13 question is irrelevant, because we have no parameters of

14 how many people.

15 MR. DENNISON: The question is whether or not

16 this is important.

17 MR. CASSIDY: In that case, it's been asked and

18 answered.

19 JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think we will permit him.

20 Before it can be given any weight, the decision is going to have

21 to be connected up with some figure.

( ' 22 A (Witness Heard) One park ranger standing on)

23 U.S. 27 can turn traffic either north or south, whether it's two

O 24 cers or 2,000 cars.

Q But, we don't know if we have that park ranger,

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 do we? 7514

O
2 A (Witness Heard) The plan states there would be

.

3 adequate personnel at the park. The park rangers are responsible

O
4 for the evacuation.

S Q And you took that, again, on face value, made

6 no inquiry as to the number to make any independent assessment

7 or judgement on your own as to that statement of adequacy?

8 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.

9 Q Now, if I may explore this a moment, Mr. Heard,

10 it may ease a lot of future questions. Was your approach,

11 as FEMA representative from Region 4, merely to accept the local

P anners version that things were adequate, and if he said theyl12
.

' 13 were adequate, you automatically agree, without going further?

14 A (Witness Heard) Are you referring to the

15 preparation of the plan, what the plan states?

16 Q What the plan states, or in this given

17 illustration of A. J. Jolly Park, you told us the planner said

18 it was adequate, and that was enough for you. Is this the
,

19 manner in which you assess the entire Campbell County plan,
,

20 as a Region 4 representative?

21 MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, that's been asked and

! ( ) 22 answered. He testified just a couple moments ago that he

23 looked at the plan, he looked at the exercise.

( ) 24 JUDGE FRYE: This is a general question. The

| other question went strictly to this particular contention.

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1
_

A (Witness Heard) The plan is not reviewed -- 7515
\ >
''

2 MR. CASSIDY: Mr. Heard, there is an objection,
.

_
3 please.

~

4 THE WITNESS HEARD: I thought it was overruled.

5 MR. CASSIDY: The objection then would be that it

6 doesn't go to this contention.

7 JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think it's a good question,

8 because I think, depending on what his answer is, it may save a

9 lot of questions in the future as to particular items.

10 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, I object, too, as to the

11 adequacy of the Pendleton County plan -- Campbell.

12 JUDGE FRYE: No.
/ S,
' '''

13 MR. BARTH: It's not relevant to the contention,

14 Your Honor.

15 JUDGE FRYE: I think it's relevant to the

16 examination. We are going to permit it. Mr. Heard?

17 A (Witness Heard) All right, sir. The plan is

18 not reviewed by just the FEMA Staff person. The plan is -

19 reviewed by a regional committee, consisting of eight federal

20 agencies, including FEMA, of course, which chairs that committee,

21 It's given an independent review by a FEMA Staff person prior to
(~
' >) 22-- submitting it to the regional assistance committee for their

23 inner agency review. That's how the plan is reviewed.

( ) 24 Q And that's --''
.

A (Witness Heard) And then the comments are

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 | derived from that and sent to the state. 7516

(D
'> 2 Q That's the plan on its face?

.

3 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

O
'''

4 Q That plan, on its face, is essentially applying

5 a check list situation, and that check list being dovetailing

6 0654 to the plan to make a determination if each thing is

7 addressed?

8 MR. BARTH: Obj ection, Your Honor. We have no

9 testimony here, Your Honor, how the RAC Committee reviewed the

10 plans. It's speculative, it's beyond the contention, what the

11 Board wishes to raise about the adequacy of the plan, it's

12 irrelevant to the proceeding.

/~'s
\_/ 13 JUDGE FRYE: I think it's very relevant to the

14 contention in his testimony, and I think it makes a lot of

15 sense to ask this question generally rather than having to ask

16 each specific contention.

17 A (Witness Heard) If any member of the RAC or

18 Regional Assistance Committee has any doubt as to a statement
|

| 19 in the plan as to its capability to be implemented, based on

20 face value, then that individual RAC member would object, and b

21 the comment would be submitted to the state to provide additiona:
| ,-

()22 information or how many people are available, or whatever his

23 concern may be. Otherwise, we take it on face value.

| ( ) 24 Q And has that been your approach throughout,
1
|

with your review of the Campbell, Pendleton and Bracken

CINCINN ATI. OMIO
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1 County plans and the State of Kentucky plans as it relates to 751h

2 your testimony on these contentions?
.

3 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir. If it was a

4 concern, it was expressed to the State in writing. Otherwise,

5 we accepted the facts of the plan.

6 Q Okay, so that you have made no indepedent

7 findings to determine whether 'or not the materials submitted

8 are correct or incorrect as to numbers, employment, times or

9 otherwise, is that correct?

10 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.
'

n MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

12 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn?

O i3 MR. WETTERHAHN: Ms. Webb?

14 JUDGE FRYE: Excuse me.

15 MS. WEBB: No.

16 MR. WETTERHAHN: A couple minor points.

17 CROSS-EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. WETTERHAHN:

19 Q We were discussing the period 30 minutes to

20 two hours. I just want to make sure the record is clear with

21 regard to those times. Is it your understanding of th se times
t

! ([) 22 as presented in NUREG 0654, that is those are the periods of
|

23 time when one may know when a release may be occurring until

( ) 24 that period occurs; is that your understanding of the two hour'

or 30 minute time, that period?

ACE REPORMNG. tNC.
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1 A (Witness Heard) Yes. It may be paraphrased, 7518

O
2 but if evacuation is effective, lead time, ample lead time of

.

3 one-half to several hours will be available.

O
4 Q Is it your understanding also, that there is no

5 maximum time for evacuation, and that either 30 minutes or

6 two hours is not time for total evacuation?

7 A (Witness Heard) Yes, that is correct.
,

8 Q Is it your understanding of the evacuation under

9 .the Campbell County plan, that the evacuation may begin before

10 anyone particular, or in fact, all of the access control

n points or traffic coutrol points may be manned?

12 A (Witness Heard) That, I don't know, I don't.
-s

-b 13

14

15

16

17

|
18

: 19

l

|
20

| 21

22
,

1

23

!
! '- 24

ACE R EPOR TING. INC.
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Q. Do you, as a planner, see any reason why 7519
I

.{} evacuation cannot begin until after every checkpoint is manned?

A. (Witness Heard) No, I think evacuation should '

(]) begin immediately and not wait until the checkpoints or
4

traffic access control points are to be manned.
5

MR. WETTERHAHN: Thank you, no further questions.
6

MR. BARTH: None for the Staff, Your Honor.
7

MR. CASSIDY: Yes, I do.
8

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
9

BY MR. CASSIDY:
10

Q. I will take it from the generic down to the
11

specifics. Mr. Heard, with regard to the question as far
12

as the review process of the plan, I believe, you testified
{ss) 33

that in the course of the review, one aspect of that was the
14

RAC review, is that correct?

15
A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.

16

Q. The members of the RAC are assigned from various
17

federal agencies, is that correct?

18

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
19

Q. So, could you, just for the record, state the
20

various agencies that are involved in RAC membership?
21

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, FEMA, Nuclear RegulatoryO 22

Commission, Environmental Protection Agency, Department of
23

Energy, Department of Transportation, the Department of HealthO 24

and Human Services, and within that, the Food and Drug

ACE REPORMNG. ING,
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Administration. Let me think on that. The U. S. Department 7520
1

/ of Agriculture and the U. S. Department of Commerce. I(/
2

believe that completes it. -

3
_

i Q. And there are individuals from these particular,

t/

agencies that are assigned to the RAC Region, is that correct?
5

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
6

Q. These various people have expertise in their
7

particular fields in regard to the agencies they work for?
8

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
9

Q. Okay. Now, you testified that they review the
10

plan and comment back, is that correct?
11

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
12

,r , O. When they review the plan, I believe, this was
w/ 13

also your previous testimony, that if they see areas that
11

don't jibe with their experience in terms of the capability
15

of the plan or the facts that the plan puts forth, they will
16

raise questions on that, is that correct?
17

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
18

Q. What happens with those questions?
19

A. (Witness Heard) Well, the proceeding we follow
20

in Region 4, first each federal agency is assigned certain
21

- specific parts of the plan which is in the area of their
(> 22 '

expertise, EPA and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the
23

r' Food and Drug Administration review the radiological aspects.
' .) 24

The Department of Transportation reviews the transportation

ACE R EPORD NG. INC.
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parts. This is just illustrative. They each have their 7521
1

~

( ) respective areas for which they review the plan. This is
v

2

standard throughout adi regions. '

3
(~j To my knowledge, before a RAC meeting, thev

4

individual RAC members reviews the entire plan for continuity
5

and has specific parts of the plan for details. He then
6

prepares his comment in writing and brings them to the RAC
7

meeting. We'll discuss each of those individual agency comments
8

to either resolve, if a conflict, resolve it or it enters into
9

the record as a planned deficiency and then goes to the state.
10

Q. Let me stop you there. In terms of resolving
11

it, isn't it correct that sometimes it's necessary and oftentimes
<^, done, that additional information is requested from the,

Ci
j3

states and the counties, whichever the case may be, in order
14

to resolve those particular issues?

15
A. (Witness Heard) Sometimes during the course of

16
a RAC meeting, a telephone call will be made to the state. We

17

do not go to the county as a RAC. We deal at our next area of
18

involvement, the state. We will place an inquiry to the state
19

and many times get an answer on the spot or an answer is
20

phoned back before the meeting terminates.

21
Q. Fine. With those areas that you don't receive

0 22
answers to, you indicated that those would be planned as

23
cm deficiencies, were the terms you used?

I'

24
A. (Witness Heard) Planned deficiencies, yes.

ACE RE PORDNG. INC.
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Q. Now, what happens with those deficiencies, what 7522
1

( ', does the RAC do with those?
K/

2

A. (Witness Heard) Those planned defiencies, if -

3

(~'/ it's agreement among all members, present that, that plan is
'

t
,

deficient in a specific area. We make reference to the NUREG
S

and it's in the form of a letter.
6

Q. Uh-huh.
7

A. (Witness Heard) Listing all the planned
8

deficiencies, not addressed or inadequately addressed or
9

improperly addressed or whatever the situation may be. In
10

regard to a planned element, that's not adequately addressed.
11

Q. And you ask the state to respond to those
12

<~) deficiencies?
u/

13

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
14

Q. And what's the -- when you ask for a response,
15

are you asking for specific information in order to clarify
16

or to satisfy the issue that has been raised by the RAC member
17

and by the RAC in general?
18

A. (Witness Heard) Sometimes it's in the form of.
19

information, more frequently in the form of a planned change.
20

Q. A change -- a change that would be recommended
21

by the RAC, is that what you're saying?x

(_/ 22
A. (Witness Heard) Well, the deficiency, if it's an

23
omission or . inadequately addressed criteria item, .the earlyem

U 24
remedial action, or most of the time, the remedial action from

ACE REPORMNG. lNC,
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the state is a change in the plan. They have omitted a 7523
1

~

(v') requirement or have not adequately addressed it, it generally
,

results in a change in their plan. -

3

(; Q. Then, taking that case, the change in the plan
4

would be subsequently reviewed by the RAC once again to make
5 -

sure that it meets the requirements?
6

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct, the plan
7

changes are received and posted and we again review them.
8

Q. And is it a fair statement that the RAC review
9

is an ongoing process?
10

A. (Witness Heard) It's ongoing up to the point
11

of formal submission of the plan to our national office and
12

(') once the governor officially submits the plan to us, and all
'"

13

corrections have been made, then it's formally submitted. The
14

RAC review stops on that particular plan at that point.
15

Now, the state does not stop there. They send
16

us changes as they occur.
17

Q. Okay. When you say that the RAC review stops,
18

the plan at that point in time is submitted to FEMA's national
19

office for further review, is that correct?

20

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
21

(^N Q. And at that juncture, the RAC may stop there
''' 22

at their particular further review and ongoing review at the
23

(') national level?
''

24

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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Q. And any information you indicated may come from 7524
1

(~', the states or in the course of their ongoing review forward,
\~' 2

along to the national office of FEMA, is that correct? -

3

(~ '; A. (Witness Heard) If it's in the interim from the
w.- 4

time we submit the entire package, the plan with all the
5

supporting documents, and prior to the national office having
6

completed their review, which is the same group of agencies I
7

just enumerated, that's the Federal Interagency Committee.
8

Q. What's the name of the committee, if you will,
9

sir?
10

A. (Witness Heard) Federal Interagency Radiological
11

Coordinating Committee, I believe, is that correct? They
12

f^3 review the plan, each of the eigh't federal agencies again
U 13'

review it and either request additional information or concur
14

in what they see.
15

Now, if changes come in to us prior to their
16

approval, we would certainly forward it. If the package has
17

been approved and NRC has granted their other low power or
18

cperating license.
I 19

| Q. We're not that far along with the Zimmer process,
20

is that correct?
21

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.7-
(J 22

| Q. At this stage with Zimmer, we're still at the
23

,y level of regional review, is ' at a correct statement?[ ,
'

L) 24
A. (Witness Heard) That's correct. We have sent

ACE REPORUNG tNC.
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the comments to the state and we have not received their 7525

1

,r ) reply at this juncture.
C/

2
Q. Now, okay, you sent comments to the state with ,

/'

3
regard to the RAC review?,

(_/
4

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.

5

Q. Now, as another part of another component of the

6
assessment of the plans, you also review the exercises, is

7
that not correct?

8
A. (Witness Heard) Yes, the exercise critique and

9
prepared list of deficiencies.

10

Q. With regard to the exercise review, are the

11
eight agencies represented on the RAC committee involved in

12

(S the review of the exercise?
' ' ' '

13
A. (Witness Heard) Yes.

14

Q. Are there other agencies or other persons also

15
involved in the review of the exercise?

16

( A. (Witness Heard) There are personnel detailed

| 17
! or contracted by FEMA from the Department of Energy,

18
Argon National Laboratories, assistant, Region 4. You

19
only have five evaluators from Argon on each exercise.

20
Q. A number of people from your own Staff and FEMA

21
are involved in review -- strike that -- in evaluating and,_

,

\ > 22
watching the ongoing element of the exercise, is that correct?

23

7m, A. (Witness Heard) Yes.

L-] 24
Q. And as a result of this process, are there -- you

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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stated there were also deficiencies maybe noted in the course 7526
1

( ) of the exercise, is that correct?

A. (Witness Heard) Yes. '

3,,
/v) Q. What happens with those deficiencies?

4

A. (Witness Heard) After the completion of the
5

exercise, each individual evaluator prepares his comments,
6

deficiencies, if you will. They're consolidated into a team
7

report, which is submitted to the RAC chairman. The RAC meets
8

and agrees upon the consensus of the deficiencies in each
9

area and the letter is prepared and sent to the state for their
10

reply.

11

Q. And has that been done in the course of the
12 .

/ ) evaluation of the Zimmer Plant to date?V

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
14

Q. Now, again, these exercise deficiencies, do you
15

use that terminology? Many times they take the form of
16

requesting additional information from the state as well, to
17

clarify some aspects of the plan, is that not correct?
18

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
19

Q. And at this juncture, with regard to Zimmer,
20

that is the stand that we're at. The deficiencies have been
21

(~N sent to the state, based on the RAC comments and the exercise
22'"

critique, is that correct?
23

(''' A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
a y,

Q. Now, when all that material comes back, what

ACE R EPORD NG. INC.
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happens to the response from the states, what internally goes 7527
- 1

() on as far as the review? |
2 !

A. (Witness Heard) The exercise comments are -

() replied to, if they themselves may necessitate a plan change',
4

most frequently they do.
S

Q. At that point, would there be discussions between
6

FEMA and the state with regard to changes in the plan?
7

A. (Witness Heard) Frequently there are discussions,
8

yes.
9

Q: And if I may use the-term, issues negotiated to
10

insure the plan meets the satisfaction of both RAC and FEMA,
11

would that be a fair statement of the process?
12

() A. (Witness Heard) Yes, that is a fair statement.

It may take more than one submission by the state to reach
14

that point, but at some point it's reached before the plan is
15

acceptable and forwarded.
16

Q. And there's an ongoing dialogue between the
.

federal agency and management agency and the state as this
18

process continues, is that correct?
19

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct, as well as
20

other federal agencies; the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
21

(} Environmental Protection Agency, Food and Drug Administration

may have a dialogue with their counterpart, the radiological
23

(]) health people at the state in resolving any discrepancy,

irregularities, omissions, or whatever the deficiency may have

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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been. 7528
. 1

(]') Q. In all of those dialogues that other agencies

or other federal agencies may have -- are having with state '

() counterparts, all consolidated in the RAC meetings and discussed
4

in one consolidated or one conscientious meeting from the
5

federal level as to the adequacy of the plan arrives out of
6

that plan?
7

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
8

Q. Now, would it be a correct statement that the
9

review of the plan -- strike that -- then we'll ask about
10

the use of the term, " deficiency." The fact that certain
11

deficiencies have been identified in the plan, does that
12

({} necessarily mean the plan does not provide reasonable assurance-

as to its adequacy?
14

A. (Witness Heard) That would depend on the
15

seriousness of the deficiency. If it is, the plan would not,
16

doesn't address and maker no provision whatsoever for
17

evacuation, let's say, that would be a serious plan deficiency
18

and it would be questionable, rather reasonable assurance had
19

been provided. Most of the deficiencies are minor in nature
20

and would not preclude the plan being totally acceptable as
21

{)
provided any reasonable assurance.

Q. With regard to the deficiencies that have been
23

(} identified in the various Kentucky -- State of Kentucky plan

and the county plans, did any of the deficiencies provided in

ACE REPORUNG. tNC
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the exercise critique or in the RAC review relate to issues 7529
1

(~; that have been raised in the contentions?t/
2

.

3
,

, ,

'%.;

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
,n,
{ \
x._/ 13

14

15

16

17
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20

21
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23
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1

|
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1

A (WITNESS HEARD) To the best of my knowledge, 7530 ,

1

(]) no, but I really have not made that analysis.-

G Do you recall revicuing the list of deficiencies .

3

() that were sent to thc State of Kentucky as a result of the
4

RAC and the exercise prior to preparing your testimony?
5

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes.

6
G Do you recall reviewing those specifically

7
to determine whether or not any of those impinged upon any

8

of the issues in Contention?
9

A (UITNESS HEARD) Hell, there were contentions

10
that addressed the lack of training, and certainly on the

11
exercise, we observed that training was lacking in most

12

{~}
areas.

G Okay.

14
A (WITNESS HEARD) So there is some parallel

15
between some of the contentions and our exercise --

16

G And that specific deficiency that was flagged;

17
is that correct?

18
A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes.

19
G Okay. As you stated in your redirect

20
examination with regard to the last Contention as far as the

21 training of the fire personnel, that is something that the
)

%s' 22 plans set forth, the training, but the specifics were of the
23

(~g training are not set out in the plans; is that correct?

\/ 24
A (WITNESS HEARD) That is correct. Generally,

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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the plan addresses the fact that they will be trained. 7531
1

^j The scope of instruction for each individual course, and
> 2

there are many training courses which the i.entucky training . -

3

( ') officer conducts or contracts to have conducted, all of those
w/ 4

scopes of instructions are not in the plan.
5

0 The nature of the deficiency, as I unders tand
6

it, is for the state to spell out that information for FE"A
7

and for the RAC II exercise; is that correct?
8

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes, from an exercise standpoin t.
9

Me noted that training was deficient. He would expect him to
10

provide a schedule or either that or a course completion and
11

provide the curriculum of what was instructed and when it
12

ry was conducted and, if it is provided in advance, our training
V 13

and education people would perhaps visit it or, more realistica lly,
14

he may ask FEMA to conduct the training through its contract
15

with Valdosta State College.
16

G When you say he, who are you referring to,
17

General Buntin?
18

A (UITNESS HEARD) I used that editorially. It
19

could be the training officer. It could be General Buntin.
20

It could be some state official.
21

O. With regard to an ultimate forwarding of the
(,) 22
,

_

plan or reaching the stage where the plan is ready to be
23

sent forward to national office, that would not be done until7~
U 24

these deficiencies will have been addressed by the state to
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the satisfaction of FEMA and the RAC; is that correct? 7532
1

(} A (WITNESS HEARD) That is correct.

G So when you answered some of the quertions in '

3

(]) the last round of questioning from Mr. Dennison with regard

to specifics about evacuation from A. J. Jolly, which .is the
5

scope of the Contention, when you said you did not know the
6

answer, is it not correct that some of that was due to the
7

fact that other people during the course of the exercise
8

were involved in reviewing those specific elements?
9

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes, there were two other
10

evaluators, one from Argon National Laboratory, one from the
11

Department of Transportation that assisted in the evaluation
12

of Campbell County's portion of the exercise.

G So it is not your testimony that it was not
14

reviewed, it is just that you do not have the personal
15

knowledge of it because you did not look at those particular
16

elements during the course of the exercise; is that correct?
17

A (MITNESS HEARD) That is correct.
18

G During the course of the exercise critique
19

; did these other two individuals raise a deficiency or point
20

out a deficiency with regard to the numbers of personnel to
21

evacuate, or the capability to evacuate Jolly Park and Camp

! Sunshine which are the only two issues that are involved in
23

this Contention?

| A (WITNESS HEARD) No, as I stated earlier, I

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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do not think that the scenario for the e::ercise had any 7533
1

f~' activity involving the park, Jolly State Park, and our Carpx

Sunshine. '

3

() G Okay. Mr. Heard, I would like you to take
4

a look at the Campbell County Plan, page F-17-1, if you would.
5

A (NITNESS HEARD) P-17-l?
6

G That is correct.
7

A (WITNESS HEARD) Okay. I am looking at it.
8

G That is the map in the Campbell County Plan
9

listing the access control points and the travel control
10

points, is that not correct?

11

A (MITNESS HEARD) That is correct.

12

(~') G How many points are we talking about in
'''

13

Campbell County total?

14
A (MITNESS HEARD) A total of fourteen.

15
G Total of fourteen points.

16
A (WITNESS HEARD) Eight access and six traffic.

17

G That is the totality of the number of points

18
we are talking about as far as having personnel manned, is

19
that correct, with regard to this specific Contention?

20
A (WITNESS HEARD) That is correct.

21
?!R. CASSIDY: If you will indulge me a minute,r,

'

22'

may I borrow your answer to interrogatory No. l?

23
gm G Mr. Heard, I would like to show you the ZAK

' 24
interroga tory No . 1 to the State of Kentucky, I believe, and
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the answer thereto and ask you to take a look at that for a 7534
1

'

moment, if you would.'

~

2

A (UITNESS HEARD) I am lookina at it.
'

_ 3
'

(, _) G I believe you testified that sometine during
4

the course of preparing your written testimony, that
5

information came in to your office; is that correct?
6

A (MITNESS IIEARD) That is correct.
7

Q. Does that particular answer list the number
8

of police that are available in the af fected counties in
9

Kentucky?
10

A. (UITNESS IIEARD) Yes.
11

C You had that information available when you
12

( ', answered this specific Contention with regard to accessa

control points; is that correct?
14

A (UITNESS HEARD) Yes.
15

G And in terms of determining that there were
16

an adequate number of people to man the fourteen access
17

control points and traffic control points, you considered
18

that information, did you not?
19

A (WITNESS FEARD) Yes.
20

G Uow, there are also other groups that may
21

/. assist in manning these access and travel control points;
- 22

is that not correct?
23

(~' A. (UITNESS I!EARD) That 's correct..

''' 24

| C Uho are those groups according to the Plan?

| ACE REPOR TING. INC.
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C

A. (MITNESS HEARD) According to the Plan is 7535
1

"'s the state patrol, the Mational Guard, and I believe it
,V

2

indicates that conc volunteer fireren nay be used. -

3

f; O Presuming if they are not involved in other
~J

duties; is that correct?
5

A (MITNESS HEARD) That is correct.
6

0 So you knew when you responded whether or not
7

there was an adequate number of personnel to can these fourteen
8

control points, that number of police was available from the
9

answer to the interroga to ry ; is that correct?
10

A (UITNESS HEARD) Yes.

11

G You also knew that there vere other groups
12

(^3 that would be available that wculd be responding, at least
13

in regard to the Mational Guard. is that correct?

14

A. (UITNESS HEARD) Yes.
15

G You also knew that there vere at least some
16

number of park personnel that were on duty when the park was
17

open; is that not correct?

18
A (UITMESS HEARD) That is correct.

19

0 You took all that into consideratior. when you

20
deternined that there would be an adequate number of people

21
to man the access poin ts ; is that not correct?-s

i \

k/ 22
& (UITNESS HEARD) Yes.

23
MR. CASSIDY: No further questions.7y

() 24
CROSS-EMA"1INATICU

| ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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BY MR. DE|iNISOM: 7536
1

('~ ) B Other than training, Mr. Heard, are there any
''

2

other deficiencies or comments uhich have been determined hu '

3
-

() the RAC Committee or by the exercise of November 18?
x;

,

MR. WETTERHAHN: Objection. It is beyond the
5

scope of the Contentions.

6

MR. CASSIDY: I think I did open that one up.
7

JUDGE FRYE: I think Mr. Cassidy has opened
8

that one up.

9

MR. WETTERHAHN: Okay.
10

A (WITNESS HEARD) The question vas? Let me ask
11

you to repeat it.

12
r- 0 Other than your comment on some inquiry as to1 /"

13

training, had there been any other comments directed to the
14

State of Kentucky and Campbell County or as a result of any
15

deficiencies determined during the November 18 exercise other
16

than in the area of training the personnel?
17

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir.

18

G Do any of .those direct attention to any of
19

the Contentions that are present as it pertains to Kentucky
20

and Campbell, Pendleton, and Bracken Counties from the

standpoint of these Intervenors?7

kJ 22
A (MITNESS HEARD) I don ' t believe so, but, as

23
I said earlier, I have not made an analysis of the Contentions-s

O 24

to reconcile it with the list of deficiencies in the Plan and/or

ACE R EPORDNG. INC.
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'

S

the exercise. 7537
1

c.
( ) G However, as you directed testimony in
'''

2

relationship to these Contentions, you did not find any '

3
,

(_) inadquacy of the Plan or inability to implement the Plan as

it addressed any Contention, would that be correct?
5

A (WITNESS liEARD) I think that would be correct,
6

yes, sir.
7

G Okay. Now --
8

MR. CASSIDY: If I may, just as a point of
9

clarification, I believe that though it was many days ago
10

when we were over in the other building, Mr. Earth provided
11

copies of the deficiencies that were forwarded from the
12

(^') region in a memorandum, January 21, 1982 to all the pa rties .
' '' 13

I would suggest as a matter of course, if
14

Mr. Dennison wants to pursue this line of questioning, it
15

may be more profitable to take a look at this.
16

I am pretty sur? they were' passed out earlier
17

in the last hearing.
18

May I see what you showed the witness?
19

MR. DENMISON: Interrogatory No .1, Commonwealth
20

o f Kentucky, that he was previously vieuing.
21

rw MR. CASSIDY: Fine.
k_/ 22'

G In response to Interrogatory 'o. 1, it
23

(''3 indicates that the Campbell County Police Department has three
U 24

to four personnel capable of a response time of 15 to 20 minute s;

ACE REPOMUNG. INC.
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is that correct? 7538

() A (IIITNESS HEARD) On duty each shift, three to
2

four people. '

() G All right. Their response time by this
4

interrogatory would be 15 to 20 minutes; is that correct?
5

A (WITNESS 1.'EARD) Yes, sir.
6

G You are aware that the Bellevue Police
7

Department is located in Campbell County?
8

A (ITITNESS !!EARD) I believe that is correct.
9

G They are given a response time of three to
10

five minutes, and as I go through these questions, there will
11

be response times of 30 or less minutes by police areas
12

(]) located in Campbell County.

Fort Thomas is located in Campbell County, is
14

it not?

15
A (WITNESS !!EARD) Yes, sir.

16

G They indicate a 10 to 15-minute response tine
17

uith three officers; is that correct?

18

A (UITNESS HEARD) That is correct, each shift

19

has three of ficers .

20
G You recognize that Falmouth is not located

21,
~ in Campbell County?

A (MITNESS HEARD) I realize that, yes, sir.
23

[}
G The ones that I have indicated, being Campbell

County Police Department, Dellevue Police Department,'and

|

|
.c. - , . n ~ c. , ~ c.
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Fort Thomas Police Department, those are the only police 7539
1

Q units which the Commonwealth of Xentucky has informed us have

capabilities of responso under 30 minutes, is that correct, '

3

() as it would portain to Campbell County?

A (WITNESS EEARD) Kentucky State Polico Post 16
5

says 30 to 45 minutes.
6

C As I previously indicated to you, you were
7

discussing things that would have some knowledge of 30 or
8

less minutes?
9

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes. Excluding that one, it
10

would be yes.
11

0 And that would involve eight to nine officers ,
12

,(") is that correct, who would be in a position to respond in

less than 30 minutes?
14

A (WITNESS HEARD) That is correct, yes, sir.
15

G Okay. If we add to that the Post 16 ten
16

officers in the range of 30 to 45 minutes, we would increase
17

i that number to eighteen; is that right?
18

A (WITNESS HEARD) That is correct.
| 19

| 0 Now, you recognize that during any type of
'

20
emergency involving evacuation, we could not depend upon

21
every on-duty officer being in a position to be deployed;

O 22'

is that not correct?
23

A (WITNESS HEARD) I uculd agree Vith that
24,

i assumption.

|.
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0 Some fraction of these officers would be 7540
1

(- | involved in other police duties so that they could not be
2

freed; is that not correct? '

_ 3

( ) A (UITNESS HEARD) I uould agree with that, yes,,

4

sir.
5

G Now, would this scrt of information, Mr.
6

Heard, reach the RAC Committee?
7

A. (WITNESS HEARD) The interrogatory?
8

G That is right.
9

A. (NITNESS HEARD) No, sir.
10

0 Uould the information --
11

A. (MITNESS FEARD) I mean, it would not through
12,

/ i normal channels . It could it it were provided to them, butJ
13

in the normal course of action, it would not be.
14

G And to date, no one in the RAC Committee as
15

far as you are aware of, nor have you, yourself, made any
16

inquiry into the number of police officers as we have been
17

discussing generally in this particular Contention?
18

A (UITMESS EEARO) It very conceivably could have
19

been asked and probably was asked during the course of the
20

exercise.

21

f There were evaluators in all three counties,
' ' ' 22'

and several evaluators in all three counties.
23

(V They generally try to find out the availability~1

24

of personnel and the training, uhat they know about radiologica:

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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emergencies, and this type of thing through an inquiring 7541

( ~ process, just stopping and talking with then.
,

xa 2

So it could have been asked. I don't knou, -

3

< ~, though.s

L.J 4

C You do not know one way or the other?
5

A (UITNESS IIEARD) Dut it is a normal custon
6

to do this.
7

0 But all you can tell us is, based upon your
8

knowledge, you don ' t know?
9

A (UITNESS IIEARD) I did not personally do that,
10

no, sir.
11

.

12

/'' 3
V 13

14

15

16
,

17

18

19

20

21

p.,

| ;-) 22

23

,.

\g g

i
.
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1 Q Now, in three compartments, commencing with the 7542

'#
2 first, that the plan should make clear what is to be done in

.

3 an emergency, that's been satisfied as to the traffic and
,

L)'

4 access control points to the plan to date, is that not correct?

5 A (Witness Heard) I think so, yes, sir.

6 Q Except as you instructed us earlier this

7 morning, that you felt additional traffic control points should

8 be established, such as in front of A. J. Jolly State Park on

9 U.S. 27 in the intersection of Lickert Road and U.S. 27, as I

10 recall your morning testimony?

11 MR. CASSIDY: Objection. I believe the

12 testimony this morning was that there was one point, that being

' ' '
13 the intersection of Lickert Road where there might be a

14 necessity for another access control point.

15 JUDGE FRYE: That's my recollection, too.

16 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir, I recall it.

17 Q Did you not indicate to us that you felt that

18 an access control point should be, or a traffic control point

19 should be established in front of A. J. Jolly on U.S. 27?

20 A (Witness Heard) Yes, but as I recall my

21 answer, I indicated a park ranger. The plan indicates that the

(~')
K./ 22 park ranger would be available to assist in evacuation.

23 Q I haven't gotten to by whom. I am asking, is
p
kJ4 it clear what is to be done in the emergency as to the2

establishment of the traffic control and access control points?

ACE REPORDNG. lNC.
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1 A (Witness Heard) Is the plan clear, is this your 7543_

\' '/
2 question?

,

3 Q The plan is clear up to the point of your
(
''

4 addition of two additional access or traffic control points,

5 is that correct, as I understand your testimony?

6 A (Witness Heard) This morning, I indicated, had

7 I been the planner, I would have certainly put a traffic

8 control point at Lickert Road and U.S. 27.

9 Q And likewise, I believe you indicated you would

10 also put a traffic control point in front of A. J. Jolly State

11 Part?

12 A (Witness Heard) I don't know if I would have
,

13 established a traffic control point. I would have assured' ' '

14 there would have been someone there from the park. I

15 differentiate from a traffic control point manned by somebody

16 that has to come in, as opposed to somebody that is there

17 all the time, so I would think that somebody there all the

la time would be the proper person to see that the vehicles flow

19 out in a proper manner.

20 Q So, irrespective of who the individual would be,

21 you do believe there should be traffic control at the park
,.

'

V 22 entrance?

23 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir, I think there would be ,

,7

\/ 24 Q Well, the next question is how it is to be done.

Does the plan address, other than the physical location of

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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17-DM

1

1 base points on the map at Page F-17-1, how those are to be 7544
g

'
2 established?'

.

3 MR. BARTH: Objection, Your Honor. The question
,_

('~')
4 has been asked and answered. There is a park ranger out there,

5 that's the question and answer, and it's been asked a dozen

6 times.

7 MR. DENNISON: I am asking about the traffic

8 access control plans.

9 MR. WETTERHAHN: I would pose an additional

10 obj ection much beyond redirect.
'

11 JUDGE FRYE: What is the relationship with this

12 to the redirect?
p
''~'

13 MR. DENNISON: The relationship to it is, the

la capabilities of identifying anything, whether it be by this

15 witness, whether it be by the RAC Committee, or whether it be

16 by the exercise, as coming from the plan.

17 JUDGE FRYE: As coming from the plan? In other

18 words, the sole source --

19 MR. DENNISON: Or for any other matter. Thus

20 far, my only indication is everybody seems to review the plan

21 and they don' t bother to ask questions in the field.

{ ( -) 22 JUDGE FRYE: Let me ask a question.

23 Mr. Heard, from what I have heard this
m

(JL 24 afternoon, the impression I have, and correct me if I am wrong,

that in the FEMA review process, and in the RAC review process,
ACE REPORTING. INC.
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4

17-DM

1 there is no attempt made to independently verify information 7545
g

C 2 that is contained, or furnished to FEMA or RAC by the states,
.

3 is that correct?
,.~

v 4 A (Witness Heard) The only attempt to verify

5 would be if there is some question as to the validity of it.

6 JUDGE FRYE: Okay.

7 A (Witness Heard) If we have reason to believe
1

8 it's incorrect.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Then, you would attempt to verify

10 it?

11 A (Witness Heard) We would attempt to verify it,

12 but we are not an investigatory agency. When we receive these

P ans, we don't set out to verify every word in it, nor dol13

14 any of the other agencies, in addition to RAC. That's not

15 their role.

16 JUDGE FRYE: Absence of reason to question it,

17 you simply accept it?

18 A (Witness Heard) Sir?

19 JUDGE FRYE: Absence of reason to question it,

20 you simply accept it?

21 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir,

b 22 JUDGE FRYE: Does that clear it up?

23 MR. DENNISON: I'm sorry?

h 24 JUDGE FRYE: Does that clear it up?

MR. DENNISON: I assume so.
_

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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_

I have nothing further.1
7546

#
2 JUDGE FRYE: Nothing further?

.

3 I think that brings us to the end of this
q

#
4 contention, so why don't we take about a 15 minute break at

5 this point, before we go to the next.

6 (THEREUPON, a brief. recess was taken.)

7 JUDGE FRYE: Before we continue, Mr. Denniaon,

8 have you had an opportunity to check on the testimony of

9 possibly Dr. Gideonse or the other individual?

10 MR. DENNISON: Yes, I have, Your Honor. As to

11 Dr. Gideonse, I spoke with Mr.Woliver, and he indicated that he

12 had been speaking with Dr. Gideonse, but he did not specifically
g
kJ review, with him, any matters which would be part of rebuttal.13

14 Assuming that we do not go too late this evening, I will

15 contact him tonight, and have something clear cut tomorrow.

16 It will probably be mid Thursday before we would be involving
t

|
|

17 him, if at all, in any event, so as long as that doesn't press

18 anybody by delaying it until tomorrow morning -- one thing, of

19 course, and that is part of a judgemental factor by counsel

20 as to what Mr. Williams will be testifying to, whether or not

| 21 there is anything in his conceptual approach, state planning
| n

(_) 22 and perhaps county planning, which would necessitate the
!

l23 P an.

xJ 24 JUDGE FRYE: Surely.

MR. BARTH: Sir, we already know that. We have
ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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1 seen that of Mr. Williams. He says they will evacuate Brown 7547
( ,
\ /
''

2 County. There is nothing else to consider. We know what the
.

3 testimony will be.
,_

( )
4 JUDGE FRYE: I would assume that since

5 Mr. Dennison referred to that, he is talking about the Brown

6 County Commissioners , and in my thinking, that's what we would

7 hear, if I am not mistaken.

8 So, with that, let's move on then to, is it

9 20E10 on Page 50, am I correct?

10 MR. CASSIDY: I believe that is correct.

11 CROSS-EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. DENNISON:
q
''> 13 Q Mr. Heard, this contention deals with Pendleton

14 County in Kentucky, and I suppose this is the point in .the

15 record which some jest mighc be appropriate.

16 In the last question which was put to you as to

17 whether you were aware of any fact that would lead you to
|

18 believe that the volunteer fire fighters would not respond

19 to an emergency at the Zimmer Nuclcor Power Station, you

! 20 answered it, "N o . "

21 Of course, yo.. art .gare that the Ohio River
1 (m

( s' 22 would somewhat preclude Pendleton Fire Fignters from going

23 to Zimmer?
,
'

'w J 24 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

Q Did you mean, in that response, that they would

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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1 not respond to emergency roles in Pendleton County? Is that 7548

() 2 what you meant, or is that what you thought the question was
.

3 directed to?

O /

4 MR. CASSIDY: Are we going back to loss of

5 contention?

6 MR. DENNISON: No, this is on Page 51.

7 MR. CASSIDY: Oh, okay, thank you.

8 A (Witness Heard) I didn't indicate that I

9 thought they would respond anywhere. I didn't address this

10 nonresponding. I don' t have any information.

11 Q As to whether they would respond or would not?

12 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.
,

( ) 13 Q You also indicate, in response to communications

14 with the Pendleton Fire Units, that the communications system

15 Present there is one in which the EOC must communicate with

16 the Falmouth Fire Department, and the Fe,1 mouth Fire Department,

17 in turn, must communicate with other fire units in Pendleton

18 County. Does this create any particular problem from the
i

19 standpoint of the activation or implementation of fire units

20 in any emergency capacity during a Zimmer related emergency?
:

21 A (Witness Heard) I would not think it would

(]) 22 create any problems. It's the Falmouth Fire Department as a

23 vocal point for direction of all fire departments within

( ) 24 Pendleton County, and they receive any requests or instructions

or directions from the county EOC. I was not at Pendleton

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 County, but there was no' report that any problems resulted 7549

('J
..

2 from this arrangement.
.

3

m
kb 4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

/~
b' 13

14

'
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

) 22,

23

o
V 24
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1

G All right. Now, were you aware that deficiencies 7550
1

.) were noted and stated and I quote, "Which hampers response,

2'~

operations were noted in Bracken and Pendleton County during -

3

(^'s the " venber exercise"?
v

4

A (NITNESS HEARD) I don 't think that specifies
5

to fire personnel, general response.
6

G The quote was taken from the January 22nd
7

transmittal of, apparently, from FEMA advising the Kentucky
8

planners as to efficiency and is located on page 1 under
9

Category F entitled, " Emergency communications."
10

MR. CASSIDY: Perhaps if you could show the
11

witness and counsel what you're referring to, so that we all
12

(^; know.
J 13

A (WITNESS HEARD) Is this the December 2nd letter?
14

MR. CASSIDY: Unit. He's going to show it to
15

you if you just wait a minute. Thank you.
16

G This is the document that I referred to, Mr.
17

Heard. Are you familiar with the document?
18

A. (MITNESS IIEARD) No, sir,.that's Region 5's
19

document.
20

0 Okay. Do you have any explanation why Region
21

5 is making a commentary on Bracken and Pendleton Counties ,gm,
V 22

which is as far as I know, are in Region 4?
23

f3 A (WITLESS HEARD) None other than the introductio n

I
_ 24

was that this report was applicable to Kentucky, the 10-mile

ACE REPCRMNG, tNC.
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2 |

|

EPZ, Kentucky Council of Bracken, Pendleton and Campbell. 7551j

0 9 Okay. Now, ehet eesteneted deficiency 12

.

resulting from the November 18th exercise as it would deal
3

O, to or with -- rather, communicetions in Pend 1eeon Couney,

are y u aware whether or not as a part of that communication
5

deficiency is the arrangement of communications from the

EOC through the Falmouth dispatcher and that dispatcher
7

in turn Communicating with other fire units?

A. (WITNESS IIEARD) I'm sorry, sir, I was looking9

at this document. I didn' t hear the question.

O. After you have looked at that document, !!r.

IIcard, can you tell us whether or not that deficiency was

C- 13 addressed in any part to the Pendleton arrangement with

communications from the EOC to the Falmouth Fire Department

and the Falmouth Fire Department in turn communicating to

fire units as a communication deficiency?

A. (WITNESS HEARD) Nell, first, the document --
17

the document addresses Region 5 review of the three Kentucky

county plans. That's what the document is. Their Regional
19

Assistance Committee Reviews the Kentucky Plans and that's

what this document is.
21

JUDGE FRYE: Excuse me. Mr. Heard, is this

document -- is the first page of it a January 22nd memorandum

from Brian K. Grimes?

MR . DE'UIISON : Your Honor, I have no personal

ACE REPORT 1NG. INC.
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3

knowledge of this particular document other than representatiors 7552
1

(]) to Staff counsel that this is a listing of the deficiencies

identifying and transmitted to the state planners as a .

3

() result of the November 18th drill. If I'm somehow mistaken,

I stand corrected.
S

MR. CASSIDY: There's some confusion over what
6

page Mr. IIeard is looking at. Maybe we can make sure he's
7

on the same page.
8'

JUDGE FRYE: Let me note. I see the document
9

that I have, there are interim findings for the state, local
10

plans of Ohio and Clermont County, Ohio, and then at the very
11

end --
12

({} Mr. DEMNISON: I'm still listening, Judge.

(off-the-record discussion .)
11

MR. METTERHAHU: He're quite confused.
15

JUDGE FRYE: Let me see what I've got to see
16

if you've got uhat I've got.
17

Let me see, this is what I've got. Let's see
18

if we 're all on the same wave length here. I have a FEMA
19

memorandum for Drian K. Grimes, dated January 22nd, 1982,
20

as the first page.
21

r-) HR. CASSIDY: Correct.
\_/ 22

JUDGE FRYE: And the second page, ano ther FEMA
23

memorandum for the acting chief, Natural and Technological

nazards Division, dated January 21, 1932.

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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MR. CASSIDY: Where we have a problem, those 7553
1

(~ are out of sequence. We have that document, okay.v 2

JUDGE FRYE: I see, all right. The third is a '

3
,

~

letter from FEMA to Curtis Griffith, Deputy Director of Ohio/N
V 4

Emergency Services and Disaster Agency.
5

MR. CASSIDY : This copy happens to be out of
6

sequence. That's where our problem is.
7

JUDGE FRYE: Okay, let's take a ninute and get
8

it in the proper sequence.
9

(Off-the-record discussion . )
10

JUDGE FRYE: Now, Mr. Dennison, as I understood
11

you, January 21, 1982 Region 4 FEMA memorandum?
12

<s 'IR. DENUISON: That's correct. The cover sheetsi 1
'

13

were out of sequence.
14

JUDGE FRYE: Okay. Now, we're straight.
15

A (UITNESS HEARD) Now, I have the proper document.
16

B I beg your pardon?
17

A (MITNESS HEARD) I'm looking at the proper
18

document isow.
19

Q. "ow, you note there on page 1 under Category 2
20

of evaluation, then paragraph F of Emergency Communications,
21

it states and I quote, " Deficiency which hampers response,

( ' 22
operations were noted in Bracken and Pendleton during the

23

November exercise."7

(j 24
t

A (UITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir. .

ACE R EPORTING. tNC.
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.

|

G Now, that was referring to the November 18th 7554
1

(]) exercise, is that correct?

A (WITNESS I!EARD) That's correct. -

3

() G Now, do you have any knowledge of whether or

not this deficiency was also directed to the communication
S

by radio and the use of telephones in Pendleton County
6

relative to the summoning of emergency personnel by
7

commercial phone and the use of radio communications from
8

the EOC to the Falmouth Fire Department, and in turn from
9

the Falmouth Fire Department to the other fire units in
10

Pendleton County?
11

A (WITNESS IIEARD) No, sir, I have no detailed
12

information at all.

G Now, if the telephone communications and the
14

use of the Falmouth radio from the EOC, as I previously
15

indicated, were determined as deficiencies arising from the
16

November 18th drill, would you stand corrected from your
l 17

testimony as it pertains to this Contention?
18

MR. WETTERHAUN: Objection. I think the
19

next characterization of testimony states that is radio
20

communications between the EOC and Falmouth Fire Department.
21

| I think you stated telephone communications.
( 22

MR. DENNISON: I added that as a second
23

fS category.'
.

| \_) 24

| JUDGE FRYE: Why don' t we break at that and

| do it that way?
ACE R EPORMNG. INC.
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1

1 Q In the first instance, Mr. Heard, if the 7555

(ss''3
2 deficiency which hampered response operations as noted in the :

.

3 November 18 drill as it pertained to Pendleton, was in one

O 4 instance the use of the EOC radio going only to the Falmouth

5 Fire Department and, in turn, the Falmouth Fire Department

6 independently sending communications by radio to fire units.

7 Would you stand corrected in your responses to

8 this particular contention as those responses pertain to

9 Pages 50 and 51 of the written testimony?

10 A (Witness Heard) I am not sure of what you are

11 asking, Mr. Dennison. I have got -- I am looking at a copy of

12 all of the comments from the exercise that was provided to the

' I ) 13 ' State in the form of deficiencies.

14 What you are looking at here is an interim

15 report which we are required to submit, interim findings, and

16 that is the source of this document from which you just quoted,

17 the January 21 letter. I guess it is January, January 21.

I
18 That is what is known as interim findings.

19 Q Okay. Now, do you have something which

20 identifies what was being discussed in these interim findings

| 21 that I have quoted?

l

( ) 22 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir, the interim findings'

23 generally are a summary of plan deficiencies and exercise

( ) 24 deficiencies. Of course, the final findings will not be

submitted until af ter the receipt of all corrections.

ACE REPORMNG. !NC.
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,__

1 I am looking through the detailed comments 7556

O 2 relative to the exercise. The comment that we provided the
.

3 State in regard to communications for Bracken and Pendleton

O
4 Counties is Bracken and Pendleton Counties need additional space

5 in their emergency operations facility and communication

6 improvements, but I don't have any more specifics than that

7 in regard to the communications to the Falmouth Fire Department

8 or their dissemination of information to the other fire

9 departments within Pendleton County.

10 Q Okay. Then that would be the extent ~of your

11 knowledge of the hampering?

12 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

( ) 13 Q Now, the contention addresses the use of

14 commercial telephones to advise emergency response personnel

15 in Pendleton County.

16 Were you aware that the plan directs attention

17 to that mode of communication?

18 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

19 Q However, in your response, you make no mention

20 of the use of commercial telephones for the purpose of advising

21 emergency response personnel that there is an emergency.

( ) 22 A (Witness Heard) Are you referring to Contention

23 20-E-107

( ) 24 Q That is correct. If you would, Mr. Heard, the

contention is set out before the dialogue is engaged in between

ACE REPORMNG. lNC.
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1 counsel and yourself in which the second paragraph, pardon me, 7557

)
2 second sentence of that contention states, "All contact with

.

3 county fire units is by telephone and fire companies will
r's
'/ be activated for fire, other functions to be coordinated at'

4-

5 the time."

6 Do you see that?

7 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

8 Q I am following.the contention. You do not

9 address that in the course of your dialogue between you and

10 counsel; is that correct?

11 A (Witness Heard) Well, my answer was --

12 MR. BARTH: As a point of clarification, what
m

U 13 dialogue?

14 JUDGE FRYE: Direct testimony.

5 MR. DENNISON: Direct question and answer

13 dialogue.

17 MR. BARTH: It is his question, not a dialogue

18 between counsel and the witness.

19 MR. DENNISGN: Dialogue and answer, Mr. Barth.

20 A (Witness Heard) You are following on -- you

21 indicated that the plan of implementation fails to provide

(})22 any reasonable assurance that the fire company will provide

23 emerg,ency response to protect the public.

(,) 24 My answer is that they have radio communications.(_

Q That is after they have been activated. The

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 contention directs its attention to before they were activated, 7558
okJ- 2 that is, to advise them of an emergency and that they a e to

3 go to the fire units where at that point they have some radio
.

o
\ /
'' 4 contact.

5 You recognize that plan makes. that provision?

6 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

7 MR. CASSIDY: If that is the question, that is

8 not the way it was understood, and that is not the way it

9 was answerud, if that is the contention.

10 MR. DENNISON: The contention is set out.

n MR. CASSIDY: That is not how we read the

12 contention in answering it. It does not say specifically as
(3
kJ 13 far as activating.

14 JUDGE FRYE: It says, "All contact with county

15 fire units is by telephone."

16 MR. CASSIDY: Fire units as opposed to fire

17 Personnel. If I may just, as a point of clarification, the

is correction in the answer was that communication between the fire

19 unit is not by telephona, and that is what the answer is in
'

20 the reference to the communications matrix in the plan.

21 Mr. Dennison is addressing notification to

o ) 22 individual fire personnel, that is not what was understood in;

,

23 the contention,

o
( ) 24 JUDGE FRYE: I think that is a fair reading,_

Mr. Dennison, of what is stated in the contention.

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 Q Now, Mr. Heard, you indicated that NUREG 0654 7559
kJ 2 does not require that numbers of personnel and equipment be

.

3 stipulated in the plan; is that your . understanding of the NUREG?
?s
C.' '>

4 A (Witness Heard) NUREG requires equipment to

5 be listed. It does not require personnel.

6 Q Okay. So that you are modifying your statement

7 that the NUREG does not require that the number of personne:

8 be stipulated in the placc?

9 A (Witness Heard) Which answer are you referring

10 to, sir.

11 Q The answer to question 101.

12 A (Witness Heard) 101.
,

l
13 Q If Mr. Barth would permit, in that colloquy.~

14 A (Witness Heard) Well, in this regard, when you

15 used equipment, the NUREG does require certain inventories of

16 equipment, but not in the area of communication within a fire

17 department so my answer is correct as stated.

18 Q Okay. Now, in making the response as to the

'

19 number of personnel, did you take into account the provision in

20 0654 that the plan should make clear what is to be done in

21 an emergency, how it is to be done, and by whom?

( ,) 22 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
,

_

23 Q Now, would not the by whom and how it is to be

,y,

(.J 24 done take into account the availability of personnel to

accomplish that end?

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 MR. WETTERHAHN: Objection. The thrust of this 7560
(~') |

'> 2 contention is clearly to the communications.'

.

3 That might be an additional thought, but it is
o
i !'' 4 communications with the volunteer fire company, not personnel.

5 JUDGE FRYE: Excuse me one moment.

6 (THEREUPON, a short recess was taken.)

7 MR. DENNISION: Your Honor, the inquiry is

8 directed to the direct testimony of the witness.

9 JUDGE FRYE: I think we have got a question as

10 to what the witness was responding to, and I was going back to

11 20 E which is a general statement of the contention involved.

12 " Involved counties of Ohio and Kentucky possess
r~x ,

k J 13 no professional full-time life squad, relying totally on part-

14 time personnel who are primarily concerned with other endeacars

15 and limited training."

16 And, " Involved counties rely in many respects

17 upon volunteer auxiliary policemen."

18 So the overall contention is clearly going to

19 the availability, I would say, of personnel.

20 MR. WETTERHAHN: That is true, Mr. Chairman,

21 but we have had cross-examination this morning over the number

rm
(_) 22 of volunteers available, there ranks, etc., and extensive

23 cross-examination has been proffered with regard to that subject .

,-
() 24 Here we have a subcontention, a particular_

subcontention, whose clear thrust is related to communications,

ACE REPORMNG. INC
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|

1 and we are back on the number of personnel. 7561

(~)>'

2 Certainly the last sentence says, "The plan-

.

3 presents no number of personnel or equipment available," but
p
\ ''

4 I think a reading of that would indicate that that is all

5 related to communications equipment and perhaps personnel

6 involved in communications, not the number of personnel of

7 fire departments.

8 JUDGE FRYE: Is this the only one we have on

9 Pendleton?

10 MR. DENNISON: There are others following. Some

11 of the things that make these appear to be -- is taking them

12 contention by contention and, of course, there is in some

O
(> 13 instances fourcontentions which address the same issue broken

14 by county.

15 This is the first that we have that we have

16 struck gold, so to speak, in Pendleton County.
|

17 We have gone through basically Clermont and

18 Campbell, as I recall, and now we are wading into Pendleton

19 to,be followed by Bracken.

20 JUDGE FRYE: I think it is a fair question.

| 21 I think that the overall scope of this thing is, quickly
-

( ) 22 looking .through the contentions, that this is where Pendleton|

23 County comes in , that the availability of personnel is really

,r m
's._) 24 raised by the contention.

MR. CASSIDY: If I might, Your Honor, I would

| ACE REPORTING, INC.
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1 object on the grounds, then, that it has been asked and 7562
(
''

2 answered because in this mornings questioning with regard to

3 the availability of personnel, we went through identifying

('''
4 those.

5 We were identifying those, and if I am not

6 mistaken, from the interrogatories all with the available

7 voluntary personnel, and those questions dealt with Bracken

8 and Pendleton.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Did we take up Bracken and Pendleton?

10 MR. CASSIDY: No, but in response to the

11 answer to the interrogatories when Mr. Heard was shown the

12 Interrogatory one as far as the questioning with regard to

(~)
'ss' 13 Campbell and with regard to the other counties in Kentucky,

14 that same information as far as the numbers were on there. I

15 think --

16 JUDGE FFTE: That is just --

17 MR. CASSIDY: That is just the thrust of these

18 contentions where they are somewhat repetitive.

19 This basic line of questioning has been asked
,

20 and answered.

21 JUDGE FRYE: As far as Pendleton?

(%
(.) 22 MR. CASSIDY: It has been asked generally as

23 far as in the course of the questions on Campbell, the data

/"%

( J 24 that was available there that Mr. Heard testified that he

reviewed, related to Campbell, Bracken and Pendleton, if I am
ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 not mistaken. 7563

O 2 MR. DENN1 SON, rhat is basica11y correct.

.

3 Howver, Mr. Cassidy fails to recognize that had to do with

O 4 police officers, not firemen.
,

5 MR. CASSIDY: Maybe I was thinking that we did

6 the fire with --

7 MR. DENNISON: We did cover some fire. The only

8 one, to my recollection, Mr. Cassidy went through the different

9 numbers and asked that they be added up.

10 I think it had to do with fire vehicles in one

11 instance and police officers in another. I may be incorrect

12 because I am basing this purely on recollection today.

O i3 JuDcE FRYE: I ata not recall that we had gone

14 into this with regard to Pendleton.

' MR. DENNISON: We have not directly.15

I JUDGE FRYE: If it is in the record, there is no16

17 need to go into it.

18 MR. DENNISON: At least I have no recall of

19 getting into these specifically.

MR. CASSIDY: I think it is in the record from20

21 this morning's questioning.

O 22 MR. WErrERMAuN: Could I have whether we would

| 23 like to inquire as to subjects uniformally as to all counties?

O 24 1c may be very well and gooa, but we are timited to the

contentions before this Licensing Board.

ACE REPORMNG tNC.
cme- m omo
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1 I would like a ruling on my objection that 7564
(~b
kJ 2 questions related generally to personnel fire departments in

.

3 Pendleton County is not included within this contention which
p
k' 4 I assert is related only to volunteer communications.

5 JUDGE FRYE: I covered that earlier. If you

6 look at the overall Contention 20, it fairly raises the question

7 of the availability of personnel.

8 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, may I address that point?

9 Mr. Cassidy was not at the last pre-hearing

10 conference held by yourself, and we discussed at great length

11 his general statements.

12 The thrust of it was to make them specific. That

()13 is why we went for two days and, I hope, not wasted time and

14 made it specific.

15 I refer you to.the second sentence of 20-E-10.

16 He is relating fire units, not personnel.

17 Now, if you want to be technical and speak of

18 units, which is the general addition which is specific, if you

19 want 'to play with it that kind of way, but I think the more

20 important thrust is we went through two days, which I hate to

21 waste, to make the specific.

!(])22 He has made them specific.;

23 JUDGE FRYE: He says, first, they are volunteer.

,8

( ) 24 Then they are assigned the duty of fire emergency. Then he

says contact with units is by telephone.

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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1 Other functions coordinated. Plan fails to 7565
.n,
' '
~' 2 provide reasonable assurance that the fire companies will'

,

3 provide emergency response to protect the public in the
n
''- > 4 evacuation.

5 When you read that in the Contention 20-E, I

6 think it fairly raises the availability of personnel of

7 Pendleton County. So I don't know where that leads us with

8 regard to what we have covered.

9 I do not recall if we have covered the

10 availability of fire personnel in Pendleton County.

11 MR. DENNISON: Your Honor, could I have the

12 question reread?

r^s
(_) 13 (THEREUPON, the record was read by the court

14 reporter.)

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

O ) 22t,_

23

r's
(.,) 24

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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1

G Uere you able to hear the question? 7566
1

("; A (UITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir. Again, getting
x' 2

back to my statorent earlier today, if it says that the -

3

(~') Pendleton County Volunteer Fire Department will respond or
' ' ' 4

has a mission, plans officially submitted by the county,
5

we don't question the numbers, and so we don't require the
6

numbers. If there's a reason to suspect that they are
7

incapable of performing the mission in the Plan, we would
8

make sone additional determination. that so we do not
9

consider the numbers of people available significant in the
10

Plan, i ts el f .

11

G How would it come to your attention that there
12

(m may be an insufficient number?
,

\ ' 13
A (UITNESS HEARD) It would not come to our

14

attention unless there was some reason to suspect tnat the
15

mission of a volunteer fire department exceeded its capability,
16

|
or the mission of any state or county agency from general

17

planning and experience and knowledge of their capability,
18

and there have been instances where missions were assigned,
19

-

|
which we felt were not in this plan at all, or even in this

20
state, but through the course of planning over the.last

21

seVeral years, where we felt that it was perhaps excessive tors
?

( ' 22
the capability of the department or agency, then we would

23
inquire, but if we had no reason to suspect, we would not.,-,

_; 24

G Now, in the Pendleton plan under I-2, the first

ACE R EPORUNG. INC.
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2

'cwo categories are things which firemen are trained to do, 7567
1

("'1 and can do, is that not correct?
'" 2

A (WITIIESS IIEARD) Yes, sir. -

3

('' G And these are something which would not really
' ' '

4

be related to a Zimmer-related emergency; that is, Pendleton
5

would have no function at all in any fires at Zimmer?
6

A. (UITITESS IIEARD) That's my understanding, yes.
7

sir. They are on the wrong side of the river.
8

0 And as far as I know, radiation does not
9

ignite the surrounding areas to cause fires, is that not
10

correct?
11

A (MITNESS HEARD) That is correct.
12

(~; G So that it would be coincidental only that
''

17

the fire personnel may have a fire fir;hting task at the same
14

time that you would have the Zimmer emergency; they would be
15

purely coincidental, is that not correct?
16

A. (NITNESS IIEARD) That is correct.
17

0 So that the priorities of 1 and 2 of these
18

fire units really do not deal with any planning concept for
19

any Zims.or emergency, do they, as it relates to Pendleton
20

County?
21

A. (WITNESS IIEARD) Fell, they are listed in the7_.s
' ; 22

order of priority. Their first priority is to rescue people
23

from a fire. The second is to extinguish the fire. That's7,
U 24

their order of priorities .

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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3

G And neither of those priorities have anything 7568
1

' ') to do with the Zimmer-related emergencies as it would relate
' 2-

to Pendleton fire people, isn ' t that correct? .

3

f] i (UITNESS HEARD) They may not have anything
..J g

to do , and then in all probability, would not have .
5

G So, then, we go to the third priority, and
6

that's to. assist in protective actions, such as access control,
7

confirmation of evacuation or in-place protection, sheltering
8

as needed. That's the first rcle that they would have in a
9

Zimmer-related emergency, isn' t that correct?
10

A (WITNESS HEARD) That is correct.
11

Q- Mou, as to the capabilities of this emergency
12

resource group to accomplish that end, you would have to have-

'v 13

some information as to the area thth they would be utilized
14

in by the number of homes or the number of access control
15

poin ts , and you would have to know how many firemen that you
16

had available , would you not, Mr. Heard?
17

A (WITNESS FEARD) Mot necessarily.
18

.B Uot necessarily?
19

A (WITNESS HEARD) [ Witness shook head in the
20

negative.] That's the third priority. I would say that's
21

their third priority. If you had none available, then they,_
' f 22

wouldn't be given that assignment. If you mobilized your
23

fire departrent and you had ten people that were available,,_

( , J 24
they could be used in this third priority.

ACE R EPORTING. (NC.
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G But, that'.s really the number one priority in 7569
1

cry the planning scheme for Pendleton County, as it would relate
'J 2-

to fire people, is dhat right? -

3

(~i MR. CASSIDY . Objection, asked and answered.
4'-

JUDGE FRYE: Yes, I think we've got that in the
5

record.
6

G Now, in this same communication of January 21,
7

dealing with the deficiency list that we previously addressed
8

on communications, that's what I am referring to, Mr. Heard.
9

A (WITNESS HEARD) I see.
10

G On page 2, under paragraph E, with the caption,
11

" Emergency Facilities and Equipment," and as it relates again
12

,w to Bracken and Pendleton Counties, it s tates , " County plans
:0 13i

do not contain any specific lists of crergency response
14

equipment. The State Field Radiological Center is too small,
15

particularly in its command to control and space areas.
16

Dracken and Pendleton Counties also need additional eor
17

space.

18

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir.

19

G Now, might you have applied your earlier

20
response to a crowding of the EOC in a communications deficit

21
with a deficit identified under Category H here dealing with,,

s ') 22'

additional EOC space and the State Field Radiological Center
23

being too snall?,

(_) 24
A (UITNESS HEARD) I an not sure I understand

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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5

what your question is. 7570
1

[]} G Now, do you remember that you responded that

if you had additional information as to what the deficiency -

3

({) was under Category F, could you find that again for us?

A. (WITNESS HEARD) F?
5

Q F on Transmittal.
6

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir.
7

G It states, " Deficiencies which hamper response
3

operations were noted in Brachen and Pendleton Counties during
9

the November exercises"? '

10

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir.

11

G' Now, you related to us me re information as to

12
what that deficiency was. You had a separate document?(),

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir, the comments from

14

the exercise.

15

G Okay, comments. Now, would you again relate

16

those comments?

17

A (WITNESS HEARD) All right, sir. That is the

18

. exercise --
19

MR. CASSIDY: Excuse me, I object. This has

20
been asked and answered, unless counsel is going some place

21
differently.

JUDGE FRYE: He is trying to follow on that,

23
and the witness needs to connect it, so let's get it.--

A (UITNESS HEARD) The comment in the exercise

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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6

was, " Bracken and Pendleton Counties need additional space 7571

1 and communication improvements."
'- 2

Q. Now, would this apply to both, H and F, or '

( '; would it apply only to H, or would it apply only to F?
- 4

A (WITNESS HEARD) Yeah, I could clarify that,

sir. The documents that you are looking at, A through P,
6

which we referred to as the. interim findings on a 44 350
7

Report, corresponds to the criteria items in NUREG-0654.
8

A is the assignment responsibility. B is on site. C is
9

emergency response. That is format, which we are directed
10

to submit this report. There is no direct format for the
11

exercise comments, so actually, what is stated in F, under
12

, ('') Emergency Communications on the January 21st correspondence,
's 13

and what is stated in H, Emergency Facilities and Equipment,
14

both derive from the one comment on the exercise report.
15

The 0654 has a Section F on Communications,
16

and Section H on Facilities and Equipment, so the commentsi

| 17

in this January 21st letter, are both derived from that.
18

They need more space, and they need more communications in
19

Bracken and Pendleton County ECC 's.
20

0 Now, can you enlighten us on this additional
21

communications?es
( _ ' 22

A. (UITNESS IIEARD) No, sir.
23

em O. You don't knew what additional communications
(j 24

are required?

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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7

A (UITNESS HEARD) No, sir. I do not have 7572
1

ey personal knowledge of what additional communications are
L-) 2

required. -

3

,e'3 Q. Do you have any materials which have been
V.s' 4

s ubmitted , either from Pendleton County or the State of
5

Kentucky, which would review what they are to do by upgrading
6

or adding to their communication system?
7

A (MITMESS HEARD) No, sir, I do no t have .
8

MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.
9

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Uetterhahn?,

10

MR. METTERHAHM: May I have one second?
11

No questions.
12

JUDGE FRYE: Pardon me?,_.

(_ ) 13
MR. METTERHAHM: No questions.

14

MR. BARTH: No questions.
15

JUDGE FRYE: Any redirect?
16

MR. CASSIDY: If I may have a moment, Your
17

Honor.

18

I do have a few questions on redirect, Your
19

Honor.

20
JUDGE FRYE: All right.

21
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

,-

( 22'~' BY MR. CASSIDY:

23
0 Mr. Eeard, uith regard to the deficiencies that

y-
! i 24

we have been talking about that were flagged in the January

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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) 21 memorandum from Major P. May to Lee Thomas, 7573so we are
I I

(]) clear, is it your testimony that you personally do not have

any information with regard to the specific deficiencies that .

(j) were noted in Section F and Section H of that document?~

A (UITNESS HEARD) I do not personally have any
5

information, other than the fact that the directors from those
6

counties and all the Kentucky State officials that participated
.7

in the exercise, were present at the critique when the
8

comments were made.
9

G And at the critique, there was more specific'

10

information that was presented to the county officials?
11

A (WITNESS HEARD) That is correct.
12

(] G And that was presented by the evaluators and/or
ts

33

the various members of the federal agencies that were involved
14

in the exercise review, is that correct?
15

A (WITNESS HEARD) Well, it was presented, it was
16

presented by that group, as well as the self evaluation by the
17

state, which was one of the better self evaluations, bo th fron
18

the county and the state level.
19

G In other words , their personal evaluations of
20

their performance was, you categorized as better. What do
21

you mean by "better"?f,

k-) 22
A (WITNESS HEARD) More detailed, more definitive,

23

7- critical where criticality was needed.
\-)' 24

C When you say " critical where criticality was

ACE R EPORMNG,1NC.
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9

needed," you were referring to their perceived shortcomings 7574
1

() Of their abilities?
2

A (UITNESS HEARD) They realized their own '

3-

(s) shortcomings in those areas where they existed, and didn' t
4

hesitate to stand up and say what they needed in the way
5

of equipment, space , personnel, resources, training.
6

G So that there has been a complete, or a
7

substantial, if I can use that word, identification of again,
6

with specific reference to this contention, or the comments
9

in the memo to Lee Thomas, of what; those deficiencies are

10

in terms of communications of Eoc space; would that he a fair
11

statement?

12
(~'; A (WITNESS HEARD) Hould you say that again,
a

please?

14

G Would it be a fair statement that with regard

15
to the deficiencies that were noted in the memorandum to

16
Lee Thomas in Paragraphs F and H, that those issues have been

17
clearly identified and recognized by the state?

18
A. (UITNESS HEARD) Yes, yes.

19
G And county?

20
A. (UITNESS HEARD) Yes.

21
,es 0. Now, with regard to the next stop in this

' 22
process, because I diink this is something that the Board is

23
rm, concerned about, as are the Intervenors, what is PE"A's
' J

34
process now for assuring that these steps, these deficiencies

ACE R EPORMNG. INC.
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10
.

are corrected? 7575
1

A (MITNESS HEARD) Mell, the state replies to

our comments, both from the exercise, as well as direct -

3

') comments outlining the Plan deficiencies. Uhen bo th o f

these are received and generally the accompanying changes
5

to the Plan, generally they result in changes to the Plan.
6

Those changes are distributed to the Regional Assistance
7

,

Committee. We have a Regional Assistance Committee meeting.
8

They are reviewed, and if they are accepted, we will proceed
9

fo rward . If we are still not satisfied that all the issues
10 .

have -- if we are still not satisfied that all the issues
11

were addressed, then we will go back to the state with another
12

letter, but we will assume that if we are satin fied, that cil, O i3
issues are addressed.

14

15

16

17
,

18

19

20

21

C ) 22
:

23

( ) 24

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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Q. Wnat -- okay, let's take -- I'm sorry, go ahead. 7576
1

(' ) A. (Witness Heard) Then, I was going to say we\> y

submit the plan with all documentation, supporting documents, -

3
^

fi to the national office, so that they may use that as verification
</

4

of planned actions and turn it over or refer it to the national
5

level.

6

Q. Is it your testimony that FEMA will, in terms
7

of the deficiencies that have been identified in the various
8

comments in the alleged deficiencies that are raised in the
9

contentions to the hearing, will be verified in terms of the
10 ,

specific kinds of issues that we have been talking about?
11

Let's take the example of the adequacy of communications and
12

(~x., the EOC that we're discussing in paragraph H.
' 13

A. (Witness Heard) I'm not sure I understood
14

what you said. You used the word, " contentions;" I'm not sure
15

where that relates to the deficiencies.
16

Q. Okay. Mr. Dennison has indicated in his
17

cross-examination that in the January 21 letter, with regard
18

to paragraphs F. H, those deficiencies recognized by FEMA
19

through the exercise and plan evaluations thus far, is that
20

correct?

21
A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.,s

( / 22
Q. We have also had issues of potential deficiencies

23

gx identified for us by the contentions, is that not also correct?
C/ 24

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.

I
acs arroarma. me.
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Q. With regard to addressing these specific issues, 7577
1

('l what's your understanding of FEMA's position as to verifying
''

2

that these deficiencies are corrected? -

3
~

(J') A. (Witness Heard) The deficiencies in the January
,

21st letter oc the deficiencies as stated'in the contentions?
5

Q. Both. In terms of verification, how -- let me

6

ask it this way: There have now been deficiencies that are
7

recognized or identified, correct?
8

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.

9

Q. In the course of review process, you have
10

already testified that the state will respond to some of the
11

deficiencies that had been raised or all those deficiencies
12

('') that had been raised in the letters that have been sent to
V

13

them, correct?
14

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.

15

Q. We also had a list of alleged deficiencies that

16

had been raised by the contentions, correct?

17

A. (Witness Heard) Correct.

18

Q. And FEMA will take some steps to verify those

19
to make sure those deficiencies do exist and are-corrected,

20
is that correct?

21

rx A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.

l J 22-

is it your understanding of the reviewQ. Okay,

23

(U',
process you testified to earlier, that these specific

24
deficiencies and let's take the example of the inadequacies of

ACE R E PORTING. INC.
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the EOC's and did somebody physically go out there and 7578
1

rn, verify those deficiencies had been corrected, isn't that the
'#

2

state of the review at this stage? Novr , these deficiencies -

3

(' } have been identified?
mj

4

A. (Witness Heard) It depends on the answer the
5

state provides us rather than someone physically to go out
6

there to examine that EOC and to see if it's additional space
7

or additional communications.
8

Q. Would it be correct in saying it's a combination
9

of information provided by the states and assessment of
10

whether or not those things have been met?
11

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct, and subsequent
12

r^ drills,

kJ 13
Q. Okay. Now, let's stick to that, with regard to

14

the drills, would you explain how the drills differ from the
15

exercises?
16

A. (Witness Heard) Well, a drill -- an exercise
17

is a full state and county, generally the entire and, in many
18

instances, a full 50-mile EPZ endeavor, certainly everything
19

within the ten-mile EPZ.
20

A drill is a lesser undertaking restricted to
21

7- perhaps communications, health, medical drill, health fitness
J 22

drills conducted by the state, the NUREG outlines or specifies
23

the required frequency and types of drills, but it's lesser,,

(_/ 24
than full undertaking of an exercise.

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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Q. And is it correct that the basis of future drills 7579
1

(~) in part is based on those deficiencies that have been raised
'

2
'

on the full-scale exercise? .

3

/'~' A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.L;)
4

Q. FEMA's position that those areas that it is not
5

satisfied via the documentation by the state in response to

6

the deficiencies' verification onsite or necessary that. drills
7

may be held to make sure and insure that the specific element,
8

if and when, work?
9

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
10

Q. And all that would be done before the plan is
11

forwarded to NRC for a full -- with a favorable recommendation,

12

o correct?

YY 13-

A. (Witness Heard) We have reason to believe or
14

there could be still existing deficiencies, then, we would

15
establish a dialogue with the state and establish a drill,

16

communications drill or whatever, wherever the deficiency
17

we thought may not have been adequately addressed.
18

Q. And that would all be done before any recommendation
19

was made to NRC, with regard to the plan, is that correct?

20
A. (Witness Heard) That is generally correct. By

21
that, I mean, if a drill is not warranted, we would not require,-

(/ 22
a state, most states are submission to NRC following an

23
exercise within the four to ---,

!

u.J 24
Q. The question was -- I understand that. I think

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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the question was with regard to all those elements, the 7580
1

(^') information, written information from the state verification
''' 2

drills were necessary? -

3

( ; A. (Witness Heard) Right.
s_- 4

Q. All those steps would be done in order to
5

insure the plan was adequate before it would be forwarded to
6

NRC?
7

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct.
8

Q. And with regard to specific, as far as numbers
9

of people to carry out these plans, although NUREG-0654
10

doesn't require it, isn't it correct that where there has been
11

| an issue raised, such as in some of these contentions as far
12

''

as the numbers of people, that those figures will be looked
(v) 13

at to determine in fact as you have testified earlier, you
14

have looked at and provided me the interrogatories to determine
15

if they're adequate numbers?
16

A. (Witness Heard) Both by way of interrogatories
17

and both by way of discussions and exercises we generally
18

establish or determine or ascertain, rather it would be a
19

fire department via rescue squad or county health department
20

or hospital, whatever. If its mission is listed, we ascertain
21

if they're capable of performing in a mission based on thees

L / 22
number of personnel.

23

,- m MR. CASSIDY: Fine. No further questions.
(.) 24

CROSS-EXAMINATION

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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BY MR. DENNISON: 7581
1

r- Q. Mr. Heard, you indicated that the state had been
-

-] 2

sent the review and it was being identified to them what these
,

3

(3 deficiencies'were, is that correct?
L' 4

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
S

.Q. And the state was to make corrections, remove
6

those deficiencies, is that correct?
7

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir. You either plan
8

deficiencies or exercise deficiencies, both. They have to
9

address and tell us what their remedial action will be.
10

~

And you were asked the general question as toQ.
11

deficiencies present and observed either from the plan, from
12

the exercise, or from the contentions; as far as you're7,

U 13
concerned, have these contentions identified any deficiencies?

14

A. (Witness Heard) Well, the contentions identified

15

deficiencies in training, in many of the same areas of which
16

the exercise identified deficiencies in training.
17

Q. Now, could you tell us what deficiencies in
18

relationship to Pendleton County communications, Pendleton
19

County personnel were identified and submitted to the state?

20
A. (Witness Heard) More specific than what's

21
listed here?

(_/ 22
Q. That's right.

1

23
A. (Witness Heard) I don't have any information,_

i i ,

i LJ 24
on that, sir.
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7582
2 Well, was what was sent to the state more

j
g
(,j specific than what you had?

2

A. (Witness Heard) No, sir, I read what the comment -

,

b was to the state, but the state personnel was at the critique,

the county personnel was there. They made their own self-critique.

Our policy in Region 4, if the county or state identifies a

deficiency, we don't re-identify that deficiency. They have

identified it.
8

Q. Were you present at this meeting?

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

Q. So your recollection, I take it, of whatever

that identification was would be about the same as the state's,

.,

( (v'' that is, I'take it, was all oral, other than what you have
13

told us that is in writing?

A. (Witness Heard) I don't quite understand what

you're saying.

Q. Mr. Cassidy was discussing with you this

identification of deficiencies and their transmittal or
18

submission to the state for correction?
j 19

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

Q. And you're advising me now that, yes, this

(^ ; 22 occurred and the only thing, in addition to what you have
vi

related as being in writing, was, and that writing you have

C, 2.s already read to us, was what was orally discussed in a critique
v\

|

| in which you were present November 18th?

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir. 7583

1

('') Q. And based on your presence at that critique on
~

2

November 18th, what was the emergency communication deficiency -

3

f '; which hampered response operations in Pendleton County?
xs

A. (Witness Heard) I don't recall.
5

Q. You don't?

6
A. (Witness Heard) It seems to me that it was

7

radio communications, but I'm not -- I am not positive.
8

Q. Does this critique get documented in any
9

manner, so one knows what this additional information which

10

was orally communicated, is, was in fact?

11

A. (Witness Heard) I would think that the state
12

(^) and the county personnel that was there from the respective
L'

13

counties gave their critique.

14

Q. This was not a critique given by FEMA?

15
A. (Witness Heard) It was partially given by

16

FEMA. It was two hours and 40 minutes given by the county

17
and state, and 20 minutes by FEMA.

18

Q. And this is all verbal?

| 19

| A. (Witness Heard) Well, the comments were verbal.

20
They were from written notes of the participants.

21
,s Q. And that's the way the system then runs to

i > 22
identify and correct a deficiency, I mean, I may be incorrect,

23

<- I'm trying to find out from you, you were there, I wasn't.
%-) 24

A. (Witness Heard) We've generally -- the EOC's was

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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too small communication for, or inadequate or insufficient 7584 |
_ 1

(v) or whatever words was used here, needed improvement. The
2

respective people there from the state and Pendleton and '

3ex() Bracken and Campbell Counties doesn't apply to Campbell County.
4

The comment does not -- they know what the deficiencies are
5

or were. They made the comments.

6

Q. But you don't remember?
7

A. (Witness Heard) I don't remember all the
8

details, no, sir.

9

MR. DENNISON: Okay, I don't have anything
10

further. ,

11

JUDGE FRYE: Well, let 's move on to 20-E-ll,
12^'

( ; life squads or rescue squads,
t._/

13

CROSS-EXAMINATION
14

BY MR. DENNISON:
15

Q. Okay, now, Mr. Heard, the only rescue squad in
16

Pendleton County is located with the Falmouth Fire Department,
17

is that correct?

18

A. (Witness Heard) I don't recall specifically.
19

Q. Okay, how about your answer to the question,
20

does the Pendleton County plan address the responsibilities

21

-7 and capabilities of rescue squads and you responded, "Yes, the
'

22
only rescue squad described capable of transporting contaminated

23
victims belonging to the Falmouth Fire Department"?(~s

G y,
A. (Witness Heard) All right, sir. My memory has

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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been refreshed.
7585

1

) Q. Now, where is Falmouth located geographically,

roadway miles from the plume exposure area? '

3

(} ,
A. (Witness Heard) Well, it's south on U. S. 27.

4

I would -- I have got a map that I can tell you by looking
5

at it.

6

I think it's on this one. Falmouth is outside
7

the ten-mile EPZ, as I recall, about ten miles, but that's --
8

I would have to do some mathematics, but it's outside the
9

ten-mile EPZ.
10

Q. So, to have somebody transported by a Falmouth
11

rescue vehicle or, for that matter, anybody to be transported,
12

) who is contaminated within the EPZ, requires that either a

rescue squad is dispatched from Falmouth ten miles from the
14

EPZ border or one obtains military or state assistance for
15

that transportation of contaminated individuals, is that
16

correct?
17

MR. BARTH: I do not recall there was testimony
18

that the Falmouth Fire Department was ten miles from the EPZ
19

border, which was the question.
'

20

MR. DENNISON: Maybe I misunderstood the
21

! response.
- 22

JUDGE FRYE: The witness stated it was about
23

[
- ten miles from the EPZ border.

A. (Witness Heard) I'm not positive as to how far

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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it is outside the ten-mile EPZ.
I
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1

0 Can you give us a rough estimate? 7537
1

( -) MR. CASSIDY : I think the question has been
-

asked whether he knows, and his answer is no. '

3,,

(_) JUDGE FRYE: He said he thought it was about
4

ten miles.
5

MR. CASSIDY: There is testimony --
6

MR. BARTII: There is testimony that it was
7

outside. That is all.
8

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Heard, I take it you have no
9

idea how far Falmouth is outside the ten-mile EPZ?
10

A (UITNESS HEARD) I have driven from the edge of
11

the EPZ from Calmouth, but I don't recall the exact number of

12
miles. I have some idea, yes, sir.

j.v g
JUDGE FRYE: Uhat is your estir.ation?

14

A (MITNESS HEARD) I would say it is no more than

15
ten, but as far as three or four.

16

JUDGE FRYE: Somewhere between three and ten.

17
MR. BARTH: Could we take six and a half as an

18

average?

19
!!R . UETTERHAIIU: For the sake of the record,

20
I can represent that it is no more than two miles from the edge

21
('; of the EPZ, if that will help.

s
'- 22

?!R . DEUSISOM: I f !!r . Fetterhahn wants to

23
p, testify, he my guest.
''' 24

!!R . UETTERHAHN: If you wish to accept this

ACE R EPORTING. IN(.
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2

representation, otherwise we will get it on the map someplace. 7588
1

() O Mr. Heard, other than that facility, the only
2

others would be military or state facilities; is that correct? '

() A (MITNESS HEARD) To the best of my recollection,
4

that is correct.
' 5

G And you would have no idea of the location of
6

these military facilities or state facilities, and by that I
7

mean, location of the plans or the transportation unit to
8

go into plume-exposed area for the transportation of contaninat ed
9

individuals?
10

A (MITNESS HEARD) It is listed in AIRIEX 3, but
11

I uould have to refer to that. I don't recall if it is listed
12

,(]) specifically as to the locations. Shall I look it up?
' i3

C If you would , please . I have come upon Appendix
14

H-3. Is that the one you are referring to?
15

A (UITNESS HEARD) Yes, sir. It indicates that
16

the assistance would come out of Lexington.
17

G I beg your pardon?
18

,t (MITNESS HEARD) I mean transportation. The
19,

services are coordinated by the coordinator -- where the

20
physical helicopter would emanate from, I don' t knou unless

21

(~g it was also from there.
\# 22

G I an sorry. You lost me on where you were
23

re ferring to .
)

A (UIT:IESS IIEARD) Well, three under state support ,

i

ACE R EPORUNG. tNC.
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D-3.
1 7589

() G D as in David?
%> y

A (UITNESS IIEARD) Yes, sir, en page II-3.
'

3
(~', G Are we on D-3 or !!-3?%J

,

A 11 - 3 .

5

!!R. CASSIDY: Paragraph D.
6

A (WITNESS IIEARD) D-3.
7

0 Apparently I do not have that portion of the
8

Plan.
9

A (WITNESS !IEARD) II-3 of Pendleton County.
10

G Uhat I have is II-3-1.
11

MR. CASSIDY: It is several pages before that,
12

(''3 Mr. Dennison.

' 13"'

A (WITNESS HEARD) It is before that.
14

0 What I have before that is a map, II-1-2.

15
MR. CASSIDY: Go before the maps .

16

MR. DENNISON: Okay.

17
A. (WITNESS HEARD) Paragraph 1 and paragraph 3

18

address the state 's support available to the county.

19

G Paragraphs 1 and 2?

20
A. (WITNESS EEARD) 1 and 3, sir.

21
G 1 and 3?7-

O22
A (UITNESS !!EARD) 2, also. It says --

23
G That does not give location, does it?

>,i
''J 24

A (WITNESS HEARD) Mo, sir.

ACE R EPORMNG. INC.
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1 Q The first that we come upon a location is in,
< .

\"i
2 Appendix H-3 on Page 8-3-1 where three ambulance services are

.

3 presented; is that correct?,-
! :
%J

4 A (Witness Heard) Well, that is three ambulance

5 services, yes.

6 Q One of which is Falmouth Fire Department which

7 we have previously discussed, is that not correct?

8 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.

9 Q The other one is also. located in Falmouth;

10 is that not correct?

11 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.

12 Q And the third is located in Cynthiana, Kentucky?
,

/ T
'

13 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.
'

14 Q Do you know where that is?

15 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

16 Q Would you agree that is near Lexington?

| 17 MR. CASSIDY: He already testified that he does

i la not know where it is. Objection.

|

19 JUDGE FRYE: He does not know.

| 20 Q Now, does the plan itself indicate that other
1

21 than military personnel whether the Falmouth Fire Department,
,-,

'> 22 the Cynthiana Ambulance Service, or the other ambulance service

i 23 in Falmouth have received any training from the standpoint of
,

i''' i'
24 identification and transportation of contaminated individuals?

| A (Witness Heard) You said other than those?

- ACE REPORTING. INC.
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7591
I Q Other than those.

()
2 A (Witness Heard) Not to my knowledge, no, sir.

.

3 Q Does the plan indicate that any of these people

4 have been trained in the identification of contaminated

5 individuals or the manner and means by which they are to

6 transport contaminated individuals?

7 A (Witness Heard) Well, on Page H-2, contaminated

8 patients will be transported to the designated hospital in the

9 Falmouth Fire Department Rescue Vehicle.

10 Q Now, my question is still the same: Does the

11 plan address whether or not these people have received any

12 training?

O
13 A (Witness Heard) There is an annex on training.

i

14 1 don't know that it says that they have received training.

15 That will be my answer. I don't know if they :receivedithe

16 training.

17 Q You, yourself, do not know?

18 A (Witness Heard) I do not know.

19 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

20 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn?

21 MR. WETTERHAHN: No questions.

l MR. BARTH: Staff has none, Your Honor.22

23 MR. CASSIDY: No redirect, Your Honor.
f'
k-

| 24 MR. WETTERHAHN: I do have one question, I am
|

sorry. Thank you.
ACE REPORTING. INC.
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]

2
1 CROSS-EXAMINATION

3, (V
2 BY MR. WETTERHAHN:

.

3 Q For the sake of the record, do you have the

O
4 Bracken County plan before you?

5 A (Witness Heard) Not before me.

6 Q Would you please get it?

7 A (Witness Heard) Yes. Now I do.

g Q Will you turn to Annex F, protective actions,

9 Appendix F-5, Figure F-5-17

10 A (Witness Heard) All right. Sir, I am looking

"

ij at it.

12 Q Is that a map of the county surrounding

13 Zimmer Plant in Kentucky?'

ja A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

15 Q Can you locate .Falmouth in the south, southwest

sector?16

A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.i7

18 Q Does that map have a scale?

A '. Witness Heard) Yes, sir.19

20 Q Do you see the black line, the dark line,

21 which indicated the edge of the plume EPZ?

O i (Witnee Heerd) Yes, sir.22

23 Q Can you compare the nearest approach of that

line with the dark section marked Falmouth and tell me24

approximately how many miles from the edge of the EPZ Falmouth
ACE REPORTING, INC.
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7593
1 lies?

o
\ 'l~~

2 A (Witness Heard) It looks like about somewhere
,

3 between -- less than four miles.,_

i/
4 MR. WETTERHAHN: Thank you. No further

5 questions.

6 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. DENNISON:

8 Q Looking at that same map, did you make that

9 response based upon the closest location as the crow would fly

10 from Falmouth to the emergency planning nonc boarder?

11 A (Witness Heard) No, if I had, it would have been

12 about two miles.

g''''
13 Q So that you are saying that on the scale,

14 roadway miles would be approximately two?

15 A (Witness Heard) No, coming down 27, it is about

16 four, but as a crow flies, it is about two.

17 Q So it is fclur roadway miles, is what I was

18 trying to get at?

1

| 19 A (Witness Heard) I would estimate that based on

20 the scale of the map.

I 21 Q You have looked at Figure 1, have you not, the
| (~;

\> 22 large map?

23 A (Witness Heard) Yet, sir. This map?
,e
k> 24 Q Pendleton is not present; is that correct?i

| I mean, Falmouth is not present on that map?

f ACE REPORTING. INC.
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7594
1 A (Witness Heard) It does not appear to be, no,,,

i
G

2 sir. It should be south of Kincaid Lake State Park, and it
.

would be off of this map.
U,,

3

4 Q That map uses a ringing circumstance in the same

5 manner that F-5-1 uses a ringing?

6 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

7 Q All right. Are you also aware that that Figure 1

8 has been represented that those rings are not correct in their

9 distance, particularly the ten-mile ring is supposed to touch

10 Brown County but does not?

11 A (Witness Heard) I am not familiar with that

12 aspect of it.('r
'' 13 Q Are you aware whether or not the rings present

14 on F-5-1 are to scale?

15 A (Witness Heard) I would assume they are to scale.

16 It is an assumption I make when I look at a map when it shows

17 a scale.

18 Q Did you make that same assumption with the

19 Figure 1 map?

20 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

21 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.
,-,
' '

22 MR. BARTH: Staff has no cross on these'-

23 questions by Mr. Wetterhahn, Your Honor.
,,\

25 MR. WETTERHAHN: Thank you.'~

JUDGE FRYE: Good. Let's see. We are now at

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
CSNCINN Afl. OM80
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1 the Kincaid Lake State Park, 20-E-12.

2 CROSS EXAMINATION
.

3 BY MR. DENNISON:
O

4 Q' I previously asked you questions concerning

5 A. J. Jolly as it would be a state park in Campbell County.

6 Will your answers remain the same that you have

7 no knowledge as to the ranger staff or park staff that would be

8 Present at Kincaid Lake State Park?

9 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

10 Q Likewise, would you have any information of the

11 number of transients or the type of activities conducted at the

1 Kincaid Lake State Park?
()2,

13 A (Witness Heard) No , sir, I don't have any

la information as to the number.

15 Q Would it make a difference in planning as to

16 whether or not there were people backpacking and camping as

17 ba'ckpakers in that park as opposed to campers in vehicles?

18 A (Witness Heard) It would make a difference as

19 to the need for transportation in evacuation.

20 Q Would it also have some significance in locating

21 the individuals who might be backpacking and engaged in

( camping as opposed to those which would be in some sort of a22

23 camper or vehicle?

O
24 A (Witness Heard) I would think not. Public

notification, if the siren sounded, the camper could probably

ACE REPORMNG, tNC
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I hear it better than the individual in the camper, the backpack- 7596
-

U
2 type camper.

.

3 Q Okay. Now, I am not concerned with the
7~
(m)

4 notification aspect as much as the pedestrian transportation to

5 a point within the park of maintaining their own transportation

6 or park transportation to evacuate.

7 MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor. This whole

8 line of questioning has a total lack of foundation.

9 We are talking about backpackers. That is fine.

10 We do not, you know, we do not know the parameters of how many

11 there are, whether the people drove to the park in their

12 car and parked their car, whether they are hiking.. across

''
la country. There is no foundation to the question.

14 JUDGE FRYE: You are not objecting to talking

15 about backpackers in general, I take it, but you are objecting--

16 MR. CASSIDY: As I relook at the contention, I

17 would object to the issue of lack of foundation, but I would

18 also suggest that looking at the Contention 20-12 in terms of

19 providing traffic control and evacuation that I am not sure

20 what the relevancy is to since Mr. Dennison said he is not

21 interested in the notification system.

'/ I do not see what the relevancy is to the22

23 contention with this line of questioning.

'J JUDGE FRYE: It does seem to me that certain24

access control points provide traffic control and evacuation --

ACE REPORTING. INC.
CINCINN ATB. OMIO
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7597
1 well, any evacuation -- so the presence of backpackers would

3(0
2 be relevant to the evacuation.

.

3 MR. CASSIDY: Excuse me?

4 JUDGE FRYE: The presence of backpackers would

5 be relevant to the evacuation.

6 MR. CASSIDY: If he lays a foundation, if we are

7 talking about people that drove to the park and parked their

8 cars and are . hiking., we are talking about a 'much different

9 situation than -- we have no foundation as to what we are

10 talking about here.

11 Lack of foundation for this question.

12 MR. DENNISON: I basically agree with counsel

O
13 on lack of foundation. That comes from the very part of the

14 witness himself.

15 The questions deal with, since he knows nothing --

16 MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, I have to object to

17 that whole response because he is the one that is asking the

18 question, not the witness.

19 JUDGE FRYE : Let him finish.

20 MR. DENNISON: The questions go to whether this

21 witness puts himself in the position of having no knowledge

(
22 whatsoever and addressing the plan's capabilities from that

23 standpoint as to whether or not it would be significant to know

O
24 these things from the standpoint that it may make a great deal

of difference whether you are dealing with backpacker campers,
ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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1 whether you are dealing with hikers, whether you are dealing 7598

O
2 with swimmers or what you are dealing with in a park system.

.

3 JUDGE FRYE: All right. We will allow it.

O
4 A (Witness Heard) What is the question?

5 Q The question, Mr. Heard, is: Would it not be

6 significantly different in the planning considerations here

7 since you are dealing with a transient population in that

8 Park whether they be backpackers, in one instance, or they be

9 hikers in another instance or they be campers in a third, and

to by campers, I am referring to those with camping vehicles.

11 A (Witness Heard) It perhaps could make some

12 difference.

O
13

,

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
*

Q
k > 22

23

24

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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1 Q And this would be something that you would
CN

( ')'
2 want to know as to the characteristics and capabilities of

.

3 the transient population of this particular state park from the
,s

('')
4 standpoint of planning effectively for their evacuation, would

5 you not?

A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.e

7 Q You would also want to knew the number of

8 Park personnel that you would have available to assist this

9 transient population in evacuation, would you not?

10 A (Witness Haard) The numbers, to me, don't

n make any difference, if the plan says the park personnel can

12 take care of it.
-s

-

13 Q And you don't look?

ja A (Witness Heard) The man that prepared the plan

knows more about it than I know. If he says that, I don't15

16 question it.

17 Q And would this be true, that whatever the planner

is says, you accept it, without question?

j9 MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor. This

20 question has been asked and answered a dozen times.

JUDGE FRYE: I think we have been over this.21
cx

k.) 22 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn?
<w
LJ MR. WETTERHAHN: No questions.24

MR. BARTH: No rebuttal.

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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7600
1 MR. CASSIDY: No redirect, Your Honor.

b)
2 JUDGE FRYE: Let's see, we .now move to's

3 Bracken County.
'

(m
' s' MR. DENNISON: That is correct, Your Honor.' 4

5 MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, if I may, just as a

6 Procedural matter, perhaps this is a good time to take a ten

7 or fifteen minute break, before we get into Bracken, which will

8 Probably run 45 minutes. Let's take a fif teen minute break and

9 come back.

10 JUDGE FRYE: That's fine. I have no problem with

11 that.

12 (THEREUPON, a brief. recess was taken.)

n
/ l3

14

15

16

17

i8
1

19

20
|

| 21

-,

ws,

23

| (')'tx. 24
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1 JUDGE FRYE: Back on the record. 7601
rm

-

2 MS. WEBB: Let me address that, if you will. .

.

3 I have juct distributed the OKI map with the road capacities

(l''
4 to the various parties. I have decided not to submit the

5 report itself as it really only goes to methodology and the

6 witness will be here to testify to that on direct, although

7 the report will be available for inspection by the parties if

8 they want to inspect it. I made two copies.

9 MR. WETTERHAHN: I would strenuously object

10 to this procedure. The counsel agreed to provide the document

11 to assist the Board and parties in their examination and here

12 we come four hours later or six hours later and she unilaterally
n

13 decided to change her mind.

14 MS. WEBB: The map is, is the study, if you will,

15 that does have the road capacity on it.

16 MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr. Chairman --

17 JUDGE FRYE: I think it would be helpful if we

18 had copies of the study.

MS. WEBB: Okay.19

MR. WETTERHAHN: This evening -. we would request20

21 the Board to order that they be provided this evening.

() 22 JUDGE FRYE: Are the witnesses going to be here

23 Thursday?
("
k >) 24 MS. WEBB: Yes, if FEMA and Staff would have no

| obj ection to sharing a copy, then, I have enough copies.

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 MR. BARTH: Yes, we will. FEMA and NRC will 7602

(-)''
2 split, seeing how both agencies work together and will look at

.

3 this together.

g#'~
4 JUDGE FRYE: Now, as I recall, we are at .

5 Bracken County on Page 53, is that correct?

6 MR. BARTH: I believe that's correct.

7 MR. DENNISON: That is correct, Your Honor.

8 Are you ready for me to proceed?

9 JUDGE FRYE : Yes, please.

10 CROSS-EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. DENNISON:

12 Q Mr. Heard, the contention dealing with Bracken
,
,

'/
13 County, basically is comparable to Pendleton County, would-

ja your responses remain the same?

15 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

16 Q And that is as it deals with volunteer fire

17 departments?

18 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

19 Q You have indicated that the fire fighters will be

20 Provided training, do you know what type of training?

21 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

( ) 22 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Conner, Mr. Wetterhahn?..

o
V 24 MR. WETTERHAHN: No questions.

MR. BARTH: None by the Staff, Your Honor.

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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j JUDGE FRYE: No redirect, I take it? 7603
n
\J MR. CASSIDY: I haven't found the page yet. No2

3 redirect.
.

(~)
's / JUDGE FRYE: It's basically the same respcnses as4

5 were given earlier.

MR. CASSIDY: Yes, no redirect.6

7 JUDGE FRYE: I think that takes us to 20-14 on

8 Page 54, Bracken has no provision for information pertaining

9 to rescue squads.

10 CROSS-EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. DENNISON:

12 Q Basically we covered this with questions under

/~~~N

(,) 33 a comparable contention deal with Pendleton County, am I

y correct, Mr. Heard?

A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
15

16 Q Would I likewise be correct that you have no

| j-7 understanding, no information, no facts dealing with the number
|

is of rescue squads that may or may not be involved in Bracken

39 County?

A (Witness Heard) I would like to refresh my
20

21
memory on the -- I don't know if they are listed. No, it's

([) 22 the fire departments listed in the back of the annex. I do
,

| 23 not have any information on the number of rescue squads.

| < ) 24 Q I think Kentucky may employ a circumstance in
.

'

which the rescue squads are part of the fire divisions,

Act neponnNG. INC.
|
1
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1 if that would be so, does the information on the fire divisions 7604
q
''2 provide you with any information as to the number of personnel

.

3 who would be assigned rescue functions?
(~)

~#
4 A (Witness Heard) I don't have any information as

5 to the number of personnel that may be assigned rescue functions,

'
6 no, sir.

7 Q Now, you indicate, in your testimony, that

8 Page H-2 of the Bracken County plan that it advised that at

9 least one EMT per fire department rescue vehicle has been

10 trained in these methods and would I be given to understand

11 that the plan relates that if they have got two vehicles, they

12 would have two trained EMTs?
p

- 13 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.'/

14 Q You have independent knowledge as to whether or

15 not any EMT that Bracken County has been trained or for that

16 matter, any number of EMTs?

17 A I have no personal knowledge.

18 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

19 JUDGE FRYE : Do you have any?

20 MR. WETTERHAHN: No questions.

21 MR. KARMAN: No questions.

7,

~
MR. CASSIDY: If I may have just one moment, I

| (J 22

23 just want to check.

('%
s_/' 24 I do have a few on redirect, Your Honor.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
ACE REPORTING, INC.
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1 BY MR. CASSIDY: 7605
(o>
''

2 Q I would like to direct your attention to
,

3 Kentucky's responses to ZAC-ZACK Interrogatories, specifically,_

V
4 Interrogatory 35 and ask you to take a look at that, please,

5 and read it to yourself, if you would?

6 A (Witness Heard) Read it out loud?

7 Q Read it to yourself, if you would, please.

8 A (Witness Heard) Oh, yes, I have.

9 Q Okay, does that refresh your recollection as to

10 terms of the number of life squad personnel, I think, that's the

11 term we used here, in lieu of ambulance people in Bracken

12 County?
-

'~' 13 A (Witness Heard) Yes.

14 Q And what does that interrogatory indicate as far

15 as life squad people available in Bracken County?

16 A (Witness Heard) It indicates there are two

17 full-time, 12 part-time. They operate in two shif ts. They have

is four per shift and they have two vehicles.

19 Q Okay, and you had access to that information and

20 had these numbers available when you prepared your testLmony,

21 is that correct?

n
() 22 A (Witness Heard) As indicated earlier, these

23 came in during the preparation of the testimony.

/~J
s

i
I (- 24 Q And, I believe, your testimony was you didn't

recall whether or not you had had an opportunity to review those

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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76061 prior to preparing written testimony?

-(')
2 A (Witness Heard) That I think is correct.

.

3 Q But just so we are clear on the record, you do

4 have the information as far as the number of personnel in

5 Bracken County available to you?

6 A (Witness Heard) I have received these and have

7 them in my possession.

8 MR. CASSIDY: Thank you. No further questions.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Dennison?

10 MR. DENNISON: Yes.

11 CROSS-EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. DENNISON:

O
13 Q Mr. Heard, do you know if the Bracken County

14 Ambulance Service is in any manner related to any fire divisions

15 in Bracken County?

16 A (Witness Heard) I do not know that, sir.

17 Q Do you know where the Bracken County Ambulance

18 Service is located?'

j 19 A (Witness Heard) No, sir, not from memory. I

|
'

am sure I can find it in the plan, but I do not have it without20

21 referring to the plan.

22 Q Do you have any reason to believe that it's in

23 the plan?

O 24 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

Q That would be undoubtedly located in Annex H?
ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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1 A (Witness Heard) I believe it would be, yes, 7607
,/~T
's /

2 sir.

3 In.purusing it very fast, I do not see it listed. ' |
(^23x 4 Q Okay, the only reference to it, I believe, would

5 be on Page H-2, in which it's only identified as the ambulance

6 service?

7 A (Witness Heard) That's the way it is identified,

8 yes, sir.
.

9 Q Now, in the fire rescue service under Annex I,

10 indicates that there are three fire departments, one located in

ij Brooksville, one in Augusta, and one in Germantown.

12 A (Witness Heard) That's correct.

(n Q Again, there is no reference to any rescue or_/ 13

y ambulance service at Bracken County in that segment of the plan,

is there?15

16 A (Witness Heard) There is no reference made in

37 that annex.

is Q Could we safely conclude, Mr. Heard, the

|
| 19 Bracken County plan makes no identification of the location

| 20 of the Bracken County Ambulance Service?
!

21 A (Witness Heard) Well, I haven' t examined the

( ) 22 entire plan. It makes no reference in the annex that we were

23 looking at.

( ) 24 Q It would seem reasonable that is where you would

find it?

ACE REPORTING, INC.
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'

I MR. CASSIDY: Objection. Asked and answered, 7608
g
kJ 2 that it's not there.

.

3 JUDGE FRYE: Not the question. It's overruled.
,m
i '''

4 A (Witness Heard) It would seem reasonable, it'-

5 would be in the health annex, yes, sir.

6 Q And do we have any information as to whether or

7 not this is a private enterprise ambulance service as opposed

8 to one associated with the governmental entity, whether it be

9 voluntary or full-time?

10 A (Witness Heard) I do not have any information,

11 no, sir.

12 Q Does anything indicate in Interrogatory 35,

(oJ that any of the two full-time or the 12 part-time individuals13-

la have an EMT? That is, an Emergency Medical Technician

15 Certification?

16 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

17 Q Okay, does it indicate that a number of vehicles

18 were it relates as to the patient carrying capacity of those

19 ambulances or vehicles?

20 A (Witness Heard) No, sir.

21 Q Is there any information indicating whether the

) 22 full-time individuals were there only during the day or during

23 the night or at any specific time?

n
~J 24 A (Witness Heard) It indicates there are two

|
full-time personnel and they operate in two shifts. So,

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 it's only an assumption it would be one on each shift. 7609

I)2 Q That's an assumption only, is that correct?

.

3 A (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

O
ss 4 Q The remaining people are indicated as part-time,

5 is that correct?

6 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.

7 Q And there is also an indication in responce to

8 that interrogatory that four full-time personnel, which you

9 assume would be the response time is immediate, part-time

to personnel would have an estimated tLme of no longer than 30

ij minutes in order to report to the unit, is that correct?

12 A (Witness Heard) That is what is stated, yes,

(])13 sir.

ja Q Okay. Now, do you know whether or not Kentucky

15 requires more than one individual to try and assist in an

16 emergency vehicle, such as that contemplated by the Bracken

17 County Ambulance?

18 MR. CASSIDY: I object at this juncture. This

i9 goes way beyond the scope of redirect. He has gone a while on

20 it and the only thing asked on redirect was to identify what

21 was addressed in the interrogatory in two full-time and four

( (])22 part-time. He is going way beyond in terms of what the

23 specific people can do, what the capacity of ambulances are.

(])24 I let it go awhile, but he's going way beyond the scope of

redirect.;

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 JUDGE FRYE: We were getting somewhat far afield. 7610

0
2 MR. DENNISON: My purpose in going into it is-

i-

3 this, knowledge of this witness. He is assisted by the
'

b'''
4 interrogatory as this -- whether or not this proposes any

5 light on the . capabilities of the response unit to implement the

6 plan.

7 MR. CASSIDY: Capabilities wasn't the issue on

8 redirect. It was numbers.

9 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

10 JUDGE FRYE: Well, that then brings us to

11 local police and other resource support groups, 20-E-15 at the

12 bottom of Page 54.

'
13 CROSS-EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. DENNISON:

15 Q In response to that contention, Mr. Heard,you

16 stated that there was no reason to believe that these

17 organizations cannot perform the task and, I believe,. you were

is referring to Appendix F-10 in the Bracken County plan as it

19 would assign access control point responsibilities to various~

20 police and fire departments, is that correct?

i
21 A (Witness Heard) That is correct.

) 22

| 23

( 24

ACE REPORTING. INC,
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Q. Now, Appendix F-10 indicates that of eight 7611
1

(~') points, either Augusta or Brooksville Police and Fire
"

2

Departments will be available to command those access points, -

3

') is that correct?
~s

,

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct, with exception
5 -

of point one and that's the sheriff's office.
6

Q. I stand corrected from the standpoint of Bracken
7

County.
8

Are you aware of the manpower of the sheriff's
9

office, by way of numbers?
10

A. (Witness Heard) No, sir.
11

Q. Have you ever visited Augusta?
12

(~^ A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
,

-

13

Q. Augustais a very small community, is it not?
14

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

15

Q. Probably about two blocks square?
16

A. (Witness Heard) It's small. I think it would,
17

perhaps, be a little bit larger than that.
18

Q. Your experience, I think, would dictate that
19

communities that small may have one or two police officers?
20

A. (Witness Heard) I don't know but that sounds
21

rw reasonable.
22

Q. And do you know how many police officers are
23

<~' located in Brooksville?
_/ 24

A. (Witness Heard) No, sir.

ACE R E POR TING. INC.
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Q. Having no knowledge of the number of personnel 7612 |
1 I

/~N who would be available and could implement this portion of the IO
2 !

Bracken County plan, would that be a reason to believe that .

3

(]') an adequate number could not perform the task?
4 .

A. (Witness Heard) Not with utilization of the

S

sheriff's office and fire department.

j 6

Q. But you don't know how many personnel are

7
involved by way of numbers in the sheriff's office, you've

8
already stated and would it be likewise true, were I to ask

9

the question as to the fire department?
10

. A. (Witness Heard) I don't have the numbers. I

11

could refer to the interrogatories and I don't recall, there

12

{) are many, I don't recall whether those numbers are listed.

Q. The fire people would be voluntary in the

14

Brooksville and Augusta area, as far as you know?

15
A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.

16

Q. And this again would be dependent upon their
17

ability, is that correct?

18

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct.

) 19

[
MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

20
MR. WETTERHAHN: No questions.

21
MR. BARTH: No questions.' f-

k-)/ 22
MR. CASSIDY: I have a few redirect, Your Honor.

23
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

Q.\- 24
BY MR. CASSIDY:

ACE REPORUNG. INC
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Q. Mr. Heard, directing your attention to the 7613
1

I' Bracken County plan on page F-10-2.
~#

2

A. (Witness Heard) Looking at it. '

3

[' Q. Do you have that?
m

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
5

Q. Specifically paragraph six, if you'd take a
6

moment to read that to yourself.
7

A. (Witness Heard) I've read it.
8

Q. The plan in that section indicates additional
9

state agencies that will also assist in manning access control
10

points, does it not?
11

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
12

("j Q. And what specifically does the plan provide as
13

far as additional support from the state?
14

A. (Witness Heard) Provides the Kentucky State
15

Police and the National Guard.
16

Q. Who else in that paragraph?
17

A. (Witness Heard) Well, there is an aerial
18

surveillance of access control points and Department of
19

Transportation will provide equipment.
20

MR. cat 3IDY: Mr. Dennison, if you'd be so kind,
21

;'') could I borrow your response to interrogatory number one.
22*

Q. Mr. Heard, I direct your a ttention to Kentucky 's
23

(~] response to ZAC-ZACK interrogatory number one and ask you to
24

take a look at that, if you would.

ACE REPOR TING. INC.
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A. (Witness Heard) I'm looking. 7614

Q. Does that indicate the various numbers of
2

police officers available in the respective Kentucky counties?
.

u) A. (Witness Heard) It does.
4

Q. And with regard to the communities that Mr.
S

Dennison inquired of a few moments ago, as to the number of
6

police available --
7

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
8

Q. -- are those listed in that response?
9

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
10

Q. And does that refresh your recollection as to
11

the number of police officers available in those communities
12'ni ) to assist in access control points?,

13

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
14

Q. And did you have that information available to
15

you -- strike that.
,

| 16

Do you have that information available to you,
17

vis-a-vis a copy of those answers?
18

A. (Witnens Heard) Yes.
19

Q. Now, having refreshed your recollection with the
| 20
|

|
specific numbers there and the backup that's provided in the

'

21

I P an that you just read, is it your opinion that there arel

22

an adequate number of personnel manned to access points in
23

, . ,

I ( ) Bracken County?
' ' 24

A. (Witness Heard) Is yourquestion that there are

ACE REPORD NG. INC.
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an adequate or inadequate? 7615
1

(' O. An adequate.
c'

2

A. (Witness Heard) An adequate? -

3

(, ,) Q. An adequate.
-

_,,

4

A. (Witness Heard) Yes.
5

MR. CASSIDY: Thank you. No further questions.
6

MR. DENNISON: May I approach the witness?
7

JUDGE FRYE: Surely.
8

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION
9

BY MR. DENNISON:
10

Q. Mr. Heard, does it indicate in response to this
11

interrogatory that the Bracken County sheriff's office has two
12

''') full-time officers?
'' 13

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.
14

MR. WETTERHAHN: Excuse me, could you identify

15

the interrogatory.
16

MR. DENNISON: One.

17

Q. It indicates no volunteers?
18

A. (Witness Heard) That's correct.

19

Q. And one emergency vehicle?
20

A. (Witness Heard) One vehicle.

21

r^, Q. Brooksville police indicates three full-time
J 22

officers?
23

''N A. (Witness Heard) That is correct.'

'J 24|

Q. No volunteers?

|
ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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A. (Witness Heard) That is correct. 7616
1

(]) Q. Two vehicles?

A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir. '

3

() Q. Augusta indicates three police officers?

A. (Witness Heard) Three full-time, yes, sir.
S '

O. No volunteers?
6

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct.
'

7

Q. And one police vehicle or one vehicle?
8

A. (Witness Heard) One vehicle.
9

Q. So that a combination of the Bracken County
10

sheriff's department, Augusta police and Brooksville police,
11

we have a total of four vehicles?
12

(]) A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir, that is correct.

Q. And we have a total of nine policemen?
14

A. (Witness Heard) It appears to me to be eight,
15

three, three and two.
16

Q. All right, eight, I'll settle for that.
17

Now, with a total of eight policemen and four
18

vehicles, in which only one of the three police units has two
19

vehicles, you stated that, "The Bracker. County plan assigns
20

access control responsibilities to various police and fire
21

{) departments. There is no reason to believe these organizations

cannot perform the task." That was your statement on page 55?
23

{J\ A. (Witness Heard) Yes, sir.
24

Q. Following that statement, you then continued and

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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stated, "The plan states that the Kentucky State Police and 7617
1

(]} National Guard are available," is that correct?

A. (Witness Heard) That is correct. .

3

(]) Q. Do you know how many National Guardsmen are
4

available?
5

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor, that calls

6
for speculation, as we've had testimony earlier how many

7

National Guardsmen called up are going to depend on the specific
8

circumstances in the state and how many the governor decides
9 '

to call up under the given circumstances.
10

JUDGE FRYE: I think it's a fair question.

11

A. (Witness Heard) The whole Kentucky National

12 ?

[} Guard is available but it would be a matter of timing.

Certainly the immediate availability, timing is of the essence.
14

I do not know how many are available within a short period of

15
time.

16

Q. And do you know or have any information as to

17

the length of time necessary to activate the nearby Kentucky
18

National Guardsmen, to brief them and to deploy them at these

19 (
access control points?

20
A. (Witness Heard) I have a good idea of the time

21
it takes from previous military experience but that has nofS

kJ 22
direct connection with the mobilization of the National Guard

23

r3 unit in Kentucky.

L-) 24
Q. Do you have any idea where the closest Kentucky

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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National Guard unit would be located in relationship to 7618
1

g
i

' Bracken County?
2

A. (Witness Heard) No, sir. '

3,,

(_) Q. Do you know where the nearest Kentucky State
4

Police unit is located in Bracken County?
5

A. (Witness Heard) No, sir. I would not make a
6

positive statement.
7

Q. Would you have any idea how many state police
8

might be available at Bracken County?
9

A. (Witness Heard) There again, many could be in a
10

longer period of time. I don't know how many would be in a
11

short period of time.
12

c

(~ ) Q. And would you agree with me that the Civil Air
13

Patrol can do little to man these access control points and
14

traffic control points?
15

A. (Witness Heard) Well, their mission is not to
16

man them. That's to provide aerial surveillance over them.
17

Q. Nor is it the obligation or the plan's concept
18

| that the Department of Transportation will provide any
19

personnel for such a manning?
i

20

A. (Witness Heard) Not personnel, no. The plan
21

|

| (~) provides for equipment only.
'" 22t

MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.
23

f) JUDGE FRYE: Well, that would then bring us to
, ''

24

the 20-F-1, dealing with floods. Mr. Meyer's testimony.

ACE R E PORTIN... INC.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION 7619
|

1 1

'm BY MR. DENNISON:

|2'-

Q. The other day I received some maps of flooding, . |
'

3

(' 3 distributed Monday morning, as I recall.
\ '

4

A. (Witness Meyer) I didn't get one.
5

Q. Have you had the opportunity to review any

6
maps dealing with the flooding areas of the Ohio River and

7

its tributaries?

8
A. (Witness Meyer) No.

9

Q. You did, however, note that the area generally
10

referring to U. S. 52 and southern state routes, township and
11

county routes in Clermont County that lead from it are within

12

r3 what you characterized as a flood hazard area, would I be
r i

'v' 13

correct?

14

A. (Witness Meyer) Correct.

15

Q. You also indicated that normally a flood on the

16

Ohio River is a slow-rising flood?

17

A. (Witness Meyer) Correct.

18

Q. As to the tributaries, they may be suggested to

19

what is referred to generally as flash flooding?

20
A. (Witness Meyer) Possibly, yes, depending on the

21
amount of rain we get and the melt and everything else.,_.

i [ 22
Q. And this would mean that it would be in a time

23
relationship of rapid in the flooding of certain roadways,,~

L-] 24
is that correct?

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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A. (Witness Meyer) True, yes. 7620
1

[^) Q. Your use of the term normal on the flooding of
' ' '

2

the Ohio River, as a slow-rising flood would indicate to me '

3

[) that you're referring to the majority of instances, would I
-

,

be correct?
5

A. (Witness Meyer) ' 'e s ._

6

Q. Thus, in a minority of instances, the Ohio can
7

flood relatively rapidly, is that not correct?
8

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
9

Q. And by relatively rapidly, would you agree that
10

this would be in a matter of hours, less than 24?
11

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes, but I think we'd get
12

/^) some indication through the tributaries going into the Ohio
'' 13

that we could see it coming. I mean we'd have a little bite

14

more warning possibly than 24 hours, but you're right, it's
15

possible that we could get a flash flood,. depending on how
16

much precipitation we get and melting and everything else
17

in the spring.
18

Q. You have indicated that a flood resulting in
19

the evacuation of the residents in the flood hazard area
20

would remove them from the area prior to the necessity to
21

r~3 evacuate, if you had a Zimmer-related emergency?
J 22

A. (Witness Meyer) I would hope so.
23

Q. Now, did you make any inquiry to find out that
(~) 24\_>

these flood evacuees are housed at the New Richmond school site?

ACE REPORDNG. INC,
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A. (Witness Meyer) No. No, I didn't. 7621
1

(' O. Their housing at the New Richmond school site
> 2

would not alleviate the troublesome matter of evacuation of ,

3

(~'N that area of the population, would it not?
s . 4

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor, that's
5

beyond the scope of this particular contention. The witness

6

has already testified that he doesn't know that that is the
7

case, that they evacuate to the New Richmond school site and
8

the question is beyond the scope of the contention of whether
9

or not route 52 and the other routes indicate flood.
10

JUDGE FRYE: Well, flooding is related to
11

evacuation. His testimony is speaking to ample warning. I

12

g^ think it's fairly related.
K 13

Q. Now, the situation of flood evacuees, who would
14

in turn become Zimmer evacuees, would create some problem

15

in planning for the evacuation of those individuals at the
16

New Richmond school site, would it not, Mr. Meyer?
17

A. (Witness Meyer) If they were going to use the
18

New Richmond school site to house the flood victims, yes,

19

this would, because you would not be out of the ten-mile EPZ.

20

Q. The loss of some of the state routes in U. S. 52,

21

due to flooding, would create a circumstance in which one would7,
! ! 22

have to ,ive different considerations to evacuation routing,
23

is that not correct?rw

m ) 24
A. (Witness Meyer) Yes, that's correct. Yes.

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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Q. I'm saying this, insofar as route 52 is 7622
1

/~') designated as a major evacuation route.
V 2

A. (Witness Meyer) Right, and it goes right -

3

(~) along the river.
\_/ 4

Q. And the loss of that route from New Richmond
5

to the east, during the flooding that we've been discussing
6

here, would necessitate that you have a backup or alternate
7

plan for evacuation of that population, not given the use of
8

U. S. 52, would that not be correct?
9

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
10

Q. Does the plan address an alternate route for
11

those circumstances in which U. S. 52 would not be available
12

'

/ due to' flood in an evacuation?~$

(j j3

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor, the plan
14

speaks for itself and we all know that it doesn't, nor does
15

NUREG-0654 require a backup plan.
16

JUDGE FRYE: I'm inclined to agree that the
17

plan speaks for itself but we've been going along asking the
18

witness what's in the plan, so I'm going to permit it.
19

'

A. (Witness Meyer) There's not an alternate plan
20

and as Mr. Cassidy said, NUREG-0654 does not require it.
21

e3 Q. As I understand your testimony, as is well known
U 22

by FEMA, that this is a flood hazard zone?
23

,rm., A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
(J 24

Q. Would you agree with me that this would be

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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something that the local planners would be knowledgeable 7623 |
1 1

1

(,-) about? |
2 |

''

|

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes, they should be. - '

3 (
n() Q. You were present during the testimony of Chief

Harold Kennedy from New Richmond police division in which

he discussed certain circumstances in his experience dealing
6

with flood situations of the Village of New Richmond and the
7

areas nearby?
8

A. (Witness Meyer) I remember him, yes. I

remember him being present.
10

Q. Would the circumstances of the flooding situation

be a characteristic of the location of this particular
12

(')13
nuclear power plant, is this not one of the things which

v

should be dealt with in emergency planning, that is, what to
14

do during f'looding situations for sheltering and evacuation
15

and other protective actions?
16

A. (Witness Meyer) It should be something to be
17

considered.
18

Q. That aspect of the plan fails to make clear
19

what is to be done in a Zimmer emergency, coupled with a flood
20

emergency, is that not correct?
21

(' A. (Witness Meyer) Was that a question?
xj 22

Q. That was a question.
23

( ') A. (Witness Meyer) I thought that was a statement.
\_- ' 24

| Would you repeat the question?
i

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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y (Thereupon, the record was road by the court 7624
(
O repo rter .)

2

'

A. (111tness Iteyer) Yes, it should be considered.
3

G And the plan does not consider it, except, I4

want to be clear on this point, !!r. !!cyor --
5

1R. CASSIDY: I'm sorry, could we have the
6

question again?
7

JUDGE FRYE: The plan was not considered --
8

ftR. CAF"; .: I'm not sure uhat the question
9

ua be fore , as to what the plan does not consider.
10

JUDGE FRYE: 17ould the reporter read it back,g

again?

(Om (Thereupon, the record was read by the court

reporter.)

f!R. BARTII: That has been asked and answered,

Your Honor. I --

JUDGE FRYE: Uc're reading it back for the

ne M of W . Cass W .
18

MR. CASSIDY: And the second question was the

same question over, so I would be objecting that it's been

asked and answered. That's the question he answered.

O JUDGE FRYE: Uns the second question whether
(.) 22

that was important?

?!R. DE!INISON: I believe it was but naybe we 'd

better reply on the record.

ACE M EPORTING. INC.
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Could you read back the next question? 7625
1

(Thereupon, the record was read -by the court
2

reporter. )
-

3

MR. CASSIDY: I would object that it's been

asked and answered.
5

JUDGE FRYE: Okay, yes.
6

MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.
7

JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn.
8

CROSS-EXAMINATION
9

BY MR. WETTERHAHN:
10

Q. Turning your attention to page 56 to your
11

response to question 11, the 500-year flood you mentioned,
12

you state there' is a :.2 percent _ chance of it happening, that's,

two one-thousandths, is that not correct?
14

A. (Witness Meyer) Two thousands of one.
15

Q. The chances are two in one thousand that that
16

will occur in any one year?
17

A. (Witness Meyer) Zero, zero, two. Follow me?
18

Period, ought, ought, two.
19

Q. It's .002, two one-thousandths?

20
A. (Witness Meyer) It's point, ought, ought, two.

21

Q. Is this point, ought, ought, two a low probability

event in your mind?
23

_
A. (Witness Meyer) You might say so, yes, once

every five hundred years.
.

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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Q. Once every 500 years. It's a low frequency. 7626
1

(~) The action that you would have to take with regard to alternative
V 2

routes depends on the type of flooding you encountered, is .

3
^

| '; that not correct?
''

4
,

A. (Witness Meyer) Correct.
5

Q. That if you encountered a flood coincident with
6

an incident Zimmer, you would have to analyze the particular
7

flooding and the particular accident occurring at that time,
8

is that not correct?
9

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.

10

Q. In order to determine what action or alternative
11

routes you would need, isn't that correct?
12

. g3 A.' (Witness Meyer) Also -- I'd like to say
(

' 13
,

t

something.
14

Q. If you want to explain your response.
15

A. (Witness Meyer) There is one thing about this
16

contention that bothered me to some extent and I'll tell you
17

what it is. The Zimmer Plant sits right on the river, right,
18

so if we're going to have this tremendous flood,.I would
19

certainly assume that the plant would be closed.

20

Q. Does that conclude your statement?
21

A. (Witness Meyer) Period.p-
's j 22

JUDGE FRYE: Let me follow on that for just a
23

second. You talk about the 500-year flood. You have -- I7
l _1 24

think you indicate you have not reviewed the maps that we were

1

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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furnished. Is the 500-year flood the only flood that's 7627
'

. 1

,({) likely to have an impact on the route 52 and other --
2

A. (Witness Meyer) No, I'm sure there could be '

() some minor flooding. There could be but this 500-year flood
4

in '37 was really mammoth. You had an 80-foot crest, so I
5

mean, it flooded. .I mean, there was no question. There was
6

nothing haphazard about this flood and I guarantee you that
7

the Zimmer Plant wouldn't be functioning with 80 feet of water.
8

I don't know a damn thing about power plants --
9

10

11

12

10
13

14

15

16

17

18

I 19

|

20

21

22

23

( ) 24|

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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1

1 JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think we have in the 7628

n/ 2
.

FSAR at what level they would cease operation.s

.

3 CROSS-EXAMINATION

(v~)4 BY MR. WETTERHAHN:

5 Q Mr. Meyer, let me summarize your testimony and

6 correct me if I am wrong. That with regard to flooding and

7 alternative routes, no matter whether it's the 500 year flood

8 or whatever flood it was, you would have to deal with that

9 particular flood as it existed at that particular time and make

10 command decisions regarding whether to evacuate at all or to

11 which alternative routes to uses is that not correct?

12 A (Witness Meyer) That's right.

O(J 13 MR. WETTERHAHN: No further questions.

14 MR. BARTH: No more questions, Your Honor.

15 MR. CASSIDY: Let me have a moment, Your Honor.

16 I have no redirect, Your Honor.

17 CROSS-EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. DENNISON:

19 Q Mr. Meyer, --

20 MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr. Chaircan, I would object

21 on a procedural ground. There is no redirect. I was

( ) 22 cross-examining also. I don't think we have ever had cross on

23 cross. That's a precedent that's to be avoided.

( ) 24 JUDGE FRYE: Well, that raises an interesting
'

question with regard to the relationship between parties and,

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 the witnesses. What did you have in mind?
,ry -
\> 2 MR. DENNISON: I just wanted to clear up this

,

3 500 year flood, that we are not talking directly about that
,,
'

/ 4 from the standpoint of a major portion of his testimony or the'

5 loss of U.S. 52. All portions of it do not have to be under

6 Water, as apparently was the case in '37.

7 JUDGE FRYE: That's what I was asking him as

8 well and as I recall, he said that lesser floods would effect

9 the roadway.

10 MR. DENNISON: All right.

11 JUDGE FRYE: So I don't know if you feel you need

12 more than that?

r(y) ,

13 MR. DENNISON: Just one question.

14 JUDGE FRYE: One question.

15 Q You recognize from your investigation that the

16 FEMA flood hazard zone, that while all of U.S. 52 does not flood

17 between New Richmond and the Brown County line, there is

is interspersed areas of flooding which had been set out in the

19 contention?

|

! 20 A (Witness Meyer) Yes, yes.

21 Q In which portions of U.S. 52 will be under

({)) 22 water with a 52, 54-foot flood, one which is not uncommon to

23 this area; is that correct?

tm
( ) 24 A (Witness Meyer) Yes, as in the testimony, we

1

even had our National Flood Insurance Program people look it up.

ACE R EPORUNG. INC.
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7630
1 Q I was asking you questions relative --7_s

:
LJ

2 MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, he said one question.
,

3 JUDGE FRYE: That's all right.,3,
Q,

4 Q That set of circumstances would render U.S. 52

5 no longer ...an access or evacuation route in a 52 or 54-foot

6 flood from the point of New Richmond to the Brown County line

7 due to intennittent spaces that are under waters is that,not

8 correct?.

9 A (Witness Meyer) I don't know. I don't know.

10 Q If that was the case --

11 MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr. Chairman, even under the

12 one more question rule, I think we have violated that rule as
('') .

#
13 well as going beyond the -- well beyond the Board's question and

14 well beyond any cross-examination I might have to specify floods ,

15 JUDGE FRYE: Well, very often counsel will say

16 one more question, which takes about fifteen minutes or so.

17 But he doesn't know. I don't know if there is any point.

18 Q You have no reason to dispute that, do you?

19 A (Witness Meyer) No.

20 MR. DENNISON: I have :.o further questions.

21 MR. CASSIDY: I have redirect based on that.

Il
' ~# FURTHER DIRECT EXAMINATION'

22

23 BY MR. CASSIDY:
p3

/t' '
24 Q Mr. Meyer, in regard to your preparation of the

answer in Contention 20-F-1 -- to set the record straight --

ACE R E PORTIN G. INC.
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1 with regard to your experience in terms of flood frequency, 7631
! ;

'~' 2 the National Flood Insurance Program, the level of floods,
.

3 you have no personal knowledge of thats isn't that correct?

'''
4 A (Witness Meyer) No.

5 Q And the information that you got in response to

6 that question was as indicated in the answer to Question 110

7 on Page 56 from National Flood Insurance staff people in your

a region; isn't that correct?

9 A (Witness Meyer) That's correct.

10 Q In fact, you have no knowledge -- you have

11 no specific knowledge of anything other than what's stated on

12 that piece of paper with regard to flooding on the Ohio River?
,

' (\ /
,

13 MR. DENNISON: Your Honor, I am going to object.

14 One, he is leading the witness. Two, he is trying to discredit

15 his own witness.

16 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, and furthermore, I think he

17 has already said that he doesn't have knowledge. He said that

la much earlier.

19 MR. CASSIDY: No further questions.

20 JUDGE FRYE: Back to Ohio r.cadways. We have not

21 covered this.

(,.J 22
,

_
MR. DENNISON: No, we have not, Your Honor.

23 This deals with the snow and ice conditions on the roadways.

( ) 24 CROSS-EXAMINATION
_

BY MR. DENNISON:

ACE REPORDNG, lNC.
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1 Q Mr. Meyer, you understand that the import of 7632
-

kJ this particular contention deals with roadways covered with2

.

3 ice rendering vehicular travelers difficult if not impossible
,-,,

kJ or it's counterpart with large accumulations of snowfall; isn't4

5 that correct?

6 A (Witness Meyer) Correct. Yes.

7 Q Did you have the opportunity in responding to

8 this particular contention to review the interrogatory

9 responses by Clermont County dealing with the abilities to

io remove ice conditions and to remove snow conditions of different

11 snowfall depths?

12 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, could we have counsel

(m ~

(,J 13 identify those interrogatories so we can follow?

14 MR. DENNISON: We will get to that if he has

15 reviewed them all. If he hasn't reviewed them, there is no

16 Point.

17 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, I don't know the --

is JUDGE FRYE: Let's find out if he has reviewed

19 them. If he has,we will find out which ones they are.

20 Have you reviewed them, Mr. Meyer?

21 THE WITNESS MEYER: I don't remember. Let's

| ([) 22 make Mr. Dennison happy -- I haven't reviewed them.

23 MR. WETTERHAHN: Well, we don't want to make

( ) 24 Mr. Dennison happy. We want to find out the truth. If

Mr. Dennison chooses to refresh yar recollection, perhaps we
| ACE REPORDhG, mC.
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1

1 could proceed that way. If Mr. Dennison is interested in 7633
()

2 finding that out.
.

3 Q Now, Mr. Meyer, you have indicated that there is

(),

4 no planned provision in the Clermont County plan and I would

5 assume the State of Ohio plan as well, which addresses snow

6 and ice emergency conditions is that correct?

7 A (Witness Meyer) That's true on the Clermont

8 County plans. The State of Ohio plan, I would have to look

9 up. If you want me to --

10 Q I don't recall, but if you would like, go ahead.

11 A (Witness Meyer) I don't recall it. I've got

12 in the Ohio plan a report for 13 adverse weather conditions --
0 I found a very extensive one from Perry County in13 no.

la Cleveland, but nothing down here.

i 15 Q You did note that snow and ice conditions were

16 considered by the Stone & Webster time evacuation study; is
.

17 that correct?

18 A (Witness Meyer) They were considered in the

19 adverse weather conditions, yes.

| 20 Q And their consideration was limited to the

21 assumption of light snow, icing or minor flooding; is that

( ) 22 correct?
1

l 23 A (Witness Meyer) I don't know.

( ) 24 Q Did you check the Stone & Webster report of
|

| Page 3-2 when you made the statement in your direct testimony?
ACE REPORUNG. lNC
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1 -A (Witness Meyer) In other words, six inches of 7634

O
2 snowfall with flooding, is that what you are referring to?

.

|
3 Q No. What you are referring to, if I could

O
4 interrupt a moment, Mr. Meyer, is a discussion of the

5 comparison with results of state and local planners in which it

6 is their state and local planners who use six-inch snowfall and

7 flooding as part of the adverse weather assumption?

8 A (Witness Meyer) Right.

9 Q In fact, I think this was Clermont County

to Disaster Service Agency's assumption; is that correct?

11 A (Witness Meyer) That's correct.

12 MR. CASSIDY: Just for point of information, can
,

()-

13 I ask where- you are referring in the plan? What page are you

14 referring to?

15 MR. DENNISON: 3-2.

16 MR. CASSIDY: And which paragraph, please?

17 MR. DENNISON: 3-2.

18 THE WITNESS MEYER: You are talking about the

19 table, right? 3-2?

20 Q No. About Page 3-2 where you were?
,

'

21 A (Witness Meyer) Where I was?

22 Q Right.

23 A (Witness Meyer) All right.

C
'

24 Q You are.in the third paragraph down from the top

of the page?

ACE REPORTmG. INC.
CINCINN Atl. OMIO
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1 A (Witness Meyer) Right.

O 2 MR. WETTERHAHN: Sir, is there a question
.

3 pending? I am lost.

O
4 JUDGE FRYE: Yes, there is a question pending.

5 MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr. Chairman, in the interest

6 of saving time, I don't know whether the witness knows what

7 he is looking for. Perhaps we can have the question --

8 JUDGE FRYE: I think he does. He's looking for

9 the as,umption of Stone & Webster Study that they make about

10 adverse weather.

11 MR. CASSIDY: Well, counsel said 3-2 and then

12 he said --

13 MR. DENNISON: He had 3-2 in his testimony.

14 MR. CASSIDY: Yes.

15 THE WITNESS MEYER: We are looking at Page 3-2,

16 not Table 3-2? What paragraph are we supposed to be looking at?

| 17 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Meyer, what the reference
!

18 comes from is from your answer to Question 115, where you say
,

,

19 snow and ice conditions were considered in arriving at

20 evacuation time and you refer to the Stone & Webster Report

21 3-2.

( ) 22 MR. CASSIDY: And he read that and counsel said

23 that's not what he wanted him to look at.

)24 THE WITNESS MEYER: He said that isn't what he

| was referring to. He said that was Clermont County.

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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1 Q That.'s what it states; is that not correct? 7636

O 2 A (Witness Meyer) Right.
.

3 JUDGE FRYE: It appears that perhaps we have
O 4 got an erroneous reference.

5 Q In part. Do you recall in your reading of

6 the Stone & Webster evaluation time estLaate that the assumption

7 made by Stone & Webster was ice-like snow and minor flooding?

8 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, could I have a reference

9 to this?

10 MR.. DENNISON: Give me a second. I've been

11 trying to find it in the copy.

12 MR. BARTH: The pages are all the same. The

'
13 whole plan.

14 MR. DENNISON: I know, but I have got it noted

15 here where I can find it.

16 MR. BARTH: I understand the Board does not have

1-7 a plan. The Stone & Webster Report, which has all the

18 plans, is also incorporated in the exhibit that we provided

19 earlier.

20 JUDGE FRYE: We've got that. Yes, thank you

21 very much. We lent our copies to the witnesses. Why don't

( ' 22 we go off the record a few minutes?)

23 (THEREUPON, there was a brief off-the-record

,( ) 24 discussion.)

Q What I was referring to, Mr. Meyer, if I could

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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7637
1 draw your attention to Page 5-7, the final paragraph on that

2 page xecites that highway capacities and average vehicle
.

3 speeds for adverse weather are considered to be reduced by

O'4 one-half which is considered to be extremely conservative and

5 accounts for usual adverse weather delays due to rain, light

6 snow, icing.and minor flooding.

7 Would you agree with me that the Stone & Webster

8 time estimates are based upon those circumstances and not the

9 circumstances that are addressed in the Contention?

10 A (Witness Meyer) Yes. They are different.

11 Q In your reference to the Stone & Webster report,

12 Page 3-2, at the time that you prepared the written testimony,

( ) 13 were you relating that to the Clermont County study using'

14 six inches of snow or were you relating that to the Stone &

15 Webster Study?

16 A (Witness Meyer) You will notice in my

17 testimony I specifically stated there was nothing like you

18 had described. I mean, as far as I was concerned, the adverse

19 weather conditions that you had described were not in the plan.

20 Q Were not in the plan?

21 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

( ) 22 Q However, you were aware that the circumstances'

23 of winter weather in Ohio is such that there may be elongated

( ) 24 Periods in which roadways in Clermont County are impassable,

|

| due to snow accumulation?
ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 A (Witness Meyer) I.can't answer that. I come from 7638

(._)
2 Michigan.

|

3 Q You were present during the testimony of'

; 4 several of the police officers and fire and life squad
1

5 Personnel?

6 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

7 Q Did you discuss the circumstances of the

'

8 winters of 1977.and 1978, those two particular years?

9 A (Witness Meyer) Right.

10 Q In which there were long periods of time in

it which emergency vehicles could not dispatch their functions

12 or calls?

O
13 A (Witness Meyer) I recall they said it was

14 severe.

15 Q All right. Recognizing that that circumstance

16 is present, should that not be contended to in the Clernont

17 County plan?

18 A (Witness Meyer) I'm liable to get hell later,

but I'm going to make a statement. When I came down here and19

20 I took that trip -- that Monday that we had supposedly severe

21 weather conditions on the 25th -- there was an, "Oh my God,

(3
(_) this is terrible, absolutely terrible." And it was a very22

23 mild, little light snow. I mean, I didn't think it was so

{JN
24 terrible, but everybody else -- all the local people seemed to'

think it was very, very severe snow '{.orm, we had no trouble j
_

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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1 driving around at all. So what could be terrible in Ohio is 7639

2 a very mild snowfall up in, say, Michigan.
.

- 3 Q Mr. Meyer, did you listen to testbnony of

4 Chief Kennedy when he was talking about snowfall in Ohio in

5 excess of six inches in 1978 in which roadways were impassable

6 for a period of four days before they could be cleared?

7 A (Witness Meyer) I rensber he had said it was

8 very bad.

9 Q That would be comparable to some of the

10 Michigan winters that you are experiencing; would that not be

11 correct?'

O
. A (Witness Meyer) You say six inches? We have12

13 had that several times this year already and I'm sorry, that's

14 not a bad snowfall. Up in Michigan it's nothing. You get in

15 your car and you drive. I mean, one of the judges can tell

16 you the same thing.. The people clear the roads out.

17 Now, I realize that we do have more equipment

la up there than you have down here.

19 Q The question, Mr. Meyer, is should this be

20 the plan provision for Ohio',.not Michigan, located plan?

21 A (Witness Meyer) Yes, it should be taken into
| r'

22 consideration.
,

23 MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.

O
24 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn?

f
~

CROSS-EXAMINATION

| ^".,:: = t r '

1
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1 BY MR. WETTERHAHN: 7640

0
2 Q Before we discussed demand decisions in the

.

3 case of flooding. Do you recall that, with regard to decision

O
4 on alternate routes and whether to evacuate? Do you recall that

5 conversation?

6 A (Witness Meyer) Yes, I remember that.

7 Q Wouldn't the same considerations apply to

a snowfall, that is that a decision would have to be made at the

9 time of emergency based upon the severity of the snow storm

10 and the rumnber of other factors existing at that time,

11 including the type of release?

O
,

(Witness Meyer) Yes, absolutely.12 A

13 Q And one could not plan for every contingency

14 at this present time?

15 A (Witness Meyer) No way.

16 Q Do you have any reason to believe that the local

17 planners are not familiar with the road systems and the

is way drivers react in the vicinity?

19 A (Witness Meyer) No.

20 MR. WETTERHAEN: No further questions.

21 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Barth?

( ) 22 MR. BARTH: We have no questions, Your Honor.

23 JUDGE FRYE: Redirect?

O) 24b MR. CASSIDY: I have a couple.s

FURTHER DIRECT EXAMINATION
ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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1 BY MR. CASSIDY: 7641

2 Q Mr. Meyer, first of all, I would ask you to refer
.

3 to Clermont County plan on Page 3-27
tm
k 0

4 A (Witness Meyer) I'm here.''

5 Q Do you have that?

6 A (Witness Meyer) Yes, it's right in front of me.

7 Q And I would ask you to look at the second full

8 paragraph, the paragraph above Special Facilities on that page?

9 MR. DENNISON: Where are you?

10 MR. CASSIDY: Page 3-2 of the Stone & Webster

11 plan. Excuse me. The Stone & Webster plan and the Clermont

12 County plan. I am sorry. The evacuation time study.

13 A (Witness Meyer) What paragraph did you say?

14 Q The paragraph that commences, "For the adverse

15 weather estimates." Do you see that paragraph?

16 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

17 Q I ask you to read that to yourself if you would,

18 please.

19 A (Witness Meyer) Go ahead.

20 Q Have you read that paragraph?

21 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

([ l 22 Q Now, with regard to the reference that you made

23 on Page 58 of your testimony referring to the Stone & Webster

( ) 24 report on Page 3-2, does not that paragraph indicate that

Stone & Webster considered adverse weather by reducing speeds
ACE R E PO R TI N G. I N C.
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1 50 percent? 7642
[ 'N

- 2 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.
.

3 Q And isn't it correct that that's the section

'd 4 that you were referring to in your testimony with redard to

5 their consideration of snow and ice conditions in arriving at

6 their evacuation times?

7 A (Witness Meyer) That's right.

8 Q Taking Mr. Dennison's assumption in his contention

9 on Page 57 of your written testimony, he states in there the

10 premise that roadways for travel to evacuation routes would

11 be impassable for periods of tLme in the adverse weather

12 situation that he postulates there.

.rJx

k 13 Mr. Meyer, is evacuation the only protective

14 action that's available if there is an accident?

15 A (Witness Meyer) No, no. You can shelter people

16 where they are.

17 Q If the roads are impassable, isn't it likely

18 that the decision maker would exercise the decision to shelter

19 as opposed to ordering an e'iacuation?

| 20 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

21 Q And passability by its own definition, would

( ) 22 necessitate that, would it not?

23 A (Witness Meyer) Right.

r~x
'x ,! 24 Q Mr. Meyer, were you here during the testimony

of Mr. Thomas Urbanik?

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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1 A (Witness Meyer) Yes. 7643,I

0 2 Q And you heard Mr. Urbanik's qualifications and
.

3 recognized that he is an expert in his field; is not that

O
4 correct?

5 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

6 MR. DENNISON: Objection. Mr. Urbanik is a

7 witness. As to whether he recognizes his qualifications or

8 not, is beside. the point. Let me --

9 MR. BARTH: Your Honor, as a matter of fact,

10 whether we recognize it or not, the question was whether or not

11 Mr. Meyer recognizes Mr. Urbanik as an expert, which goes to

12 the weight that he's going to give Mr. Urbanik's opinions.

13 JUDGE FRYE: All right. He's answered the

14 question.

15 MR. CASSIDY: I don't believe he did.

16 THE WITNESS MEYER: Yes.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION 7644
1

(~~ ) BY MR. CASSIDY:
v 2

Q. And you heard Mr. Urbanik's testimony with -

3

(") regard to his assessments of Stone & Webster's correct time
x.s

4

evaluations?
S

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
6

Q. Do you have any information or expertise
7

superior to Mr. Urbanik's?
8

A. (Witness Meyer) No.
9

Q. Do you have any reason to disagree with his
10

testimony of the other day? *

11

A. (Witness Meyer) No.

12

(^ MR. CASSIDY: No further questions.
C2 13

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION
14

BY MR. DENNISON:
'

15

O. Mr. Meyer, you've been asked the question about
16

the sheltering as an alternative protective action.
17

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
18

Q. And you're also aware that from the standpoint
19

of circumstances of accidents that escalate and you may have
20

for several days an environmental threat of radiation being
21

g, released atmospherically, is that not correct?
(_/ 22

A. (Witness Meyer) Possibly.
23

r~, Q. Does NUREG-0654 take that into consideration?
CJ 24

A. (Witness Meyer) You mean the adverse weather

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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conditions? 7645
1

(]) Q. The adverse health conditions.

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes. -

3

{]) Q. Now, during this period of sheltering, there

would be no vehicular traffic permitted by way of snowplow
5

or others, is that not correct?

6
A. (Witness Meyer) I don't know.

7

Q. Well, if the decision maker, given the information
8

that relative to determining evacoation, as opposed to
9

sheltering and because of roadway conditions of snow accumulation,
10

elected sheltering only because he could not evacuate, as Mr.
11

Cassidy put the question to you, that set of circumstances
12

C'dT
would also dictate that there would be no snow plowing or

13

otherwise in that area because of the exposure?
14

A. (Witness Meyer) If the exposure was that bad.
15

Q. That is correct. And exposure to consider
16

sheltering or evacuation would be that bad, would it not,
17

Mr. Meyer?
18

A. (Witness Meyer) It would.

19

Q. So that the roads remain in the same condition
20

that they were at the time that the sheltering advice was
21

fS given, is that not correct?
\/ 22

A. (Witness Meyer) [ Witness shook head in the
23

affirmative.]

Q. And within the recommendation of NUREG-0654, one

ACE REPORMNG. INC.
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must take into account that these accidents may continue to 7646
1

(~'] accelerate, to escalate and over a period of several days, it
'

2

may be necessary that protective action guides on dosage -

3

| ') would dictate that sheltering is no longer effective, is that
v

4

not correct, Mr. Meyer?
5

A. (Witness Meyer) I don't know, I mean, I'm not
6

a medical doctor.
7

Q. You have read these plans as they deal with
8

dosage levels given different sorts of structures, automobiles
9

and what have you, is that not correct?
10

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
11

Q. And you recognize that measured in the realm of
12

(~ ' , recommendations, they get to the level in which the protective
C/ 13

circumstance of sheltering is no longer effective for the health
14

of the community, is that not correct?
15

A. (Witness Meyer) If it gets high enough, no,
16

you're right.
17

Q. And during this period of time, you still have
18

these impassable roadways because you cannot get a snowplow
19

in this and you've still got these people in the house. How
20

does the plan deal with any of those avenues?
21

g MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor, he's calling
(- 22_

for speculation on the part of the witness and you have a
23

r~s hypothetical question of which we have really no basis in
x- 24

terms of the specifics. The answer --

ACE REPORDNG. lNC.
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JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think he's got the basis in 7647
7-
L,' there already. Mr. Meyer's answered his questions and --

A. (Witness Meyer) I honestly don't know what I'd
'

3

/ do.

JUDGE FRYE: The question is, what does the

plan do.

A. (Witness Meyer) What does the plan do?

MR. CASSIDY: I would again object. The

situation that Mr. Dennison is postulating, if you can't move

people on the roads, you shelter. If you can't get them out

of there, if you accept the situation that he put forward,

that it's impossible to move people, that the roads are

7x
(,! impassable, you don't have any alternative, you punt.

13

Q. (Witness Meyer) That's it, punt.

MR. CASSIDY: The way the question is postulated,

you can't answer it.

MR. DENNISON: The purpose of the question, as

we have for several days played footsie with, the alternative

of evacuation is sheltering, knowing full well that the one
i

may come in a crisis of the two and I think this plan ought

to address that sort of a crisis, particularly when we have

z s

(v) 22
gentlemen of the federal government here who are presented

here, supposedly to advise us on the significance of these

plans.

JUDGE FRYE: The question is, what does the

ACE R EPOR TING, INC.
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plan provide? 7648
1

t'''s MR. DENNISON: Yes.
Nj

2-

JUDGE FRYE: I'll let him answer that question. .

3

(~l A. (Witness Meyer) I don't know of anything that
K' 4

will address anything that severe. You're talking about the
5

worst possible situation.

6

JUDGE FRYE: No, we are not. As I understand
7

it, what we're talking about is a situation in which you have
8

an accident, which is escalating.
9

A. (Witness Meyer) Okay.

10

JUDGE FRYE: Okay, sheltering is decided upon
11

as the protective action. At the same time, you have the roads

12
covered with ice and snow. Because you've authorized sheltering,g-)

\J 13
correct me if you've answered this way, it woulu not be safe

l'

for the road crews to be out clearing the roads.

15
A. (Witness Meyer) Mr. Dennison said that.

16

JUDGE FRYE: I thought you agreed with him.

17

Am I in error on that?
18

A. (Witness Meyer) I agreed with him.

19

JUDGE FRYE: Therefore, the accident continues

20
to escalate to the point where sheltering is no longer

21
effective, the roads are still ---,

k. ./ 22
A. (Witness Meyer) Let me ask just a couple of

23
questions. Has the wind ever switched --,y

$ b 24
JUDGE FRYE: Wait a minute, Mr. Meyer, I think

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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we have to answer his question. You can explain it if you 7649
1

| i want afterwards but the first thing you have to answer is,
' ' ' 2

does the plan make any provision for this situation? -

3

(~/) A. (Witness Meyer) No, no.
~.

4

Q. This is an area which should be addressed to
5

the plan, is that not correct, Mr. Meyer?
6

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
7

Q. And it is not?
8

A. (Witness Meyer) No.
9

MR. DENNISON: I have nothing further.
10

MR. WETTERHAHN: I do have some questions.
11

JUDGE FRYE: Proceed.
12

t'' FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION
kJ 13

BY MR. WETTERHAHN:
14

Q. Mr. Meyer, are you aware that in each of the
15

counties, I'll speak to Clermont County, there are specific
16

criteria for exposure of emergency workers for the various
17

tasks, are you aware of that information in this criteria
18

containing the plan for Clermont County in the State of Ohio?
19

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.
20

Q. Are you aware that the plan calls for emergency
21

7
.

workers who enter, potentially, an area where the plume may
(_) 22

be present to be monitored, are you aware of that provision of
23

fm the plan?
(/ 24

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes.

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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Q. Therefore, an individual who enters -- an 7650
1

('] emergency worker who enters the plume, a possible area where
~

2

the plume may possibly be can monitor his exposure and keep .

3
7_( ) his exposure within permissible limits, is that not correct?
-

A. (Witness Meyer) Depends on what exposure you're
5

talking about, according --
6

Q. As read by a dosimeter?
7

A. (Witness Meyer) Yes, but this exposure that
8

apparently we're talking about is the most severe you can
9

possibly get.
10

Q. What you were talking about, then, Mr. Meyer,
11

was the combination of the worst accident that you could
12

('' . consider --
C/

13

A. (Witness Meyer) Could conceive of.
14

together with a very improbable snow storm?Q. --

15

A. (Witness Meyer) Correct.
16

Q. And you consider that so low in probability
17

that it would be almost incredible?
18

MR. DENNISON: Objection. Within the planning
19

scenario, whether it's --

20
MR. WETTERHAHN: I will --

21
r', MR. DENNISON: Incredible or not, it's nonetheless
'- 22

part of the plan.
| 23

i (~' JUDGE FRYE: It's clearly --
24'

MR. WETTERHAHN: I'm sorry, what is the Board's

ACE REPORTING, INC.
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ruling? 7651
,

() JUDGE FRYE: Sustained.

MR. WETTERHAHN: No matter what probability,it '

() has to be considered, is that the Board's ruling?

JUDGE FRYE: Well, I think if you look at the

NUREG, the NUREG considers highly improbable accidents and
6

clearly that's what we consider here.
7

Q. This, in your mind, you would be combining an

accident that's low in probability with another event occurring

in the same exact time or shortly thereafter with a very low

probability also?
11

MR .' DENNISON: Objection. Again, this is part
12

(} of the planning circumstance, whether it's low probability or

not is of no merit.
14

MR. BARTH: Your Honor, we have had constant
15

testimony from these people as to what their opinion is. I

think it ill-behooves counsel for ZAC to propose a protection>

17

asking for opinions from these people. He's asked for opinions

of these people all day long. I think the question is proper,
i 19

MR. WETTERHAHN: Your Honor, even if the entire
20

spectrum of accidents had to be considered, it's proper as to
21

the weight to be given to this consideration to put it in

perspective as probability and again, I don't think this
23

{) Board would require that an accident with the moon hitting the

earth, which is some low probability, would have to be considered.
l

ACE REPORUNG. INC.
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It all goes to the weight of the consideration to be given. 7652
1

c3 JUDGE FRYE: I think -- let me pose a couple of'' 2

questions here. -

3

3 Mr. Meyer, I know you've testified here withLJ 4

regard to snow and ice emergency conditions and I have not
5

gone back and looked at your qualifications but I didn't
6

recall that you were an expert in meteorology.
7

A. (Witness Meyer) No, I'm not an expert in
8

meteorology.
9

JUDGE FRYE: And you have no particular knowledge,
10

I gather, from your earlier testimony this afternoon as to
11

the weather conditions, the likelihood to prevail in this
12

7- particular area?
C' 13

A. (Witness Meyer) No.
14

JUDGE FRYE: But your general thought would be,
15

I take it, that a snow storm is a fairly low probability
16

event?
17

A. (Witness Meyer) The type we're talking about,
18

yes.

19

JUDGE FRYE: Let's just leave the record at that
20

place.

21

MR. BARTH: Your Honor --s7

.) 22

MR. WETTERHAHN: If you're sustaining the
23

objection, I will, of course, consider that --,--

O 24
JUDGE FRYE: Do you want to follow it further?

ACE R EPORUNG, 8NC.
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MR. WETTERHAHN: You're ruling on Mr. Dennison's 7653
1

(^, objection?
k' 2

JUDGE FRYE: No, I'm not really. I was trying '

3

(JT
to pick up on your question. In the context of the witness'

^

x_ 4

qualifications, the last thing I asked him was whether he felt
5

the last snow condition we were talking about was a low
6

probability event but I --
7

MR. WETTERHAHN: Let me pursue this line in a
8

different manner. Maybe we can avoid an objection. I don't
9

know -- well, let me proceed.
10

Q. With regard to sheltering, did you mean to
11

imply by your testimony that sheltering was not effective as
12

a means for reducing dosage over being outside the shelter,
() 13\/

as for instance, in a car?
14

A. (Witness Meyer) I meantthey would be sheltered
15

at home with the windows closed, let's face it, and if you're
16

going to send somebody out in a car with these kind of weather
17

conditions, you're sending them out to die.
18

MR. WETTERHAHN: No further questions.
19

JUDGE FRYE: The next contention I see is
20

Potassium Iodide.
21

MR. DENNISON: No questions on that, Your Honor.,-

| ( ,) 22

MR. WETTERHAHN: We have no questions, either.
23

MR. CASSIDY: I have no redirect.-

kJ 24
JUDGE FRYE: I think we are also getting to a

* ACE REPORT 1NG, INC.
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point in time or a place where we're getting less and less 7654
1

q ') productive.
" 2

MR. WETTERIIAHN: I thought we were getting more -

3

f) productive.
xs

4

JUDGE FRYE: We come then to the consideration
5

of school buses in the New Richmond school district. Do you
6

have very much on that, is it going to be lengthy?
7

MR. DENNISON: It could be. I would gauge it's
8

probably about the same duration of the last question dealing
9

with the snow and impassibility.
10

MR. CASSIDY: If I may -- can we go off the
11

record for a moment?
12

^( '; JUDGE FRYE: Sure, let's go off the record.
' ' 13

(Off-the-record discussion.)
14

15
.

16

17

18

19

20

21
-

k ' 22

23
, - -

' 24.,

ACE R EPORUNG. INC.
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@f 6:00pm
gossion

R
; 1 JUDGE FRYE: Back on the record. Contentions 7655
,-,

U 20-C-1 on Page 60.228-DD
.

3 CROSS-EXN4IMATION

V BY M:'.. DEMNISOM:4

5 0 Mr. !' eyer, you recognize that fron your -- and

6 I assure you conducted some investigation to determine the

7 nuabar of school buses and their seating capacity and student

8 populations in New Richmond and Bethel-Tate School District?

9 A. (Mitness Meyer) It's right in front of ne,

10 yes.

p JUDGE FRYE: I'n sorry. I couldn't hear.

A. (Mitness Meyer) It's right in front of ne,
12

,,
,

\
13 yes.

14 Q Mow, is there anything within the plan that

addresses the circumstances of either the sheltering or
15

evacuation o f s'chool children? And by plan, I nean the Clernont
16

17 County plan.

(Fitness '' eyer) Yes.'

18 '"

19 Q. And does that deal with other than the comuni-

cations aspect of connunications from the county superintendent
20

to the respective district superintendents?
21

,~

A. (t11tness Meyer) No. That's the way it's(v) 22
handled. It's handled from the county superintendent iho is

23

n) 24 in the county EOC to these respective superintendents underneath(

them.

ACE R E PORTING. INC.
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1 0 The plan itself does not deal with the mechanics , 7656

(} 2 if you will, of sheltering or evacuation as protective action;;
.

3 am I correct?

OkJ 4 A (Witness Meyer) I'm going to have to check

5 that, Mr. Dennison.
,

6 MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, I'm going to object

7 to the question as far as sheltering, because the Contentions

8 20-1-C, 1, 2 and 3 deal with the adequate number of buses to

9 evacuate the children in a safe and timely manner. The sheltering:

is not raised in the contention, so it's to the extent that
10

ij counsel is sheltering as far as I would object to.

MR. DEMNISON: Your Honor, I am merely
12

( ) 13 responding to the direct testimony as one would imagine sheltering
'

as set forth as an alternative to evacuation and it is done soja

on page 62 in response to Question 124.
15

MR. CASSIDY : Your Honor, if it will save some
16

time, we will stipulate there is no specific reference in thisj7

18 plan to shelter with regard to evacuation of schools. I don't

have any problem with that, if that's the question.
19

MR. DENNISON: That's the question.
20

MR. CASSIDY: Unless Mr. Meyer can prove me
21

( ) 22 urong there, but that's my recollection.

A (Mitness Meyer) I'm trying to. All right.
23

( ) 24 It says on II-I-4 in the first paragraph of B, the last sentence,

it says, " County school districts will provide direct contact

ACE REPORTtHG. INC.
C1hCINN Afl. OM00
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20-DD

1 notification to its students during school hours. " 2'eaning 7657
f

U during the school hours.2

'

3 11R . CASGIDY: Fine.
.

'v' 4 A. (Witness Meyer) And then here under Protective

5 Actions Guides in 3-C-1, it also briefly described uhat they

do and protective actions guides on the taking of shelter.
6

MR. CASSIDY: I withdraw my stipulation.
7

JUDGE FRYE: That's all right. That's fine.g

9 A. (Witness Meyer) I knew it was there somewhere.

0 Now, in that set of circumstances , you have
10

recorrnized and I believed testified that or e may have to some
11

degree alternative action based upon the decision maker's electica
12

g
) 13 as to whbther to evacuate or to take shelter; is that nots

correct?ja

A. (Uitness Meyer) Would you repeat that,
15

Mr. Dennison? That didn't make sense to me.g

C. The decision maker would have essentially two
37

lections or two options for which he could allow and one would
18

be to take shelter and one would be evacuation, under these set
39

1

f circumstances which would warrant one or the other being
20

taken; is that correct?g

('; 22 A. (Witness !!ever) Correct. Yes.
'

\_/

0. All ri ht. "ow, recognize that fron the
23

'' planning circumstance, the time limitation from the onse t o f
24

accident would be a ninimun of thirty minutes; is that correct?

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
CINCINN A fl. O*eso
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1

1 n. (Ultness Meyer) The minimum, right. 7658
,

'
't '

2 G Okay. Accepting diat mininum from the stand-

'

3 point of the planning circumstance, one would then have to be

bi
4 capable of conmencing the evacuation of the school children''/

5 thirty minutes from the onset of accident, is that not correct,

6 utilizing the minimal requirements?

7 A (Witness Meyer) Got you. Yes.

8 G Given the prompt notification of fifteen minutes

9 given af ter the onset of the accident, would leave fif teen

10 minutes under the minimal circumstances in which commencement of

jj evacuation; id that not correct?

A (Witness Meyer) Under these maximum conditions.
12

- 13 G Under these minimum conditions?

A. (Witness Meyer) Ucll -- All right.ja

G Of course, this does not become a concern if
15

one is given several hours?
16

A (Mitness Meyer) Correct.
j7

18 G So my questions to you, Mr. Meyer, would deal

with the minimal unless I indicate otherwise, and by the minimal
39

I nean the onset of thirty minutes.
20

You are aware that the buses at the New Richmond
21

(_,; 22 Cchool District are not located on site?

A (Uitness Meyer) True.
23

I) 24 9 You recognize that there are two dif ferent

school sites uhich are involved in the emergency planning: the

A C E R E PO R TI N 9. I N C.
CINCINN ATI, OMIO
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1 Monroe site and the New Richmond site; is that correct? 7659
p_
t i

k/ 2 A (Uitness Meyer) Okay. That's still one school
.

3 district, right.

4 0 One school district, two different school sites?

5 A (Witness Meyer) Okay.

6 Q. Now, the Monroe students are closer to the

7 plant than the New Richmond students; is that not correct?

8 A (Witness Meyer)- I don't know.

9 0 You have indicated in the map some special

10 concerns and that would be in the map section dealing with

11 protective responses . Let me address it better this way: In

12 the relocation center assignment under Table I-7, Monroe Township

e3
in which the school is situated is indicated to be within thek- 13

two to five mile zone.14

MR. CASSIDY: Excuse me. Which table are you
15

16 referring to now?

MR. DENUISON: Table I-7, which is set out
17

18 on Page II-I-14.

A. (Witness Meyer) Okay. I'm with you.
j9

0. Did you have a chance to see that?
20

A. (Uitness Meyer) II-I-14?
21

,. ,

( ) 22 0 Yes.

A (Uitness Meyer) This is the revised23

24 September '81.

JUDGE FRYE: Do you recall the question?j

ACE REPORUNG. tNC.
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1 A. (Witness Meyer) IIe asked me if I saw it and 7660
GO yeah, I'm seeing it.2

.

3 JUDGE FRYE: I think there was a question

4 prior to that.

5 G And would you note the map on Page II-I-21?

A. (Witness Meyer) Okay.6

7 G And at the dot indicated on that map was

8 Number 7, but that is the Monroe Elementary School?

9 A. (Witness Meyer) Okay.

10 G Would you agree the Monroe Elementary School is

approximately five miles from the plant?jj

A. (Witness Meyer) I don't have a guide here,
12

13
but if you say so.

0 Have you made any inquiry when addressing thicja

contention as to the ' location and student population of Monroe
15

School?
16

A. (Uitness Meycr) No, just the contention.
j7

0 Did you, in response to the contention, have
18

the opportunity to review the Clermont County Interrogatorics
39

relative to distances, school population and things of that
20

""DUf*?
21

A. (Witness Meyer) I'm sure I saw them, but
{ l 22,

richt now, "r. Dennison, I don't recall.
23

O 24 G Are you ware that Monroe Elementary Schcol

i maintains grades for school children from kindergarten to
ACE REPORTING. INC.'
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j sixth grade? 7661
)''/ A (Witness Meyer) It's an elementary school,2

.

3 so that's what it would be, yes .
,-,
t

4 G Now, as to the evacuation of that school, you''

5 were asked a question generally as to evacuation, but it, tha t

general question the inclusion of Monroe Elementary. You were
6

7
asked the question, Mr. Meyer, are there modes of transportation

available to assist an evacuation of the schools. You responded
8

9 yes, and I am referring to Page 61.

A (Witness Meyer) Correct.
10

G An additional factor in meeting the transportationg

needs presented by such an incident would be privately owned
12

/m
I

_) 13 cars owned by students, teachers and support personnel driven

to school each day. Previously, no allowances had been made forja

privately owned automobiles?g

A (Mitness Meyer) That's correct.
16

Q. Now, my first question is , Mr. Meyer, certainly
37

y u didn't have that in mind as to students driving automobiles
,18

when one was considering Monroe Elementary School?
j9

W .ess Meyed Mo, I would rat.her tP.ey didn' t.
20

G Second to th at , were you aware of whether org

c1 not in the New Richmond School District teachers would be permittads

x/ 22

to transport students in private automobiles?
23

,-. ,

(,) g A (Witness Meyer) If the situation is as bad

as ue are describing, are we going to fool around with

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
CBNCINN ATI. OMoo
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1 technicalities? 7662

2 G Does the plan address that, Mr. Meyer? If the
.

3 plan addresses that, I am willing to discuss it. Does the plan

O
4 address that question that you just posed, Mr. Meyer?

5 A. (Witness Meyer) No, the plan does not address

it.6

7 Q. All right. Uow, Mr. Meyer, since you have

8 brought up an interesting position here, under that technicality,

9 as you put it, can that teacher load five, six children in her

car, or his car, and leave the rest of the children unattended
10

and without a bus to school?jj

A. (Mitness Meyer) No.
12

O'13- O. All right. Mr. Meyer, how many automobiles-

have to be present at Monroe Elementary to evacuate effectivelyy

549 children?
15

MR. CASSIDY: Objection. Your Honor, that
16

mischaracterizes the testimony. On Page 61, Mr. Meyer says,
j7

"An additional factor in meeting the transportation needs ."
! 18

Therefore, to elaborate on what he said earlier in terms of
j9

supplementing the buses, counsel has mischaracterized the testi-
20

m ny grossly here.
21

JUDGE FRYE: Nc, I disagree. Just answer the'

22

previ us question, that the teacher couldn't drive all of the
23

students and leave the rest unattended.| 24
|

MR. CASSIDY: That's correct, but what

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 !!r. Dennison is suggesting here is that automobiles -- that 7663
(~.
' v' 2 !!r. Meyer has testified that the automobiles are the only means'

'

3 f evacuation, which is not what the testinony is , nor did he

q' 4 testify to anything else orally at this point in time.'~

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

s

\_) 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

I 22

23

C)\_ / 24

ACE RE PORTING. INC.
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.

1 MR. DENNISON: To correct counsel, I would only 7664
.. r'r

- 2 quote the answer of Mr. Meyer, "An additional factor meeting
.

3 the transportation needs - "

O
4 MR. CASSIDY: Additional factor, that's correct.

"5i MR. DENNISON: -- would be privately owned

6 cars, owned by students, teachers and support personnel driven

7 to school each day." I take it that that response is another

8 factor which may meet the transportation needs.

9 A (Witness Meyer) It wasn't even considered.

10 It wasn't considered in -- there were no allowances made.

11 This was just an additional factor.

12 Q All right, now, in making this additional

/~T,

's > 13 factor, Mr. Meyer, were you advised by any county planner

14 or any superintendent of schools or otherwise in the school

15 districts or in the county, as to whether or not the school

16 in discharge and evacuation circumstances would relegate a

17 portion of its student population to private automobiles?

18 A (Witness Meyer) No. No, I did not discuss --

19 Q You made no inquiry before you made the

20 statement?

21 A (Witness Meyer) No.
,m
( ) 22 Q That statement is totally yours, not covered by

23 plan, Ohio law or inquiry to school personnel in Ohio, am I

( 24 correct?

A (Witness Meyer) Correct.

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 Q Mr. Meyer, we come back to the point of 7665
rs

'\/ 2 beginning and the point of beginning is what are the
,

3 circumstances of this plan to take care of the needs for the

(3
k/ evacuation of the Monroe School children as the first avenue4

5 of inquiry.

MR. CASSIDY: Objection as to the form of the6

7 question.

8 A (Witness Meyer) Were is the --

9 MR. CASSIDY: Mr. Meyer , I have an obj ection,

P ease. I'm objecting to the form of the question. I don'tl10

n understand the question.

12 MR. DENNISON: Let me rephrase the question.

n
(_) 13 JUDGE FRYE: I'm not sure I understand it either.

ja Q Mr. Meyer, you are aware that the Monroe

15 Elementary is part of the New Richmond School District, is that

16 correct?

17 A (Witness Meyer) (Witness shook head in the

is affirmative.)

pp Q You are aware that the New Richmond School

20 District has 17 buses or do they have more or do they have

21 less, what is your knowledge?

cm
( ) 22 A (Witness Meyer) My knowledge is the New Richmond

,

23 School District has 17 buses.

, (O,/ 24 Q The plan doesn' t so state, does it?

A (Witness Meyer) No.
ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 Q All right. Do you have any Laformation as to 7666
~

(l' ' '
2 the number of children that can be placed on a school bus owned

,

3 and operated by the New Richmond School District?
(O
'~'

4 A (Witness Meyer) No.

5 Q No?

6 A (Witness Meyer) No, I don't know exactly how

7 many. I think it's 65.

8 Q Beg your pardon?

9 A (Witness Meyer) I think it's 65.

p) Q All right. Do you have any idea how many buses

11 are necessary to evacuate the New Richmond School District

12 school children located in the Monroe Elementary?
f'l

13 A (Witness Meyer) In this contention, can youA'

14 show me where the Monroe Elementary is --

! 15 Q Yes, if you look at the third sentence, it says,

!
! 16 " Monroe and Paris Elementary students would be evacuated to

17 a receiving site first and then return the buses to the

n3 evacuation of the student population at the New Richmond

19 sector."

20 A (Witness Meyer) I'm sure whatever the number

21 of buses it would take would go to the Monroe Elementary

n
(_) 22 School and get them.

23 Q Do you know how many buses that would require?

(>3x 24 A (Witness Meyer) I don't have a calculator right

here but 65 into what, 500 and --

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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1 Q Let us say ten buses. 7667
p
\> 2 A (Witness Meyer) Okay, ten buses.

.

3 Q Now,. those ten buses, during the course of the

I^)
''

4 school day, are not at the Monroe site?

5 A (Witness Meyer) Correct.

6 Q They are at varying sites?

7 A (Witness Meyer) Correct.

8 Q It takes time to advise the driver, mobilize the

9 bus and direct it to the Monroe site, does it not?

10 A (Witness Meyer) Correct.

11 Q Do you have any idea of how much time as to

12 any one, more or all of the ten buses?
/"%

k) 13 A (Witness Meyer) No.

14 Q Does the plan address any of these factors,

15 Mr. Meyer?

16 A (Witness Meyer) No. Go ahead.

17 Q I'm not aware of any plan provision but I can

18 be mistaken, it's been a while since I looked at it.

19 A (Witness Meyer) No.

20 Q Now, Mr. Meyer, in order to use these buses

21 and to evacuate the students at the New Richmond site, which

( l, 22 has an elementary, a middle and a high school, do you know how(_,

23 long it would take the buses to go from Monroe Elementary to
,a
(/ 24 the receiving area, which I believe for this school is

Glen Este?
ACE R EPORDNG. INC.
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i A (Witness Meyer) No, I don't know how long it 7668

2 would take.
.

3 Q And likewise, you would not have any idea of

C<4 how long it would take these buses to come back and pick up the

5 students at the remaining school site?

6 A (Witness Meyer) No.

7 Q And to again transport from the New Richmond

8 school site to the Glen Este site?

9 A (Witness Meyer) Right.

10 Q Now, from the standpoint of providing assistance

ii
to this New Richmond School District, do you know the location

of the closest school district outside of the ten mile area but12

|O the c1osest in re1etionship to the New a1chmond and Monroei3

ja Elementary school sites?

A (Witness Meyer) No, I don't know what would be
15

16 the closest but can I ask which way -- the plume would be

17 moving in some direction, so it might not -- we might not even

18 have to evacuate the Monroe School.

19 Q Well, shall we write the plan that way, that

unless somebody indicates to us that one day the plume may20

21 go ver Monroe Elementary and the New Richmond site but we don't

O 22 need to address the issue till that happens?

MR. CASSIDY: Objection, Your Honor, it's23

O 24 ersumentative..

A (Witness Meyer) That's --

ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 MR. CASSIDY: There is an objection. 7669

(m/"
2 JUDGE FRYE: I think i.;'e acgumentative.

,

3 Q I'm addressing from this planning standpoint.,
,

( ')'
4 Whatever way the wind may go and however schools may be

5 evacuated is one thing, but I'm talking about how does the

6 Plan deal with it.
~

7 MR. CASSIDY: Objection, he's still arguing

8 with the witness. -

9 JUDGE FRYE: No, I think that's fair. The

10 witnesses last answer brought this on.

11 A (Witness Meyer) Would you repeat the question.

12 Q The question is simply this, Mr. Meyer, how does

( '')
' - 13 the plan deal with the evacuation of the New Richmond School

14 District's school children located at two different sites that

15 we have previously referred to from a standpoint of the

16 adequacy of buses, whether the buses are used by New Richmond

17 in two trips or the circumstance of attempting to bring buses

is in from outside the district. The plan does not address that,

19 does it?

20 A (Witness Meyer) Not the way you put it, no.

21 Q In fact, other than as you previously indicated --

O
I 's_/ 22 indicated what the plan does address as to communications

23 and to some sheltering and evacuation of students to relocation
r~h
kJ 24 sites, the mechanics of these are not addressed in the plan to

i date, is that correct, is it not?

| ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 A (Witness Meyer) That is correct. 7670
(~3
i !
''

2 Q And now, Mr. Meyer, as to offsite buses,
.

3 wherever they may be located, this again takes tbme to summon
I^';

'"
4 the drivers there and to dispatch those drivers to the New

5 Richmond or the Monroe sites, does it not?

6 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

7 Q- All of these would seem to be without an

8 opportunity to do them if one is planning from the standpoint

9 of the minimum requirements of those 0654, from a half hour of

10 the onset of the accident?

11 A (Witness Meyer) Yes, but for example, in

12 New Richmond, we still have -- New Richmond is located eight

I'),

13 miles from Moscow, isn't it?x'

14 Q Seven-and-a-half.

15 A (Witness Meyer) Seven-and-a-half, eight miles.

16 It's going to take a certain amount of time for anything to

17 get up there, so that's going to give us additional time.

18 Q That I wouldn't know, Mr. Meyer. My questions

19 are addressed from the standpoint of your. review of plans

20 within the confines of those 0654, which tells me that one

21 has to plan for an accident which can occur within or rather

n
(-) 22 evacuation or sheltering may occur within 30 minutes of the

23 onset of that accident.

(~'>\(- 24 MR. WETTERHAHN: Objection, that mischaracterizes

the testimony. Again, as I went over this this afternoon, the

ACE REPORUNG. lNC.
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1 period of time that we are talking about is the time between 7671
(3
''2 when one knows a, release is going to occur and the time it's'-

.

3 going to occur, that.is 30 minutes. There is absolutely no
,

( )''
4 requirement that evacuation commence by that time or that any

5 other protective action begin at that time.

6 JUDGE FRYE: That was not my recollection. I

7 thought 0654 talked in terms of --

8 MR. WETTERHAHN: It's the time from which one

9 recognizes that e release will occur till that release occurs,

10 that period of time of some 30 minutes to two hours.

11 MR. DENNISON: Reference being debated is found

12 on Page 13 under Planning Base D at Paragraph- 3, time factors

O
\~' 13 associated with releases.

14 MR. WETTERHAHN: May I read it into the record

15 at this point, so the record is clarified? "The range of times

i 16 between the onset of accident conditions and to the start of a
|

| 17 major release is of the order of one_-half hour to several hours. '

18 MR. DENNISON: May I -- would you continue?

19 MR. WETTERHAHN: "The subsequent time period over

20 which radioactive material may be expected to be released is of

21 the order of one-half hour, short term release, to a few days
,

kJ 22 continuous release." There are two separate time periods

| 23 involved. One is from the knowledge that a release is going to
/"N

kJ 24 occur till the time the release begins and the second tLme

period is the duration of the release. The record must be

ACE REPORDNG. INC.
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1 kept clear between these two various time periods. 7672

(3
't> 2 JUDGE FRYE: The release is going to be done in

.

3 a half an hour and it's fair to assume that if it's going --

O>N- 4 the release is going to begin in a half hour, you better start

5 evacuating immediately. On the other --

6 MR. WETTERHAHN: That was on the record. Thank

7 you.

8 MR. BARTH: On the Staff's point of view, the

9 Staff disagrees with your summation of the situation, Your

10 Honor. It feels it incorrectly states it,

t1 JUDGE FRYE: Well, please tell me --

12 MR. DENNISON: Before we engage in much more
Q(_/ 13 dialogue, I would only like to point out again for the record,

14 that the response to Question 121, in the words of the witness,

15 is the time between the onset of an incident and the need to

16 evacuate will be from a half-an-hour to several hours, etc.

l'7 I have repeatedly advised him that I was talking within the

is minimal time of a half-an-hour for planning circumstances,

19 which I consider to dovetail with Table 2 of 0654 on Page 17,

20 as well as the matters which were quoted by Mr. Wetterhahn on

21 Page 13.

('-) 22-

Could we have the reporter read backMR. BARTH:
,

23 Your Honor's statements, so we can make the comment you asked

([) 24 us for. We will be glad to dc. so or we can passively wait.

MR. DENNISON: Your Honor --

ACE R EPORTING. INC.
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1 MR. WETTERHAHN: Mr. Chairman -- 7673

2 JUDGE FRYE: All right, Mr. Wetterhahn.
.

3 MR. WETTERHAHN: I believe the answer to 121

talks about the onset of an incident and the need to evacuate.4

5 They are not talking about the time to evacuate.

JUDGE FRYE: Nobody is talking about time to6

7 evacuate. ,This is the question of when you begin an evacuation.

Mr. Dennison?8

9 MR. DENNISON: I have forgotten what the pending

10 question is at this point.

11 Q Mr. Meyer, you have indicated that if the

circumstances are such that the buses cannot be mobilized or12

O i3 the time and circumstances are euch that the decision maker mouta

ja have an option here and he could elect to take shelter, is that

correct?
15

A (Witness Meyer) He could.16

37 Q In the event that that election is made and

these students are confined in a shelter situation of their18

school building, that may be for the duration of some days,j9

might it not?
20

A (Witness Meyer) It may.21

O 22 Q Or at least this is the way I would read Table 2,

065'?23

O 24 A (Witnees Meyer) Okay.

Q During that situation --

A!*E REPoitTING. iNC.
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1 MR'..CASSIDY: May I show the witness the table 7674c

k'm)
2 Mr. Dennison is referring to?

.

3 MR. DENNISON: If you wish to, go right ahead.
(,.)
''

4 Q Specifically, since you have got it in front

5 of you, Mr. Meyer, in Table 2 under what would essentially be

6 the second paragraph, which states, " Time period over which

7 radioactive material may be continuously released," it

8 sets forth a half an hour to several days. You don't quarrel

9 with that, do you?

10 A (Witness Meyer) (Witness shook head in the

11 negative.)

12 Q You are indicating no?
(~3
\'' A (Witness Meyer) No.13

14 Q Now, is there any circumstance that you

15 understand in the plan or elsewhere from conversations perhaps

16 wid1 a loull planner or what have you, of the plan meeting the

17 conditions in which school children would be sheltered at the

is school building for several days , as to the standpoint of

19 provisions to care for them and otherwise?

A (Witness Meyer) No.20

21 Q Now, if we had the election by way of the

n
(> Options presented to the decision makers of evacuation or22

23 shelter and the election was made to shelter the school

('T
24 children and there was continuous release for several days,k''

they would have to remain sheltered in that environment, would

ACE REPORMNG. lNC.
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1
_

they not; that is, you would not, under that set of 7675

'''
2 circumstances, have them transported by bus, vehicle or

.

.
3 otherwise because of the dosage.that they would experience

i !'''
4 in an attempted evacuation later on, is that not correct?

5 MR. CASSIDY: Your Honor, I would object. Again,

6 we have a hypothetical upon that foundation. We are not

7 adding a dosage of an undetermined amount and we --

8 JUDGE FRYE: It's keyed into the decisicn to

9 shelter, is it not?

10 MR. DENNISON: That's correct.

11 JUDGE FRYE: It's taken on the basis of a

12 dose savings.
o
5

13 Q Understand the question, Mr. Meyer?''

14 A (Witness Meyer) Yes. If the plume and wind

15 changed at all in these several days, that's another factor.

16 Q This is something that I'm not addressing. I'm

17 addressing it from the standpoint of that which I'm suggesting

18 ought to be considered in the planning circumstances.

19 A (Witness Meyer) No.

20 Q Would you agree with me that this is a

21 provision that ought to be planned for in the Clermont County

,q,

~> 22 plan?

23 A (Witness Meyer) Yes,

n
(> 24 Q And it is not in the plan, is it?

A (Witness Meyer) No.
ACE REPORMNG lNC.
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1 MR. DENNISON: I don't have anything further 7676
t'x |
'J of this witness on this contention.

''

2

.

3 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn?
O
V 4 MR. WETTERHAHN: Yes, we have.

5 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. WETTERHAHN:

7 Q Would you turn to Roman Numeral II-I-16.

8 MR. DENNISON: In what --

Q Clermont County Page 2 -- Roman Numeral II-I-9 .

to Figure 16. Have you turned to that?

n A (Witness Meyer) II-I-16, is that right?

! 12 Q That's correct. Does this represent a flow chart
1 ,,

l ' (_) 13 for the decision maker in order to make a decision whether to
|

u take shelter or evacuation in any and all circumstances, this

15 flow chart?

| 16 A (Witness Meyer) This is a revision -- this is

17 a flow chart that tells them what to do under certain

is conditions, yes.

39 Q This is an algorithmic chart that tells an

20 emergency planner or the person making the decision based upon

| 21 his dose assessment, the severity of the accident, the various

()22 time periods for release, as to which decision to take at any

23 given time, that is, sheltering or evacuation, is that not
,

1

( ) 24 correct?

. ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 JUDGE FRYE: Mr. Wetterhahn, do you have an 7677

O 2 extra copy of that?
.

3 MR. WETTERHAHU: Yes. The duplicate figure

O
4 is in each and every one of the plans.

5 A (Witness Meyer) Mr. Metterhahn --

6 B Yes.

7 A (Witness Meyer) -- it doesn ' t give the

8 amount of doses or the massiveness of the doses.

9 G That's correct, but this does give the decision
,

10 maker the flow chart, the algorithmic in which to make a decision

11 which to use in his planning guide and at the time of an accident

12 in order to decide whether to take shelter or evacuate?

(
13 A (Witness Meyer) Yeah.

14 G This is a planning document that the planner

can use at the time of an accident?15

16 A. Uitness Meyer) Got you.

17 G He would have to make certain calculations

based upon this logic and flow chart in order to make a decision18

whether to evacuate school children or the general public?
19

A (Witness Meyer) Right.
20

21 0 S the plan does cover decision making and

()22 logic and analysis regarding evacuation for a whole spectrum of

23 circumstances; is that not cor: ect?

( ) 24 A (Mitness Meyer) It aives him a guide when he

gets the dose rates -- for when he gets the dose rates.
ACE REPORTING. INC.
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1 G The dose rates are factored ir:o this logic 7678
o
i !

2 diagnosis?'~'

.

3 A (Uitness Meyer) They would have to be or else
,y
( i

'~'
4 they couldn't make an intelligent decision.

5 4 You recognize in making a decision whether to

recomnend sheltering or evacuation for school children, that the
6

7 time of release is important; is that not correct?

8 A. (Uitness Meyer) Yes.

9 G In relation to when a decision is made?

A (Witness Meyer) Yes.
10

jj
g Do you recognize that there are circumstances

where the greatest dose savings might be to put children on the
12

,a

kJ buses even if the cloud is beginning to pass or beginning to pass
13

at a certain location, rather than sheltering? That is a possi-ja

bility, that one would have to go through a portion of the
15

cloud and that would produce the greatest dose savings compared
16

.

to sheltering? That's one possibility, isn't it?
| j7

A. (Witness Meyer) It's a possibility, but I'm
18

not a radiologist.
j9

| 0 This would be considered by the planner in
20

making that decision; is that not correct?
21

,,

( j 22 A (Mitness Meyer) The planner would have to take

everything into consideration to make the decision. '

23
m

| ) 24 B And the decision whether to keep sheltering --
.

C

assuming that school children are sheltered at any particular

| acs acronnua.isc.
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1 point in time -- the decision whether to keep sheltering them 7679
O\'

2 or to then evacuate them would be a decision which i; updated
.

3 periodically; is that not correct?

O
4 A (Witness Meyer) You mean during this time?

5 G Yes.

6 A (Witness Meyer) Yes.

7 G And it depends on the circumstances which

8 exist at that very moment, including wind direction as you noted?
,

9 A (Uitness Meyer) Right, correct.

10 G And that decision is a forward-looking decision

11 to see which decision, shelter or evacuation would produce the

12 greatest dose savings at that point in time?

b> 13 A (Witness Meyer) Correct.s

14 G You recognize that even though the release may

15 occur in thirty minutes, it may taken longer to begin the evacu-

16 ation than thirty minutes; is that not correct?

17 A (Mitness Meyer) That's correct.

18 G And that's all taken into account by the planner

19 in deciding whether to evacuate or to shelter?

A (Witness Meyer) Correct.20

21 MR . METTERI'AHN : No further questions.

( ) 22 MR. EI.RTH: No cuestions, Your Honor.

23 IIR . CAESIDY: No redirect, Your Honor.

f%s ) 24 JUDGE FRYE: That completes this contention.

I think in view of the hour that this trould be a good point in

ACE RE90RDNG. |NC.
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I which to adjourn and reconvene at 9:00 a.n. tomorrcw morning. 7600,.

$

2 MR. WETTERIIAHN: Could I dare ask that we start,

.

3 at 6:30 in order to get as much done as possible?

O 4 MR. DENNISOM: I don't care. I would hope we

5 would have adequate time tomorrow to finish up this panel and

to take care of Mr.17illiams. But if you want to start at 8:30,6

7 I would have no problem with that.

8 MS.ITBE: I agree with that.

9 JUDGE FRYE: Let's start at 8:30 tomorrow
,

10 morning. Ife're adjourned for now.

11

(Thereupon, the hearing adjourned at 7:30 p.m.)'

12 ,

( O i3'
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17
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